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INTRODUCING THE WASHINGTON**
GEORGE AND HIS CITy

The Lord only knows how many American patri

ots George Washington outraged by having had no

children o his own. Hundreds of thousands of them,

undistinguished by anything else, are thus robbed of

their boast of descent from President Washington. The

long-suffering Mayflower is the only resort that is left

them. Until they take thought.

History does harbor its sub-cellar rumors at George s

expense rumors that recall a remark dropped by the

late and witty Vice President Marshall whilst engaged
in the principal business of his office that of dining

out. &quot;And have you any children, Mr. Vice President?&quot;

asked the sweet lady who sat beside him at table.

&quot;None,&quot; said Mr. Marshall, &quot;that I know at&quot;

Historians lift their noses over all such rumors re-
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4 The Puppet-Show on the Potomac

garding George Washington and assume that he was

childless. One of them even sets up a scientific reason

to account for the fact. But neither rumor nor history

is correct. George Washington did have two children,

both of them authentic, both dear to him beyond be

lief, both the passions of his life. One was his country;

the other was its capital city a descent that we all

have reason to boast of.

But unless you are first reminded of the grandiose

city of Washington that George, its progenitor, de

signed it to be, the ensuing pages about it will seem

like the tossing of so many impudent bricks through

windows. You cannot savor the farce of the Puppet
Show that has risen instead along the Potomac until

you have recalled to you a savor of the great figure who
there picked the site of your national capital, who set

it going, and who put into it all that he had and was.

The &quot;Federal
City&quot;

was to be George Washington
himself not by design, but because it was out of the

question for him to think anything, plan anything, ex

cept on the plane of his own thinking. Instinctively he

laid out the plan of the future capital on the model of

his own character. It was to be grandiose in scope

and that was like him. It was to have every elegance of

form and manner and that was like him. Its life was
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to be on an elevation above every meanness and that

also was like him. His hopes of the place wring the

heart, in being so wistful then, so defeated now. The

last portrait ever painted of President Washington pic

tures him seated with his family about a table at Mount

Vernon, with his beloved Potomac for a background,

on the great man s knee Major L Enfant s plan for the

Federal City, and on Washington s face a heavenly

smile.

All his associates knew of his dreams for the capital

city, and dreamed them with him. To this day visitors

to the Capitol building look down on two oblong

blocks of stone on the basement floor immediately un

der the dome. Some of them, mishearing the garbled

words of their guide, come away mistaking those stones

for the actual burial markers of George and Martha

Washington. It is where they belong, and where they

nearly came to be. The guide is at pains to say so, but

his words are sometimes as twisted as his history.

When George Washington died, John Adams, his

successor in the Presidency, was asked by Congress to

beg of Martha Washington the privilege of burying the

Father of his Country under the dome of the building

that he visioned as the symbol of its sovereignty. The

widowed Martha waited a while to answer. When she
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did so, it was in one of the most touching letters ever

penned.

She said she knew her great husband had ever taken

himself to be at the beck of his countrymen. She knew

that would be his response from the grave, if the ques

tion could reach him. If the nation demanded, she

would consent to the removal of his ashes from Mount

Vernon on one respectfully suggested condition. She

wished to lie forever at his side, so that even in death

they need not be divided.

It seemed to Congress a reasonable request, and so

the two slabs of stone were made ready beneath the

Capitol dome. But a great debate arose in Congress

over the propriety of wresting from Mount Vernon

Washington s body, when there his heart had been

from its childhood. The vote was against it. Again in

1832, the hundredth anniversary of Washington s birth,

the question arose in Congress. Again it was debated

with feeling and eloquence, and again the vote on bury

ing Washington under the Capitol dome was No.

So the two slabs of stone have nothing under them.

George and Martha sleep as they wished, side by side,

in a little capitol of their own at the foot of Mount

Vernon hill, where princes and statesmen and radicals

have come to lay wreaths and plant trees in honor of a
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great liberator of the human spirit,
where summer

birds linger to sing through the winter, where Amer

icans who scarcely speak English gather to whisper,

and no sound is heard but the wind that murmurs in

the guardian evergreens today as it did in the winter of

1799. What the city of Washington might be if it had

kept the soul that this great progenitor sought to put

into it!

It was not the soul of a plaster saint, either, but that

of a man. George and Martha Washington slumber

where they are in the greater dignity because buried

with them sleeps one of the haunting human dramas.

Among the many other great things that George

Washington was, one of them has been overlooked. He

was America s foremost husband. And neither is it

flippant
to say so.

When Washington died his widow moved her bed

room to an attic at Mount Vernon because from its one

little window she could keep watch on his tomb. No

man who wins such a tribute need feel self-reproach.

Yet from the days of his budding manhood the pas

sion of George Washington s life had been for another

woman the wife of his closest friend, whom he met a

few months too late.

In one of the earliest of his treasurable letters, writ-
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ten when he had but just engaged himself to Martha

Custis, he poured it out to the other. Long years after

ward the letter was found in a London attic, among

the other woman s belongings, after her death. With

this early letter was found also the last letter that

Washington wrote to the other. All the early devotion

was in it. Through the years between the two letters

the Revolution had been fought and won, the Consti

tution had been written, the United States had been

founded, Washington had served and ended his Presi

dency. Through these intervening years Martha Wash

ington undoubtedly knew of it all and had no ground

for complaint. Never had George nor the object of his

regard overstepped their codes. Washington could

leave his widow watching his grave, and yet in this fi

nal letter to the other he could tell her of having lived

in her company the happiest moments of his life.

Sally Fairfax and her husband lived at Belvoir, ad

joining Mount Vernon. During the final stages of the

Revolution Benedict Arnold, then a renegade general

in the British army, ravaged the region. Not even he

had the effrontery to profane Mount Vernon, but Bel

voir he burnt. Washington, in this last letter to Sally,

then widowed and poor, tells her of looking across to
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the ruins where nothing was left, on the ground or in

his memory, but ashes and dust.

This was the human volcano who put his passion

into the plan of your national capital. The only marble

that ever surrounded the soul of George Washington

is the marble of the buildings in the city bearing his

name. You cannot take measure of the city without at

least this knowledge of the man. On knowing both,

you are tempted to believe that if Mount Vernon is the

tomb of his body, the present city of Washington is the

tomb of his hopes. Fortunately for the country he lived

long enough to map out the city. Fortunately for him

self he died before seeing the puppet-show it has be

come.

The present capital
is almost nothing that he meant

it to be, and nearly everything that he hoped to spare

it. President Washington got little more schooling than

fell to Abraham Lincoln, and all his life suffered mor

tification because of the want of it. Intellectually he

felt belittled by Jefferson, by Madison and Hamilton,

and sought their advice in the wording of his papers.

Perhaps because of this lack he left in his will an ear

nest injunction and a practical provision for the found

ing of a great national university in his Federal City,

one to be worthy of country and capital alike. Since
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then a pushing little educational institution there has

run away with his name, but the great center of educa

tion that Washington pleaded for is a vision still Con

gress has done nothing, thought nothing, about it in

the course of i4O-some years the Congress that peri

odically meets above the projected graves of George

and Martha and has forgotten them both.

Man of action, self-taught or taught only by observa

tion and life, Washington respected things of beauty

outside his understanding as deeply as he loved the

beauties within it. Mount Vernon he made a landscape

picture without and a miracle of taste within. For the

Federal City he entertained plans as sound but on the

grandiose scale. He meant it to be, besides the capital

of Government, the center of the nation s finance, in

dustry, commerce, the arts, the social graces. And, ever

so slowly, a century behindhand, it is becoming that.

Slowly the wealth of a nation, with many interrup

tions, is making a glory of the city that Washington

planted in solemn error. The glory will abide for ages;

the error may disappear when television or some other

miracle of science puts the capital at last into the United

States. The city that still is George Washington s

crowning mistake may yet become his crowning
achievement. All that he saw as truly making great
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the capital of a great nation may only be creeping to

ward it. Its paucity is appalling, but still it comes.

Hidden away in a corner of the District of Colum

bia, so difficult to reach that few ever learn of its ex

istence, stands a masterpiece of art that George Wash

ington would approve and welcome to his Federal City.

His only complaint would be that it has no twin. It is

that bronze figure by Saint-Gaudens which Henry

Adams, descendant of the Second President and him

self an adornment to Washington, caused to be set up
in Rock Creek Cemetery over the grave of his wife. A
nobler combination could scarcely be imagined of one

man of genius in the employ of another. And the re

sult speaks the best of them both.

It leaves on every visitor who takes the trouble to

find it an emotional effect little short of terrific. No

one, low-brow or high-, escapes it. No one leaves its

presence without a guess at its meaning. On a stone

block facing a little semicircle of marble bench the

whole surrounded by a screen of evergreens that shuts

off the world without sits that bronze figure of the

blank, resigned, impassive face, made mysterious by

the drapery that hoods her. Books have been written

about that figure. Nothing else that is so unmistakably

a work of art has stirred so many feelings or pro-
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pounded so many questions.
It sends every beholder

away in a chill compounded of terror and awe. Some

shake off its spell by calling it, sentimentally, &quot;Grief&quot;

or &quot;Sorrow.&quot; Saint-Gaudens himself was once asked its

meaning. He said he didn t know. On reflection he

quoted, &quot;If a man die, shall he yet live
again?&quot;

But his

unlabeled figure asks the question only to leave it un

answered, so that the cynic may as reasonably take it to

mean the end of all things.

Yet but half a mile away, in a public place fittingly

named McMillin Park, after the Michigan Senator

who in 1900 saved George Washington s Washington

from becoming more rows upon rows of tenements and

kept it true to the L Enfant Plan, is another bronze, a

fountain by MacMonnies, that as unmistakably em

bodies the beginning of all three lovely young things

who bear on their heads a bowl overflowing with wa

ter which the wind slithers into ribbons and winds

about their bodies. It stands on a little eminence above

the street First Street, near the Reservoir and to find

it at its best you must see it near the close of day, when

the setting sun makes rainbows of its ribbons of water.

It is the answer to Saint-Gaudens, and both are the an

swer to Andre Siegfried who wrote, &quot;America has no

art, and feels no need of one.&quot; No city in the world
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containing either of these pieces of art need go wholly

undistinguished, and George Washington would have

been the first to welcome them to his
city.

Probably no one in the country, not a schoolchild,

but has seen the Lincoln Memorial or at least a pic

ture of it. In spite of the hypercritical who complain
that its attic is an inch or two too tall, the building will

pass as one of the great expressions in stone of the

imagination of man.

On Memorial Day in 1921 President Harding, a

handsome and gracious man, gracefully accepted this

building on behalf of the American people as hence

forth one of their prized possessions. In so doing Presi

dent Harding duly celebrated the merits of Abraham

Lincoln. He said a great deal of the greatness of Amer
ica and of the Republican party. One greatness alone

escaped him the greatness of Henry Bacon, out of

whose mind this priceless creation had sprung. Not

long afterward Henry Bacon died. Could this have

been one of the reasons? George Washington might
have had to be prompted for the appropriate word on

a similar occasion. But he would have said it. And he

would have mentioned Henry Bacon.

Within a few weeks of this event President Harding

accepted on behalf of the nation Henry Shrady s statue
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of General Grant. Shrady literally beggared and killed

himself in modeling this thing. On its unveiling two

plaques were missing from its pedestal
because Shrady

had not lived to complete them. The two groups facing

this figure of Grant, one of artillery and the other of

cavalry swinging into battle position,
have been ranked

as among the lasting examples of fiery action caught

into bronze. Between them, high up on his wind

blown charger, as if with all the might of the United

States behind him, not to mention his iron resolve, sits

the muffled figure of Grant gazing across the Potomac

toward the Virginia where he was to hew out victory

in the Civil War, All his story,
all his will, his charac

ter, stand forth in this effigy,
set forth by an answering

genius.

In coming years schoolboys will have to thumb their

history books for the name and the numerical rotation

of one President Harding. The name of Henry Shrady

will give them no such trouble. Yet when one of the

two, President of the United States, received on behalf

of the people this work of the other, he once again

celebrated the merits of the nation and the glory of his

political party. Of this deathless object of beauty what

did he have to say? Not a line, not a word, not a syl

lable. He never even mentioned Henry Shrady s name.
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Another occasion that George Washington would not

have muffed. This was the very thing he wanted to at

tract to his Federal City.

Even if this sort of thing applied to letters and the

arts alone it would have importance. It takes on double

importance as applying to Government. The job of

running a country so vast as ours is one of epic dimen

sions. Mr. Coolidge made one of his wry faces when

ever he thought of it. Mr. Taft, after serving a while as

chairman of the War Labor Board and getting his first

close look into the machinery of Government he had

once directed, pounded the desk with his big fist and

declared that if the head of every Government activity

died on the morrow, the Government would go right

on. It would in the hands of other men of ability or

genius who also stand little chance of mention. Mr.

Taft had seen them at last. You owe it to their small

number that your country is still on the rails.

They are the faithful whom George Washington

had ever in mind, as much the patriot American at a

desk as the ragged Continental who stuck by him at

Valley Forge. The rest are the puppets whom you elect

to populate the city beside the Potomac planned by

George Washington and who put on the show com

monly called the Government of the United States.



CHAPTER I

The Master Puppet

IHE city of Washington was founded on the side

walks of New York. Not simply is this literally and his

torically true, Washington has become what it is, capital

of the foremost country of the world, perhaps capital

of the world itself, as the outcome of as pretty a piece of

log-rolling as an inflamed public opinion, as it is some

times called, has since then had reason to reprobate.

It happened when the two outstanding figures of their

time perhaps leading figures of all time met on the

curbstone of a street in little old New York. Rivals in

personal renown, champions of two bitterly opposed

schools of philosophy, the two statesmen had long been

snags in each other s way Hamilton with his Assump
tion Bill; Jefferson with his pet mania of snatching the

capital
of the United States away from New York and
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popular passion, and pitching it at some central point

in neutral territory.

Each of the two men had backed his own measure

as hotly as he fought the other s, and the two measures

meant as much to the destinies of the United States as

did the two men themselves. In consequence neither

man got anywhere. Both were among the farthest-

sighted of the Fathers, yet neither could see what New

York was destined to become the greatest port, the

center of the nation s finance, the focal point of its cul

ture and society, the natural capital of the country. In

a word, the new United States needed a capital as much

as it needed capital. Jefferson supported one need,

Hamilton the other, and neither could swing the coun

try to his side.

While the infant nation figured how to meet its bills,

any number of its cities clamored for the honor of en

tertaining its Government. Boston was one. Albany was

one. Little settlements along the Susquehanna River as

serted their claims. They stuffed Congress with cham

pions of their rights.
Robert Morris, Senator from

Pennsylvania, was one of them. For the first few years

of its existence Congress could neither settle nor get rid

of this pestiferous
matter of planting the country s capi

tal on a suitable site.
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All this while, and chiefly because of Jefferson s an

tagonism,
Hamilton got nowhere with his Assumption

Act one of the moves designed to lift the new United

States from obscurity and beggary and put it on the

road to what it is. The several states owed barrels of

money, to each other and to foreign countries, and not

one of them cared to be answerable to the obligation.

Hamilton s idea was to have the new country assume

the several debts of the states for the purpose of estab

lishing a national credit and standing. Finally came

this meeting of the two political
foemen on a curb

stone on lower Broadway, near the residence of Presi

dent Washington. There they agreed to support and no

longer oppose each other at least on these two issues.

It was an even swap. Out of the deal came Hamilton

with Jefferson s backing to his Assumption Bill, sure

of his fame as the greatest Secretary of the Treasury,

the man of whom Daniel Webster was afterward to

say,

&quot;He smote the rock of national resources, and abun

dant streams of revenue gushed forth. He touched the

dead corpse of public credit, and it sprang to its feet.&quot;

And out of the same deal came Jefferson s gratified

mania for founding the national capital in a place

apart as it happened in a forest and swamp along the
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Potomac River,, the geographic center of the then

United States. The rest is readily remembered. Hamil

ton s Assumption Act, even as a mere gesture at first,

admitted the United States to the family of nations.

The second outcome of the hoss-trade was not at once

to materialize. First the national capital had to be

translated to the other metropolis of the time, Philadel

phia, to appease popular feeling. There Congress at

last got down to business. President George Washing
ton was made absolute dictator in selecting a site for

the permanent capital of the United States. And so you
have the city of Washington, a puppet in many hands.

Perhaps it was only natural for New York to take to

its hearth and heart this foundling born and aban

doned on its doorstep. Certainly, until
lately, it has al

ways ruled the place. The city beside the Potomac has

been the seat of visible Government. The invisible and

the real Government has remained where it started,

in the city along the Hudson. As late as the year 1932

not a bank anywhere in the country could beg of the

Treasury Department the boon of a Government de

posit but the House of Morgan or some other had first

to &quot;advise&quot; in the matter.

Not that the country itself until lately saw any

thing sinister or even cynical in this. Business has been
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all we have done, and this was business. When you

come down to it, Big Business began with the Consti

tution of the United States. Big Business wrote the

Constitution. It wanted some means of enabling credi

tors to collect, and our charter of liberties is the out

come. Ever since then business has been our sole occu

pation. Government, in the eyes of the country, has

existed solely to foster it or to see that nothing harmed

it. The last three Presidents preceding the present oc

cupant of the White House had little need to consult

the interests of business. They thought along with busi

ness as a matter of settled procedure. Business has been

virtually the Government of the United States. Its cap

ital is New York, and for 141 years Washington has

been its puppet.

The national capital has been this puppet for a vari

ety of entertaining reasons, and in a way George Wash

ington himself is responsible for what has happened.

We credit him and the other Fathers with infallible

wisdom, but at least once in his life George Washing
ton erred. Delegated by Congress with absolute power
to select a site for the permanent Government of the

United States, this man who almost single-handedly

won the Revolution, presided over the writing of the

Constitution, and put the country on its way, rode his
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nag for days up and down the Potomac, only to pick

along it a point the most ill-advised, the .most disad

vantageous, the least adapted to the purpose. In so far

as he could see and that was a long, long way he

did his solemn best, and there set in to bless the place

with his soul and his hopes. But not even George

Washington could foresee the prodigious growth of the

country across a continent, and so he pitched its capi

tal in a swamp. In a sense it still is a swamp.
He did it in response to two other passions that ruled

his life. We of this day little realize how easily the

whole continent west of Pittsburgh might have gone
over to England or to Spain or gone independent

but for the foresight of George Washington. He was

the original Westerner. As a twenty-two-year-old

Colonel of Virginia Militia he had combed the Ohio

region and had seen its potentialities. It was fertile. It

was rich. And it was completely, geographically, cut

off from the East. The natural outlet for its wealth was

down the Ohio and the Mississippi to New Orleans,

then in the hands of Spain. Had this outlet become per

manent there might have been a puny little Union of

thirteen states along the Atlantic, and this vast west

ward empire under another rule.

All his life George Washington harbored a vision of
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tying together these two natural parts of the country

and, engineer that he was, he devised what for the time

was big business in the way of transportation a sys

tem of canals, rivers, and a portage across the Alle-

ghanies, to link the Ohio with the Potomac, and so

with the Atlantic.

You therefore find your national capital where it is,

at a meticulously selected wrong spot, because the

swamp that George Washington chose was exactly the

head of tidewater on the Potomac and the beginning

of his elaborate scheme of inland navigation to link

the West to the East. He picked this point for still an

other reason. Seeing the country expand, he meant the

capital of its Government to be also a great shipping,

commercial, and manufacturing metropolis a super-

New York. As he foresaw it, the national capital was

to contain a million souls a fairly ambitious hope for

the time. The engineer engaged for the purpose Ma

jor
Charles Pierre L Enfant was directed to lay out a

city at the very beginning with that population in

mind. In a word, George Washington overlooked noth

ing to start the city of Washington off on the right

foot nothing but a single thing. The fact of Nature.

At Great Falls, some seventeen miles up the Poto

mac and destined to be one of the capital s memorial
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parks, is the first canal he began as the initial step in his

great transportation system. The national society of en

gineers has undertaken to preserve that canal precisely

as George began it. Without it the East and the West

became one, precisely as George strove to bind them.

Without him the country took over the continent.

Even that little ditch at Great Falls, like his national

university, remains one of his visions. Even George

Washington could miss the fact that a river is not a

seaport and that New York was destined to win. All

the same it took Nature to beat George Washington.

Soon after his death ships grew too big for the Poto

mac, and deserted his river for the harbor of New
York. Less than forty years after his death something
else occurred beyond any man s foresight. A Scot named

Stephenson thought out the railroad locomotive and

wiped out the need of Washington s epic river and

canal navigation project. In thirty years more all canals

paralleled by rails were obsolete. Hence the little ditch

at Great Falls as a sacred relic the relic of a man who

could plan greatly for his people, although not even he

could anticipate the miracles of invention.

In triumphant vindication of George Washington s

engineering skill, one of the great eastern railway sys

tems traverses to this day almost the identical route he
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laid out not much less than two hundred years ago

for his portage across the Alleghanies.
Otherwise even

his foresight was licked by Nature and human nature,

and not even he could save his Federal City from being

their puppet. Until it is far, far older the important

thing about it will continue to be, not what it is, but

what it has never yet come to be. The million inhabi

tants that George invited have yet to accept the invita

tion and brave its semi-tropical climate. Except for three

or four buildings and a couple of statues, the Federal

City is poverty-stricken in the arts that he meant to en

courage. Congress, by deliberate statute,, has barred

away his commerce and manufacture, except what is

required to keep the shine from its pants and the

squeak from its swivel chairs. As for the elevated spirit

which the First President intended should rule the

nation s Government as a matter of course, you are

referred to the pages to follow.

Over Washington the city human nature has won

an easier victory than Nature won over Washington
the man. He planned it to be the head of a nation s

culture. It should have a National Theater, a National

Opera, a National Academy of Arts and Sciences and

Letters, all fostered by the Government and with the

President as their patron. Instead, the Congress of the
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United States, far from encouraging these things, has

barred even private enterprise from doing the like.

Theatrically, the capital of America is a
&quot;dog-town.&quot;

Plays destined for Broadway may be there tried out,

or the capital may see them after a year-long run in

New York. That sums up its dramatic fare, apart from

the movie houses that even distinguished diplomats pat

ronize now and then, in the absence of anything bet

ter.

As a matter of fact Congress never even officially

named the Federal City &quot;Washington.&quot; By act of Con

gress the national capital was, and still is, &quot;the Federal

City.&quot;
The name of

&quot;Washington&quot;
affixed itself to the

place almost by act of Nature. It happened that the

three commissioners originally named to lay out the

city began, quite casually, perhaps sarcastically, to refer

in their business correspondence to &quot;the city of Wash

ington.&quot;
It might have been because the impassioned

George so bedeviled them about it. However it be, the

name of
&quot;Washington&quot;

was seized upon, as was inevi

table, wherever it was read. So the people of the United

States, to their everlasting credit, named their capital

city Washington, in one of the most spontaneous trib

utes they could pay to the man who chiefly made them.

From the very beginning Washington was the pup-
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pet of Fate and was all but a flop for reasons humor

ous now but then serious enough to its namesake. So

soon after the Revolution the country was too poor to

house even its own Government or put a cover over its

President. Its one visible means of financing both was

from the sale of lots in the new capital. In plain English

your lordly city of Washington began as a real estate

&quot;development.&quot;
And for a long, long while not the

stiffest patriot had a mind to sink his money in lots, at

whatever price, in a swamp beside a distant river. In

those days your proud Government center bulked as lit

tle as that in the popular mind.

As might be expected. President Washington bought

ground to prove his faith in the venture. To this day,

in North Capitol Street, stand three or four brick

houses that he built for the accommodation of future

Government workers. Today Government workers oc

cupy those houses. To that extent, at any rate, Wash

ington s belief in his dream has been justified. He even

bought other plots and planned a winter residence for

himself, after retirement from the Presidency one

dream that he never lived to fulfill.

At that he was one of a handful of buyers. To his

immense mortification the building of the Capitol and

the President s House lagged and lagged, even though
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he had widely publicized both by laying their corner

stones. The city never did become a going concern,

either as national capital or as real estate proposition,

until Robert Morris, together with one or two other

big-time operators, proved his patriotism a second time

by coming to the rescue in a way which incidentally

ruined him.

Without knowing it, George Washington,, in start

ing his fiat capital, began a battle against terrific odds.

Other world capitals have grown in obedience to Na

ture, at the heart of their countries commerce, culture,

finance. Their Governments function under the scru

tiny of all these interests. The planner of ours thought

he could set up shop where he pleased and draw these

interests to it. Against every impediment they are gath

ering to it, but slowly enough to leave Washington

the most backward of American cities. That is serious

enough for the capital of a country as vast as ours. But

something far worse is the matter.

If George Washington and his fellow Fathers sought

to plant the seat of their national Government in a

place safely apart, they brilliantly succeeded. They sev

ered the head completely from the body. No one who

has not lived a year or two in Washington can be

aware of its utter divorce its decapitation from the
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rest of the country. After that period of residence there

one has the sense of living in exile from the United

States.

And if the head had to be cut from the body, why

bury it in a climate bereft of every stimulus to mental

and bodily effort? At its best, in winter and spring,

Washington is a health resort. At its worst, in summer,

Washington is, in simple English,
a hell. To be robbed

of all fear of death, spend a summer in Washington.

Day after day but two cities in the country will regis

ter a higher temperature Houston and Tucson.

The whole combination of climate and isolation in

duces a life of dolce far niente. No sensible newspaper

proprietor
should think of leaving his Washington

correspondents in Washington. The very air of the

place paralyzes every bodily muscle except those of the

tongue. Laugh if you will, but there you have the sim

ple fact that accounts for the garrulousness of Congress

and its inability to get things done. What Washing

ton s climate alone has wrought on the nation s destiny

no one will ever know, and it is idle to speculate.

On top of this is Washington s remoteness. Good

Americans rejoice
at the ease and pleasure of reaching

their national capital.
At all seasons of the year mo

tor cars with the number-plates of every state in the
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Union will be parked at Washington s curbs. New
York is forty Coney Islands, beginning with Fifth Ave

nue in the higher brackets. Washington is an historical

picnic-ground. Hordes of high school students put in

days of their summer vacation in Washington s heat,

as part of their education. Sweating taxpayers motor in

to look over what their taxes have paid for and al

ways approve it. Oliver Herford once said of the old

Waldorf-Astoria that &quot;it dispensed exclusiveness to the

masses.&quot; Washington dispenses to the Middle West a

hint of Greek perfection. One of these days the satis

fied Middle West will wonder if the Parthenon itself

was equal to the new building that Cass Gilbert has

designed for the Supreme Court.

When prosperity returns and the Washington Arts

Commission has its way, typical America may tell the

world that Washington has the Acropolis faded to a

bunch of shanties and Versailles to a cabbage patch.

But every stone that is added to Washington s maj

esty will add to its tragedy. The country may make it

a Paradise but, Governmentally speaking, it might as

well be built at one of the Poles.

What Washington s isolation has cost the country in

lost money and lost motion no one will ever discover.

For all the ease of reaching the place, the fact remains
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that few Americans ever get there. Visitors to Wash

ington are welcomed in one of the masterpieces of

modern architecture, the Union Station. But only those

with visions of busy terminals in New York, Chicago,

St. Louis, notice how pitiably thin is the trickle of

Americans to their capital city.
And the effect of this

on Government is no laughing matter. All those daily

contacts so necessary to the operation of representative

government are out of the question for a Member of

Congress. The nearest center of national influence to

Washington is forty miles away; the farthest, three

thousand. In a word, the head of the nation, and the

nation s body, are connected by a neck consisting of

four slender filaments the rails, the mails, the wires,

and the one-way radio.

For the effect of this on Government, a single tell

tale instance. One day a body of newspaper men, wait

ing to interview Speaker Joe Cannon, found him dic

tating answers to some seventy letters that day received

from constituents. The answers were so much a stencil

that a single sample will cover them all:

Dear Sir,

I am in receipt of your letter of the 4th. The
jnatter you refer to is of great importance. I am
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glad you have brought it to my attention, and as

sure you it shall receive my careful consideration.

At the end of the seventieth letter Uncle Joe turned

to the newspaper men and yawned, &quot;Thank God for

Old Man Careful Consideration.
9 &quot;

The meaning of which is that Washington s isola

tion leaves it not simply hermetically sealed against na

tional opinion; it is contented and glad to be so. It

leaves Government to go on as behind a curtain, almost

in secret. And it is because of this curtain of distance

that the governing of the United States has become this

Puppet-Show along the Potomac. You have needed

this background to relish the show.

What George Washington, planner of the place,

would think of it the Lord only knows. He laid on

the city the stamp of his very soul. That it should work

in no
spirit

but one like his own he took for granted.

The comedy of your national capital lies in the con

trast between what it is and what he meant it to be.

Still, the illustrious George would plant his Federal

City in isolation, behind its curtain of distance, and so

himself opened wide the way to the puppets. Now to

tear down the curtain that hides them.



CHAPTER II

Enter the Little Ones

NE of the first things that Washington swaps is

ready money for a ready-made reputation always, too,

the most picayune pay for the mostest repute. Your

old neighbor Wilbur J. Brown goes to Washington and

may suddenly emerge an LL.D. even as a statesman.

You have thought that Wilbur s swift translation into

this political heaven came about by the magic of your

ballots. Nothing of the sort. The magic of money has

done it. The only thing that Wilbur has ever uttered

is the check it has cost him to buy the best efforts of a

literary ghost.

The beautiful sentiments purporting to issue from

Wilbur are those of some really able man who has

found it awkward to prosper in a publishing world

given to such well-established names as Wilbur s. The
32
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able thinker thus enabled to buy his bread may well be

one of the few who quietly run the country. It skills

him not. Minus the indispensable reputation, he must

link himself with the Wilburs if he wants an outlet for

his soul

Of course it costs him the mortification of becoming

the ventriloquist who uses Wilbur as a puppet mouth

piece. For a man of brains it is intellectual prostitution.

It is a prostitution of public morals. But the man of

brains also must live. So Wilbur gets his LLD. s, and

the country is spared the ordeal of listening to Wilbur

as he would sound if left to his own resources. And

Wilbur is legion in Washington.

One other trifling consequence derives from this al

most universal arrangement. Your country is almost

literally governed by literary ghosts and so is safer

than it would be if left to the men you elect to public

office.

The ideal situation, of course, would be the election

of men with sufficient brains to fill the offices they are

sent to occupy, but the primary election renders this

all but impossible. It forces every aspirant to public of

fice to outlast the cost of two elections instead of one,

and so puts a premium on the one whose wealth is in

his pocket instead of his head. As the man of sufficient
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brains is seldom ready to give up so much of his means

for the sake of an office he doesn t give a damn for in

the first place, it naturally drifts to the man of suffi

cient means.

Here enters the hitch. The man of means, hoist to

high office, finds of a sudden that the office calls for

brains after all. His only escape from the embarrass

ment is to buy them from somebody else.

The embarrassment begins without a moment s de

lay, moreover. The principal business of our people

seems to be that of listening to speeches in the brief

intervals when they are not making them. The Wilbur

Browns are no sooner in office than something elegant

is expected of them, and the ringing welkin testifies

to their willingness to oblige. There is not a Wil

bur in Washington, either, who cannot listen to him

self talk for hours at a time without getting tired.

Hence the two parties to this arrangement of a puppet

who takes the bows in front of the curtain, while his

strings are pulled from behind it, are seldom long in

finding each other. And so the heavy population in

your capital of these gentlemen who make no speeches

and who write them all.

It pervades the whole of official Washington from

the Presidency down or up, as has happened at times.
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Nobody knows when it started. Alexander Hamilton

made virtual puppets of United States Senators in the

nation s younger days. He had stuff he wanted put

over, and they gladly spouted it for him.

Whether the little arrangement is sound for your

country you may judge when you have got behind the

arras and seen how the puppet-strings are pulled. A
few persons in Washington feel uneasy about it. They
recall great states of the past themselves debased by this

debased standard of public dignity and honesty. To

Washington newspaper correspondents it is a matter of

astonishment that a practice so commonplace and so

often a thing of personal and timely profit to them!

can have remained so little known to a people who

envy as they do their political bigwigs. But here come

some of their portraits.

Take for example the Honorable Sol Bloom, Mem
ber of Congress from a New York City district. Not so

long ago Mr. Bloom took it upon himself to be greatly

alarmed for the safety of his country and on this very

score of standing forth boldly and openly for what you

are. Mr. Bloom is not content with merely entertaining

this philosophy; he puts it into practice on every pos

sible occasion.

Accordingly, when Washington Merry-Go-Round, a
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volume of newspaper gossip
written by divers Wash

ington newspaper men, received its warm welcome at

the hands of the public,
Mr. Bloom was outraged. For

authors to snipe as they sniped at great public figures

from the cover of a cowardly anonymity was more

than he could bear. Even though they had scrupulously

avoided all mention of himself, Mr. Bloom decided

that there ought to be a law; and not content with

merely thinking so, he lost no time in bringing before

the House of Representatives
an act that should hence

forth put a period to any and all such masked assassins.

By the terms of his bill, finishing fines and smashing

sentences were to land on any publisher
who published

any book or article minus the name of its author in

good bold type.

Good as Mr. Bloom s law and philosophy may be,

they fall a bit short of perfection.
Mr. Bloom s measure

was never seriously entertained, but had it been, it

would have disclosed a missing half which, if ever

enacted, would have fallen not on publishers but on

Congressmen, Senators, Cabinet members, Presidents

and Vice Presidents, and nearly every other Govern

ment official, forbidding any one of them to make any

speech or print any book or article without first plainly
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announcing the name o the literary ghost who wrote

it for him.

If any such new form of prohibition had been enacted

and were enforceable, which in the case of orators is

highly doubtful, its first effect would have been to si

lence the author of the Iaw5 Mr. Bloom himself. Its

full effect would be to silence pretty nearly the entire

United States Government. Even the handful of mod
est men who run the Government, if ever they con

sented to deliver a speech in public, would have to fall

back on this shabby device. For there is hardly a Gov

ernment official, high or low, now and for some time

past, who has not played the puppet on some important

occasion. There are many who have never played any

thing else on any occasion. And there are some whose

entire political careers and public reputations have been

built on the brains of these Senecas behind the scenes.

It may still be extravagant to say that the Govern

ment of the United States is entirely run by ghosts, but

the trend is in that direction and already, in a sense,

the statement is less extravagant than it sounds. The

plans and programs that have given many a puppet of

ficial wide renown as an able executive and a great

public servant have only too often been the labor of
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some faithful underling who kept his head under cover

and would have had it knocked off in pursuing the op

posite course. Mr, Taft discovered all this, and has al

ready been quoted on the subject.

This is not to say that many Government officials do

not still perform their own appointed official acts do

their own housework, so to say; but the fact remains

that they rarely step forth on the rostrum to give pub

lic account of their acts without becoming imposing

dummies for these ghostly Senecas they keep in the

background to do their thinking for them. The public

has long suspected the presence of ghosts in nearly

every other current pursuit. The public has long known

that the shelves of the Library of Congress groan with

the weight of books on business, banking, and the key

to success, signed by eminent business men and never

read even by their putative authors. It has long known

that the words of wisdom addressed to those seeking

eminence in pugilism or personality^ and purporting to

come from the experience of Jack Dempsey or Lillian

Russell, really sprang from other brains. It may not

know, but is now informed, that the newspaper col

umn conducted for a while by former President Cool-

idge was written by a member of the Associated Press

who grew so bored by the job that he tried in vain to
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farm it out to a fellow newspaper man. But the same

public, long inured to these same deceits, has taken a

thing so sacrosanct as the Government of the United

States to be forever immune to any such shenanigan.

It has this inveterate superstition that men in high

public office become, by the magic of election, as big as

the offices they occupy, and those in office have every

incentive to keep up the fond illusion. Some officials,

to do them credit, feel driven by very awe of the great

posts they have acquired to make some show of filling

them decently. Whatever the motive, whether to save

the pride of their country or merely to save their own

faces, most Government *

officials must somewhere find

the needed extra cubit to their stature and find it in

the literary ghost.

So common and fixed by now has become this em

ployment of ghosts in the Government that no one, in

or outside official life in Washington, gives it more

than a passing thought. Every Washington newspaper

correspondent has long known something of its extent,

and a favorite amusement of the pressmen is to specu

late on &quot;Which one of us did that?&quot; whenever some

powerful personage delivers a speech unnaturally good.

As one reliable source of revenue to these voice-

throwers in Washington, the Honorable Sol Bloom
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may be accorded the distinction of another line, which

about satisfies his title to attention here. Since Mr.

Bloom, with his act to silence the cowardly anonymous,

would project himself as a champion of candor, he

becomes a fair target for sundry shafts of the same. In

the Congressional Record for July 25, 1932 A.D., cover

ing the long session of Congress for that year, Repre

sentative Bloom had inserted, by the leave-to-print

privilege
of all Members, eleven speeches on various

phases of the career of General George Washington as

delivered at divers times and places by the Honorable

Sol in his capacity as Associate Director of the United

States Commission for the Celebration of the Two

Hundredth Anniversary of the Birth of George Wash

ington, to give it the full magnificence of its title.

It happens, by the way, that the designation of Asso

ciate Director of this et cetera, et cetera, was something

of an anomaly. Originally this Commission began its

work with Lieutenant Colonel Ulysses S. Grant, 3d,

and the Honorable Sol as the two Associate Directors,

but after a few months of this association Colonel

Grant found his other duties as head of the Public

Parks Commission unusually imperative and resigned

from the George Washington Commission. This left

one little Associate Director behind, and thereafter the
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honors due to George Washington were in the sole

hands of the Honorable Sol.

Touching on this bouquet of the flowers of speech,

represented by this bevy of orations in the Congres

sional Record, the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette jocosely re

marked at the time:

It is perhaps only jealousy on the part of the

other Members when they refer to this particular

Appendix as &quot;the Sol Bloom Edition&quot; of the Rec

ord. It is all too true that in the headlines it is Mr.

Bloom s name that stands out; in most instances it

is not until the small type of the text is reached

that it is found that the articles are about George

Washington. Nevertheless it is the First President

who is discussed and glorified. . . . But we are not

among those who cavil at the New York Repre
sentative s monopolizing of the recent issue of the

Record. What if he did get some publicity for him
self ? Think of what he did at the same time for

the memory of George Washington eleven stories

about him in a single issue.

What the Post-Gazette might have added was the

fact that each of these eleven speeches was written for

Mr. Bloom by a literary ghost. Indeed the Pittsburgh

paper came close to guessing this secret when it added

that &quot;Admittedly every one of these speeches by Mr.
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Bloom was a good one.&quot; During the life of the Com

mission he directed as lone Associate he uttered be

tween sixty and seventy such George Washington

speeches, all from a ghostly source.

Earlier in the labors of the Washington Bicentennial

Commission the lone Associate was given the honors

of the radio and found some fans who liked what he

had to say, through his ghosts, concerning General

Washington. Accordingly the Associate Director or

dered the Government Printing Office to strike off

some thousands of pamphlets containing these radio

speeches. &quot;Printed in response to numerous
requests&quot;

was stamped across the title page, in good bold type;

in still bolder type was the name of Mr. Bloom, cham

pion of candor and openness. Conspicuously absent

was any reference to the actual author or authors of

the attached remarks. For more than one person in the

employ of the Commission was needed to keep the

Associate Director inflated to full oratorical pressure.

So far as that goes, the speech of President Hoover,

when, on February 22, 1932, he opened the bicenten

nial anniversary with great eclat before both Houses of

Congress and a gathering of really distinguished per

sons, was written by a ghost; whereas President Cool-
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idge, when he opened the whole commemorative move

ment in 19283 wrote his piece with his own hand, and

it is not a bad effort.

For that matter, not all the ghosts in the Govern

ment are writers, and while this Washington Bicenten

nial Commission is in mind, it may serve as an instance

thereof. It once again directs unmerited attention to

Mr. Bloom, but then a man unimportant in himself

may have importance as a type.

The real work of this Bicentennial Commission was

performed by three or four exceedingly able persons.

One of them was Mrs. John Dickinson Sherman, for

mer president of the National Federation of Women s

Clubs. She thumped up and down the land, purple in

the face from two years exertions to convince the

country that in spite of the depression it simply had

to do something to commemorate the two hundredth

anniversary of Washington s birth. In so far as the

country responded, at least a fourth of the credit be

longs to this lady.

A second fourth of the credit attaches to
&quot;Bushy&quot;

Hart, otherwise Albert Bushnell Hart, LL.D., profes

sor emeritus of history at Harvard College, called

&quot;Bushy&quot;
because of the singular walrus-like mustaches
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that he affects. In spite
of the depression, the country

was not too glum to wolf for stories of George Wash

ington, put forth by the Commission s publicity staff,

published
for two years in thousands of papers and

read by millions of people. By the publicity staff itself

it was modestly called &quot;The American people sitting in

on the greatest history lesson ever
taught.&quot; Probably it

was. If so, the honors go to
&quot;Bushy&quot;

Hart.

If the Commission accomplished its aim of waking

some memory of Washington in every smallest com

munity in the United States, it was due to a master

piece of organization work conducted by a gentleman

of the name of Gibbs. But by all odds the greatest la

bor performed by the Commission was managed by a

lady named Neilson, a zealot who rates a bronze tablet

somewhere or other.

If George Washington has at last, after two hundred

years, had the plaster
knocked off him and been al

lowed to stand before his beloved people as the lovable

human being he was, it is all the work of
&quot;Bushy&quot;

Hart and this Miss Neilson. And you must think a

moment to measure what a work it was. When you

went to school the first thing you learned about Wash

ington was the cherry-tree story and all the rest of the

bunk originated by Parson Weems. Thereafter you
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may have had no time to read further into Washing
ton s life and character, and your only image of him

was that of the early schoolbook. You were told to love

this singular person who even in his boyhood could

never tell a lie, and you tried to do it, but in your heart

you thought him an insufferable prig.

Well, Parson Weems could tell taradiddles, whether

George Washington could or couldn t. In his later years

he could swap horses and sell or buy real estate along

with the best of them, and, to paraphrase an old song

of his beloved Virginia, &quot;Ef dat ain t lyin , den I don

know.&quot; The truth about Washington is that he was

just as much a man and an American as you are today

only a little bit more so. He had a hot temper. He
was twice arrested once for violation of the Sabbath.

He played cards and usually lost. He bet on the

races. After one of his few victories in the Revolution

he threw a celebration party at which thirty-seven

toasts were drunk, at the end of which feast General

Washington was the only man left on his feet, the rest

being under the table. He made money but he owed

money, and had often to beg his creditors for a little

more time. Only two or three people were ever per

mitted to call him
&quot;George,&quot;

and not many more got

chummy with him, but in every other respect he was
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not the plaster saint we were taught to believe he was

a man. A big one, but still a man. Mr. Mencken has

called him &quot;The first gentleman in America and the

last&quot;

It may be he was, but whatever he was it was time

to get chummy at least with his memory, and that is

precisely what Miss Neilson accomplished with her

educational effort through the Washington Bicenten

nial Commission. By means of its organization and its

historical supervision she stamped on the mind of

every schoolboy and schoolgirl in America an image of

the real George Washington. There it will stick, with

the plaster off him for good and nothing obscuring the

actual man. Such a feat is one of the important educa

tional attainments of the time.

Now we come to the point. Did any of these able

persons ever receive public credit for what they did?

Not by a jugful. No one ever knew how the lone re

maining Associate Director got away with it, or how

he got the job in the first place, and two of the per

sons he suppressed were members of the Commission

by Presidential appointment. Nevertheless, every mem
ber of the outfit but one was successfully gagged. It

was emphatically understood that little Mr. Bloom

would take all the bows.
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In fact Mr. Bloom s one oversight while directing all

this was not to count the number of times George

Washington, during this furor in his memory, turned

in his grave.

This sort of thing you will find in nearly every Gov

ernment activity, some of it at the very top levels

somebody of monumental ability doing the work,

somebody of monumental vanity taking the bows. At

the top of one Government office was once a man who,

to telescope Carlyle, had poor little Bloom &quot;beaten back

into his original rubbish.&quot; The personage about to be

referred to stands at the very peak of all the ghost-

made figures in public or private life the archetype of

the breed. Paul Y. Anderson, a Washington corre

spondent writing for the Nation, once said of this man

that &quot;If he ever had an original idea in his head, it

died of loneliness.&quot;

Utterly wanting in originality, the gentleman s ca

pacity to appear possessed of that trait nevertheless

ranked him among those figures in history who have

made themselves actually notable by sheer virtuosity in

seeming so. The person here cited is at present writing

junior Senator from Pennsylvania and was it got to

be a newspaper formula
&quot;Secretary

of Labor under

three Presidents of the United States.&quot; Outwardly this
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was something of a distinction, too, for only two other

men in American history have lasted as long in Cab

inet posts
Andrew W. Mellon and Albert Gallatin,

one of whom achieved this feat of endurance by pos

sessing ability.
As for the third holder of this honor,

his retention of his post was inwardly owing to more

practical
reasons.

It happens that filling
the portfolio

of the Secretary

ship of Labor is one of a President s nightmares. To

keep the peace with the workers of the nation a Presi

dent must find for his Labor Secretary some man who

will go down with all the forty factions of organized

Labor, and those factions get on with one another

about as amiably as forty strange bulldogs. Not that the

man whose tenure of the office spanned three Admin

istrations was acceptable to all; it was rather the risk of

picking a man even less acceptable that kept him on.

Thus it was that the three Presidents Harding, Cool-

idge, and Hoover kept him in his job; the public

never learned the real reason; and it made a swell

line in the press.

As the person about to be mentioned is at present a

very sick man, it must be understood that what is here

set down is written not of a man but of a symbol of

something that the Harding political cat dragged in.
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At any rate, if the Honorable James J. Davis had

rested content to remain the head o a fraternal body

literally built by his hands, he might be to this day a

well and a happy man, nationally respected as the driv

ing force of one of the finely conceived and motivated

educational philanthropies of the time. Instead, he en

tered the Harding Cabinet with the announcement of

a vast surprise at the unexpected honor of his being

appointed, when, as his friends well knew, he had

pulled every leg and every wire within reach to grab

it. Among the means he employed was his private

Tammany, the well-named Loyal Order of Moose,

which, whether by fortune or foresight, he had induced

Harding to join some time before. So, unknown and

unwanted, James J. Davis got the Labor portfolio, and

promptly set forth to remove both these aforesaid dis

abilities.

One of them he never wholly removed; the other

of being unknown he soon overcame. Within a few

months after assuming his office, the new Secretary of

Labor introduced himself to the people of America

with an account of his undeniable success in life, en

titled The Iron Puddler. This book drew immediate

notice and for a while gained for itself an unforced

sale. When general interest in it waned, it was after-
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ward sold to the Moose by strong-arm methods, and its

hero distributed thousands of complimentary auto

graphed copies in quarters where it seemed to have

been thoughtlessly overlooked.



CHAPTER III

Progressively Smaller

IHE book tells the story of a little immigrant boy

who, in the short span of forty years, had risen to be

Secretary of Labor and, as such, in control of Immi

gration itself. Any such story is dramatic, although it

is not distinctly novel. The Honorable William B. Wil

son, Secretary of Labor under Woodrow Wilson the

first and so far the last also came over as an immi

grant boy, became chief of Immigration, and said

never a word about it, in print or anywhere else. Mr.

Davis assumed that his instance was the only one of

the kind, and The Iron Puddler tells the story for all

it is worth, embroidered with philosophic comment on

life in general, with special emphasis on America s vast

opportunities and how to turn them to the best per

sonal advantage an art, by the way, in which Mr. Da-

si
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vis had become an authority. When the book appeared

the newspaper men were puzzled to reconcile the au

thor of all this pithy comment on life with the James

J. Davis they came to interview. The Davis who wrote

had so mastered the king s English, the Davis who

talked so murdered it.

On the appearance of The Iron Puddler, Professor

William Lyon Phelps, writing in Scribner s Magazine,

pronounced it one of the outstanding books of that

year, and in another review in the New York Times,

Mr. John Spargo hailed it as &quot;drawn straight from the

stuff and substance of American life.&quot; It was espe

cially from the stuff of American life, and far more so

than Mr. Spargo imagined.

The Iron Puddler was written by C. L. Edson, who

some years ago conducted in the old and vanished New
York Mail a column called, if memory serves, &quot;The

Man from Arkansas,&quot; and who later published a book

of his own, with the probably Freudian title of The

Great American Ass.

The hero and putative author of The Iron Puddler

did contribute to his autobiography one or two inci

dents and anecdotes out of his life; the rest of the book

is Edson. Finally, The Iron Puddler opens with an in

troduction lauding the sterling character of Brother
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Davis and supposed to have come from the pen of

Speaker Cannon, but this too was written by a ghost.

So the volume deserves, even more than the Messrs.

Phelps and Spargo believed, a lasting place in Ameri

can letters, but not for the reasons they assigned.

It started oft Secretary Davis with a touch of dignity

and something of a name, and having already proved

his handiness in turning opportunity to account, he

missed no occasion to enhance the name and the dig

nity both, and the occasions came in plenty.

Early in the Presidency of Mr. Coolidge, the Catho

lics of the world foregathered at Chicago in Eucharis-

tic Congress. Quite in the appointed order of things

they invited the head of the country, the President of

the United States, to deliver an address of welcome.

This was before the campaign of 1928 brought to light

so many bitter religious rifts among us, but the canny

Mr. Coolidge must have sensed their presence. Before

a Presbyterian, a Methodist, or even a Catholic gather

ing of strictly American scope, he might have appeared

without stirring a hornet s nest among the churchly.

To acknowledge with his official presence the fact of

international Catholic dominion posed altogether an

other problem the more a poser because the Eucharis-

tic Congress was too important to be officially ignored.
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Mr. Coolidge deftly stepped aside and offered the

honor to members of his Cabinet. One after the other

they became afflicted with Mr. Coolidge s own sense

of delicacy, and ducked the honor of appearing in his

stead. All but the Secretary of Labor. Unwilling at any

time to deny his public the pleasure of hearing him,

Mr. Davis obliged and undertook, on behalf of his

President, this welcoming address.

His lack was not to be able to distinguish a Eucharis-

tic Congress from a frozen asset; his luck was to have

in his employ at the time a ghost who could. Some day

this particular ghost must have a chapter all to him

self. Classmate of Edwin Arlington Robinson at Har

vard, and a man of staggering brains to begin with,

Saben went on to Oxford and Heidelberg. He writes

like a pipe-organ and, unknown to America, is one of

its foremost philosophers. Some day America may give

him the job. Meanwhile, for a scholar of Saben s at

tainments to have been literary ghost to the hero of

The Iron Puddler is one of the ironies of this particular

stage of our national life, and may be another of the

deadly things the matter with it.

The welcoming address to the Eucharistic Congress

which Saben wrote was duly recited by Secretary Davis

before that solemn assembly, and its character and
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quality may be judged from the plaudits it fetched

its nominal author. The New York Times, still with

the author of The Iron Puddler in mind, gave the

speech the warmest praise. The Catholic press was even

warmer, and by mail, by word of mouth, even by long

distance telephone call, came congratulations to the

Secretary of Labor from many a Catholic dignitary, in

cluding two of the highest. In the end this Eucharistic

speech, written by Mr. Saben, accounted for at least

two of the five LLJD. s ultimately awarded the Hon
orable James J. Davis.

Ten years of these easy honors under three Presidents

of the United States palled upon him at last, although

shrewd newspaper observers hazarded the guess that

Brother Davis himself had palled upon the third of his

Presidents. They had heard of rifts between the two

while both were Cabinet members under Harding and

Coolidge, and ascribed Mr. Hoover s retention of &quot;Pud

dler
Jim&quot;

to the new array of hair shirts which Mr.

Hoover, if he tried to replace him, would collect from

the multifarious fighting factions of Labor. The rifts

were certainly there and are worth a moment s digres

sion.

Long before he got himself elected President, Mr.

Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce, took to acting as
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if he were President already. The late and lamented

Clinton W, Gilbert devoted a chapter in his book, The

Mirrors of Washington to Mr. Hoover s activities at

the time, and headed the piece
&quot;And Hoover.&quot;

The chapter went on to tell how no one and nothing

in the Administration seemed to get forward without

Mr. Hoover. The facts are that this was chiefly by

wish of Mr. Hoover. He put his finger in every de

partment besides his own. Time and again Brother Da

vis huffed over to the White House to present his res

ignation to Harding or to Coolidge unless Mr. Hoover

was restrained from running the Department of Labor

and tethered on his own reservation. And once there

was exquisite
reason for this.

It is customary for Cabinet members indeed, it is

required of them to spread before the President and

the Cabinet any important speech they are programmed
to utter on any vital policy of the Administration.

Brother Davis was once down for one such, on the

topic upon which he could always trust himself to hit

the sublime a resounding whack. Needless to say, this

topic was the Protective Tariff, and the speech omitted

none of the good old Republican stencils. Evidently it

suited the President and the Cabinet, for two days

before Brother Davis was scheduled to deliver this ora-
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tion Mr. Hoover delivered practically the same oration

himself. As the same literary ghost composed both

speeches, little damage was done except to the feel

ings of Mr. Davis, but the hurt was so deep that that

time he all but got out of the Cabinet under his second

President.

For that matter, Mr. Hoover once gave good reason

for the rumors of rifts between himself and Mr. Cool-

idge. Forgetful that he was not yet President, the then

Secretary of Commerce once more than vigorously

urged some measure at a Cabinet meeting, only to find

that Mr. Coolidge was still in office with power to

veto things. Eyewitnesses of the event described Mr.

Hoover as so infuriated that he bolted away from the

meeting forgetting his brief-case. When he returned

for it, several Cabinet members still lingered about the

White House offices discussing the stormy scene, and

one of them remarked with a grin, &quot;Well, what are

you going to do about it?&quot;

&quot;Oh,&quot;
said the then Secretary of Commerce, &quot;I sup

pose the

New England has to have his

way.&quot;
The blanks indicate language poorly suited to

this elegant volume, but the point is that President

Coolidge still stood near enough to overhear this char-
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acterization of himself. A surface harmony between

the two men was always put on as eyewash, but if news

paper men sometimes suspected
that all was not music

beneath^ this was one of the reasons.

When Mr. Hoover became President, Brother Davis

knew he had overstayed his welcome, and not merely

packed his kit to leave but meant, in a sense, to beat

Mr. Hoover to it. That is, he lit out after the Gover

norship of Pennsylvania, so that departure from the

Labor Department should be no exit to oblivion. Nev

ertheless, the prospect of leaving the beloved post put

tears in his voice, and for weeks he was kept on tenter

hooks, when, much to his amazement and delight, he

was retained in his post.

He was kept on by his third President for two rea

sons, one of them mentioned already a President s

nightmare in keeping Labor in a sweet frame of mind

and finding it a satisfactory Secretary of Labor. The

other reason is more absorbing, and more obscure.

Unfortunately for Brother Davis, Pennsylvania s Re

publican boss had another man picked for the Gover

norship, but he had another plan into which Mr. Davis

fitted nicely. The Honorable William S. Vare, said

boss, had got himself elected to the Senate as the junior

representative
of his state, and the Senate had ushered
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him out for blowing entirely too much money. The

Senate might not want Mr. Vare, but Mr. Vare con

tinued to want a seat in the Senate, and thinking Mr.

Davis a happy choice as his bench-warmer, he duly

got that gentleman elected to fill out his unexpired

term. To insure this election, no political misfortune

should fall to Brother Davis meanwhile; hence the ad

visability of his retention in the Cabinet. It happens,

further, that Mr. Hoover owed his Presidential nomi

nation to the turning over to him of the Pennsylvania

delegation by Mr. Vare whose word thereafter was

entitled to respect. So Brother Davis stayed in the Cab

inet until safely elected to the Senate. Nobody knew

how or why it happened, and nothing spoiled that line

so good for political and advertising reasons, &quot;under

three Presidents of the United States.&quot; But of such is

the Puppet-Show on the Potomac.

And on with the show. With Vare s backing, elec

tion to the Senate was a virtual certainty for Brother

Davis, but he was taking no chances. At any rate he

wanted at least some little part in his own election.

The town of Sharon, Pennsylvania while not his

birthplace, that honor having fallen to Tredegar,

Wales, had served as the springboard of his career.

It was there that he puddled his iron, and that com-
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munity he decided to honor with the beginning of his

campaign.

To start it off on the proper level of elevation, and

as a Vice President is the second best of all publicity

magnets, Mr. Davis induced the Honorable Charles

Curtis, then such, to run over to Sharon for the intro

ductory speech,
after which the candidate himself

would make suitable reply. Every effort was made to

give the occasion an appearance
of completely mag

nanimous and disinterested faith, confidence, and es

teem, on the part of one great
man for another.

Curiously, when the time came for his speech, Vice

President Curtis found himself completely without

words to voice his admiration for his friend the Sena

torial candidate. An easy way out of this embarrass

ment was found, however, and it all fell out as well

advertised throughout Pennsylvania. A great attend

ance gathered in Sharon and listened in the rain for

forty minutes while the second highest official in the

land expressed unbounded admiration for that tireless

public servant, James J. Davis. Following which it lis

tened for fifty minutes while the candidate made reply

on the self-same subject:
the unsparing self-giving of

that sterling public servant, James J. Davis. And both

these antiphonal anthems were composed by the same
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literary ghost, in Mr. Davis s employ. During this

campaign for the Senatorship this same ghost, a former

newspaper man, is said to have written for that inde

fatigable speaker as many as five speeches in a single

day.

Now and again, during his Senatorial campaign,

Brother Davis ventured into the pulpit, and at least one

of his sermons, on &quot;The Rock of
Ages,&quot;

is reputed to

have fetched many a tear and vote from hearers who

happened to be Baptists and Republicans both. If

rumor is true, this summons to righteousness also was

the product of a simple order to one of his ghosts:

&quot;Give me fifteen minutes on the old-fashioned reli

gion.&quot;

The American people quite literally take their pub

lic servants to be servants, and give them every con

ceivable chore to perform. Citizens of San Francisco

and Los Angeles will form committees to compose at

last their bitter rivalry over the respective merits of

their climates, and will write in to ask a Cabinet mem
ber for his endorsement, without which, of course, the

great movement is doomed. Smart boys and girls,
en

gaged in a prize school debate, will ask a Cabinet man

for a word of guidance on a national issue. What they

want, naturally, is an opportunity to get up and swank
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out the statement, &quot;As my friend, the Honorable So-

and-so, wrote to me the other
day,&quot;

and the jaws of

the gentry drop.

An orphan asylum in Hokus Corners requires to be

dedicated, and for a proper send-off on its humani

tarian career a Cabinet officer must come and attend to

the matter. No great calamity occurs but the press

wires to the Cabinet man for some suitable expression

of official horror. The welcoming of some eminent for

eign visitor will be incomplete without the presence of

some high Government official or if not his presence

and a speech, then a message of cheer. John D. s birth

day never passes without wires of congratulation from

officials whose rank absolves them from impudence.

Christmas, New Year s, the Fourth of July, Labor

Day must be signalized with messages of new hope,

new tributes of respect to our great national institu

tions.

The calls of this sort are endless, and as Mr. Davis,

for one, can have refused few of them, endless must be

the line of college and high school graduates he has

sent high-hearted into life,, endless the list of eminent

men he has sent some line of felicitation, the noted

widows he has consoled, the ringing messages and
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burning appeals he has uttered for every good cause

every bit of it the work of his ghosts.

The stream of newspaper and magazine articles that

gushed from his Secretarial desk, from those in the

Saturday Evening Post to others in the North Ameri

can Review, in Good Housekeeping, in Protestant,

Catholic, Jewish, Labor, manufacturing, and every

other kind of publication, were likewise of ghostly ori

gin. And once this gentleman enlisted eminent literary

aid indeed. It happened in the instance of a hortatory

speech to the Moose, in writing which a certain ghost

had quoted from another celebrated orator the line that

runs, roughly, &quot;No man stands so tall as he who stoops

to uplift the fallen.&quot;

On noting the authority named as responsible for

this, Brother Davis is reported to have exclaimed, &quot;My

stars! I don t dare mention that man.&quot; But the line was

too good to miss, and the difficulty was surmounted

by the simple expedient of omitting the name of its

author and ending the line to read, &quot;the unfortunate

child.&quot; Another exalted Moose official, when he heard

this line, was so moved that he had it cast in bronze

and placed in perpetuity in the lobby of his skyscraper

office building, the authorship ascribed to his chief in

the Moose. Thus James J. Davis once used Robert G,
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Ingersoll
as literary ghost,

and walked away with the

honors.

An official of the Labor Department, one of those

men who are not so much forgotten as never known,

though they run your country, was taken ill and died.

For years he had labored for the public good unnoticed.

You might say that not until the moment of death did

this piece of office furniture become suddenly human

and alive. It then was discovered, a trifle behindhand,

what he had been, as an official and as a man. Ignored

in life, not one of his merits was overlooked in his

death. Over his dead face were spoken the things that

while he was living would have been the one reward

for his work that he never asked and never got.

His home was in Los Angeles. When he went there,

living, nobody saw him off. But it would never do to

ship his corpse like a log to his startled family, and a

handsome funeral was organized for him at a Wash

ington chapel. An acting Cabinet member was there,

a former Cabinet member, a former Governor, and

other officials of note, a dozen or more. The proceed

ings opened with the reading of a letter from President

Coolidge to the widow and family of the deceased.

Afterward they all got up, in regular order of rank,

and fired fitting remarks at the sweet and able gentle-
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man who lay before them & man who might, by the

way, have made a very acceptable Secretary of Labor.

And you d suppose that men in such a situation would

be proud of the most fumbling words which a genu
ine feeling had rendered rudely eloquent.

A Baptist clergyman did pray an original prayer,

the former Cabinet member recited &quot;Abou ben

Adhem,&quot; and the former Governor got something ap

propriate off his own chest appropriate but uncon

trolled. Otherwise a literary ghost whose services had

been drafted for the occasion wrote the entire funeral

even President Coolidge s letter.

One or two newspaper men who were present, not

knowing when they also might be drafted in a similar

emergency, asked this ghost for his standard funeral

formula. He answered that he had learned what to

avoid at the Burial of the Unknown Soldier in 1921.

That rite, he reminded them, had begun on a terrific

emotional level. Foch, and others of the great of the

time, had pinned their medals on the Unknown s bier

and delivered a tribute always a brief one. The min

ute the proceedings got into Administration hands,

an epic occasion dwindled into a camp meeting emo

tional orgy. Everything was drawed out too long.

Every hymn was sung to the bitter end, until, when
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the final stanzas were reached even the churchliest

members of that gathering in the Arlington auditorium

were singing &quot;la la la&quot; instead of the words they

had long forgotten.

Even in its physical management that Burial of the

Unknown Soldier came near to being a disgrace. Cer

tainly it must have seemed so to anyone who has seen

the great state burials of England and France. Arling

ton Cemetery is but three miles from Washington,

yet so poor was the police
traffic management and so

great was the traffic jam on the two roads thereto that

every individual car was more than two hours in reach

ing the scene. Charles Evans Hughes, then Secretary

of State, and Monsieur Briand, representing France,

had to get out and walk in order to be there in time,

nor were they the only great who trudged through the

dust. The utterly unmanaged traffic congestion held

up the President of the United States, Warren G.

Harding, for nearly three-quarters of an hour on the

old Aqueduct Bridge now replaced by the handsome

one in honor of Francis Scott Key, whose &quot;Star-

Spangled Banner&quot; was sung at these rites.

And to this day, as if to perpetuate these affronts to

the man who represents all the American dead in the

war, a typical American &quot;bull&quot; disfigures the monu-
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ment placed in his honor. They had a terrible time to

get just the right block of stone for this cenotaph. The

first one put in place turned out to have a wrinkle or

a flaw in the marble. Nothing would do but the per

fect stone, like the one that is now in place. This striv

ing for material perfection was characteristically

American and all to the good. But why place an arbi

trary flaw or wrinkle in this stone with the inscription

carved upon it ? &quot;Here lies in honored glory
&quot;

In the

name of heaven and earth, what kind of glory isn t

honored. That tautology also is characteristically

American, and there it will stand perhaps forever.

The one thing that redeemed America at the Burial

of the Unknown Soldier was President Harding s

splendid speech, splendidly delivered and written by

a literary ghost,
or by several of the breed.

So the one entrusted with this other and simpler

affair determined that if ever he got his hands on a

funeral he would give it punch and point. And his

words to that effect are relieved of flippancy by the

fact that the gentleman in whose name he officiated

would have given them a hearty and an approving

laugh.

Wonder it is that ghosting on any such scale in

Washington has remained so long unknown outside,
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when its implications are so grave a reproach to our

public life. Certainly nothing like it goes on in any

other land. But its coming to notice here at last should

be no wonder to the gentleman from Pennsylvania

whose use of it has just
been detailed. The very number

of the ghosts he has employed eight or ten of them

in all, usually in tandem but often teamed together

was certain to become conspicuous, and he scarcely

could marvel if they sometimes tapped the rich wells

of their memory for the amusement of inquisitive

newspaper men.

In the very holding of the office he held, the gentle

man in question is a typical Washington puppet. He

never belonged where he got. In the intimacy of the

fraternity lodge, Senator Davis has been able to give

simple and sincere account of himself. But he would

assume these heavy disguises of statesmanship. In that

he stands for all but a few of the men you send into

public office, and he has set the classic example, per

haps for all time, of ghosting in Government and how

it is done this snatching of the lion s skin from other

men s brains and putting it on oneself.

Other Government officers may never have pushed

to quite such a limit their own resort to this deception,

but few have scorned to employ it, and to one or the
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other extent what Senator Davis has done goes on to

this day in every Government office, from the White

House down.

As for Congress The authorship of the speeches

delivered on the floor of the House of Representatives

is, like the identity of the Unknown Soldier, known

only to God. Not only are ghost-written speeches de

livered there daily throughout each session, but even

colloquies among the Members, that men in the press

gallery itself have swallowed as wholly spontaneous,

have been shaped beforehand by ghosts and recited

like schoolboy dialogues.
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Littler Still

Jj/VERY Government department has long main

tained, under one or the other euphemistic title, a pub

licity man or staff. Those in the Army and Navy De

partments habitually dispense courtesy along with

their publicity. In times past those in the other depart

ments have rarely dispensed either. In the main this

has been due to the man at the top the very top. Mr.

Hoover corked up every department.

Every new President sets the tone for the entire

Government establishment. Mr. Coolidge said little

himself but allowed nearly every other Government

official to talk his head off. The departments he left

to themselves and their chiefs. He once remarked to

a personal friend that in every department, every day,

enough went on to drive a President crazy. Hence, no

70
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doubt, the amazement of Mr. Taft when he did get

down into the Government machinery and learned

what was doing and who did it. Mr. Coolidge s phi

losophy was to pick for Cabinet posts men he could

trust, and let them go it. The consequence was that

the publicity staff of each department became, not an

agency to acquaint the public with what it was paying

for, but one to enhance the political fortunes of its

chief.

Mr. Roosevelt pursues a different course. Congress

has made him a Mussolini in heavy disguise, but Mr*

Hoover assumed that role at least in publicity mat

ters of his own free will. Under the Hoover regime

not a man of Cabinet rank was permitted to shoot his

face without Presidential sanction, and even on the

rare occasions when this happened his remarks were

pretty thoroughly visaed. It goes without saying that

the smaller fry were thoroughly gagged, and the gag

applied even to a large block of both Houses of Con

gress. In fact the fundamental difference between the

Hoover and the Roosevelt Administrations is the dif

ference between the gag and the goad. Mr. Hoover

put ninety percent of the Washington correspondents

on his black-list for letting loose one or the other bit

of news that he wished suppressed. He was so infu-
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riated by one of the newspaper-correspondent-authors

of Washington Merry-Go-Round that he demanded of

the man s employer that he be fired. The wish was

granted. Indeed before the end of the last Presidential

campaign, a woman newspaper correspondent laid

down a bet that Mr. Hoover would not survive it,

since a man of his build, given to his sudden rages,

would be certain to end in a &quot;stroke.&quot; You have read

above that the few filaments that constitute the neck

between the head and the body of this country consist

of the wires, the mails, the press
and the radio. Mr.

Hoover did his best to cut them all and decapitate the

head. It is one of the fundamental reasons why he was

licked. A schoolboy once, in a schoolboy oration, hit

off the Hoover dominance. At a passionate moment

he misquoted, &quot;A dead clam settled over the com

munity.&quot;

Whereas the priceless and only W. S. Gilbert has

characterized the Roosevelt touch:

Oh, I am a cook^ and a captain bold,

And the mate of the Nancy brig,

And a btfs n tight, and a midshipmite,

And the cfew of the captain s gig.
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Mr. Roosevelt is President of the United States. He

has been the Congress of the United States. He is, and

means to be, every Government department. And far

from being driven crazy by what goes on in every

Government department, as Mr. Coolidge feared, he

is nearly every smallest member of that department.

Even as Assistant Secretary of the Navy under Presi

dent Wilson he knew what went on behind every

locked door in Washington. God alone knows how he

does it, but he builds up pipe-lines that acquaint him

with everything that goes on in Washington, within

and without the Government, and perhaps without

the city itself. But note the difference in the two re

gimes. Far more than Mr. Hoover was, Mr. Roosevelt

is absolute boss, but one is genial where the other was

glum. And note the difference in effect. Aristophanes

Frogs hardly chirped more cheerily than every Gov

ernment department in Washington, every employee

of such department, anyone with a Government job.

Some have been hauled over the coals, on the floor of

Congress, for taking money for their radio speeches

and magazine articles. Mr. Roosevelt s airy reply has

been that on Government salaries they needed the

money. Meanwhile he, too, has got what he needed
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and wanted a thicker neck between the head and

the body. For once, at least, the country knows what

its Government is doing, perhaps in painful detail

But not even Mr. Roosevelt has changed the system

beneath all this publicity.
No one doubts for a minute

that Professor Moley, Professor Tugwell, and others,

including the President himself, write their own pro

nouncementswhen and if they have time. Otherwise,

in every Government publicity office, the
&quot;preparation&quot;

of papers and statements for the chiefs or for lesser

officials is a recognized part of the duties. The ghost

is still on the job.

The man who until the last election rattled round in

the shoes of James J. Davis as Secretary of Labor, Wil

liam N. Doak, was generally dolled up for appearance

on the rostrum by Colonel Edward R. Clark, an old

West Pointer, war hero, newspaper man, associate of

Theodore Roosevelt, and as colorful a figure as his chief

was drab. Colonel Clark supplied Teddy himself with

the famous phrase, &quot;the nature faker.&quot; All that was

Doak, in public at least, was Clark. The dear old fel

low has had a great career showing Barney Baruch

and Newton D. Baker over the World War battlefields

under shell and airplane fire, for one thing and may

gracefully
retire on his laurels. He, too, is one of the
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few who have helped run the United States Govern

ment.

At the other end of the scale, the Department of

State is peopled with persons jolly well able to say its

say without help from experts in English, but it has

sent abroad many an ambassador who carried to for

eign parts the good old American custom of ghost

written speeches and papers. Many a king or prime

minister, accustomed to the honesties of his own coun

try,
has listened to these with an admiration that might

have been mitigated had he known their source.

The United States Post Office Department really

needs a ghost devoted more to national than to party

interests, but every incoming department head brings

with him, or finds, someone in sympathy with his

&quot;slants.&quot; Former Secretary Wilbur, head of the De

partment of the Interior in the Hoover Administration,

though the president of Mr. Hoover s college, was

willing to lean for aid on a ghost in shaping his

speeches. Former Secretary Lamont, of the Commerce

Department, kept Washington newspaper men in the

state of licking their chops over the job of Mason

Peters, who drew a handsome salary as speech &quot;pre-

parer&quot;
for a department head who spoke every other

February, weather permitting. Mr. Hoover, as Secre-
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tary of Commerce, employed one man specially
to

shape up his more polite
or important correspondence,

and more than one other to fashion his speeches. Yet,

strange to say, during the last Presidential campaign,

when he was fighting the fight of his life for reelection,

he is said to have written out every speech for himself,

in his own longhand with the late French Strother

to straighten out his quarrels
with English grammar.

It may have been another of the reasons for his defeat.

Mr. Hoover has often been put down as primarily a

promoter; he certainly lived below his reputation in

the last election.

Sometimes parties intent upon pulling a Secretary s

leg for his endorsement of some fanatic cause will

submit, ready written, a program for his signature. Or

hard-up newspaper men will doll up a statement

which they think appropriate to some Cabinet mem

ber, and, when he has signed it, may sell it to some

magazine for the price to settle their bills. They always

pick a man with the requisite vanity,, and generally

they succeed.

Former Secretary of War Hurley, for all that Wash

ington Merry-Go-Round made merry with him for

employing a Russian Jew to write for him in the vein

of the witty Irishman that the Secretary presented him-
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self to be, really wrote most of his own platform efforts

those flail-like blows that often hit his own head as

well as that of his chief and so contributed another

cause to Mr. Hoover s defeat.

Credit for at least two books which former Secre

tary Mellon, probably no author, permitted to issue

under his name, are ascribed to S. Parker Gilbert and

Gerrard Winston, and his purely official statements,

though doubtless done to his order, were worded for

him at the end by Undersecretary Ogden Mills, who

afterward, as himself Secretary of the Treasury, very

distinctly and very fatally spoke for himself.

If that amiable gentleman, very able in himself and

a stickler for ethical niceties, former Secretary of the

Navy Charles Francis Adams, ever accepted assistance

in his campaign speeches, it is one more commentary
on the now rooted convention of Government ghost

ing and how shining are its votaries. No Washington

journalist needs to be told how many lesser dignitaries

in the War and Navy Departments are victims to it.

By word from the publicity staff of the Commerce

Department, the same applied to Dr. Julius Klein, that

once vociferous prophet of prosperity, even in the

murk of hard times perhaps at Mr. Hoover s order.

For writing many of Harding s campaign speeches,
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Richard Washburn Child was rewarded with the Am

bassadorship to Italy, while Robert Goldsmith, who

wrote the speeches for Harding s opponent, James M.

Cox, went out of the picture along with his chief. In

the last campaign former Senator Moses of New

Hampshire fired many a shot at Mr. Roosevelt s &quot;ad

visers,&quot;
but Mr. Hoover was no less vulnerable in a

like respect.

Such &quot;board of
strategy&quot;

is accepted as another con

vention during a Presidential campaign, but once the

successful candidate is in the White House the practice

takes on a different color and the country is entitled

to be acutely curious as to what part of a President s

mental processes consists of his own and what is

&quot;advice.&quot; No one doubts that Presidents Wilson, Taft,

Theodore Roosevelt, and probably every other back to

Andrew Jackson, wrote his own stuff; yet Speaker

Cannon complains, in a probably ghost-written book,

that Theodore Roosevelt once sent to Congress a spe

cial message one section of which he himself had not

written nor even read.

President Wilson, put down as one who never lis

tened to the advice of another, not merely used the

words of others when they suited him better than his

own
?
but once sent to Congress as one of his noted
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veto messages a letter of protest written by one James

P. Monroe, a manufacturer of paper in Lawrence,

Massachusetts. Mr. Hoover, who could empty a

crowded room more quickly than an alarm of fire,

made no bones of employing French Strother to pre

sent him to the public in acceptable English, and on

known occasions for literary guidance among them

that opening of the George Washington Bicentennial

celebration.

Mr. Coolidge, against all jeers to the contrary, com

posed his own speeches while he was President. He

learned that thrifty habit as Lieutenant Governor of

Massachusetts. The facility then acquired stood him

in fairly good stead as Governor, as Vice President,

and finally as President. As Vice President, Mr. Cool

idge received good prices for his writings, and he

needed the money. He had to have someone to read

statistics and mine out the facts and figures he needed,

but the language in which they were capsuled was his.

That was what was the matter with it. It certainly

wanted color, but it never wanted sense. Either for

inspiration or to ease his mind of other burdens, when

a speech was in process, President Coolidge used to

wander into the White House kitchen, perch him-
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self on the kitchen table, and try out his views on the

help.

President Harding, when Senator from Ohio, was

known in the Senate as
&quot;Lazy

Warren.&quot; His senatorial

secretary once exclaimed to a friend, &quot;Hell, I m the

Senator from Ohio, except for spouting on the Senate

floor.&quot; Yet the man who bore the Senatorial toga was

able to put aside poker and golf on occasion and gather

himself for an effort on the floor sufficiently work

manlike to empty the cloakrooms into the Senate

chamber and fetch his fellows in droves to shake his

hand or wrap their arms about his neck. In the White

House, as President, he began by writing his own

matter until newspaper criticism of his sloppy Ohio

editorial style drove him to employment of Judson C.

Welliver for the shaping of his public pronouncements,

a fact he once publicly acknowledged in reciting one

of Welliver s products.

But to this day one of his addresses remains so dis

tinctly a gem of eloquence that cynics still conjecture

what genuine master of English prose did write it for

him. This was the speech he delivered on the pier at

Hoboken over the first five thousand American sol

diers brought home dead from the battlefields of

France; and here, for perhaps the first or second time.
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its real authorship is divulged. Historians., take notice.

One day, at a tea in the White House, Mrs. Harding
turned to one of her guests and said, &quot;I wonder, Mr.

Walmsley, if all newspaper men are cursed with a vice

that my husband has. Can you guess what it is?&quot;

The flabbergasted newspaper man went over the

multitudinous failings of his craft and ventured, &quot;Pro

crastination?&quot;

&quot;Precisely.&quot;
The President, Mrs. Harding went on

to say, had been, like every other American, pro

foundly moved by the return of these heroic dead.

&quot;The splendid dead,&quot; she said the President kept re

peating. &quot;The splendid dead.&quot; The idea possessed him

appalled him. He knew the height of public expec

tancy at the time as to what he would have to say,
to

measure up to such an occasion. Yet up to the moment

of embarking for New York on the old Presidential

yacht Mayflower which Mr. Hoover scrapped osten

sibly for economy but chiefly because it was associated

with Mr. Coolidge and because he is no yachtsman

anyway Harding had neither touched the speech him

self nor engaged any help in its writing. When the

yacht docked at Hoboken the fate of the speech was

unknown, for on leaving Washington the President

had disappeared into his stateroom and had not
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emerged until it was time to land and immediately

speak his lines. Who was in there with him Mrs.

Harding herself didn t know. When the yacht docked

there was the devil of a time to get the speech typed

and mimeographed for the press.
The ink was still wet

on the pages and the President was still stirred to the

depths by what they contained when he read them

over the five thousand flag-draped coffins on the pier.

That is perhaps one reason why the speech was so

good. Another was that the author of that particular

one of Harding s speeches was Warren G. Harding

himself.

When he had to, or when something reached into

his depths and stirred him, &quot;Lazy
Warren&quot; could rise

and do it.

Otherwise indolence got him indolence, good na

ture, and a strange humility. When a still more im

portant public event was at hand this Burial of the

Unknown Soldier President Harding asked his Cabi

net family for suggestions as to what he should say.

They all responded. Later, on the momentous occasion,

in the audience assembled in Arlington Auditorium at

that ceremonial sat a literary ghost who listened pop-

eyed as the President of the United States swung into

the middle part of his discourse. Almost to the word
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it was the
&quot;suggestion&quot;

which had been asked of his

chief by Harding, and which the chief had bidden

the ghost to
&quot;prepare.&quot;

So an unknown ghost helped

in part-,
at least, to bury the Unknown Soldier. Per

haps, in a later world, they may meet with their masks

off and shake each other by the hand.

Any United States Senator, if he wishes, may be as

lazy as
&quot;Lazy Warren&quot;; or, if he consents, he may be

worked to death. Great gobs of Senators time and

energy are spent in politely answering fool letters from

constituents, or hunting fool jobs for the same. All this

goes on in their offices, in the early morning or the

late evening hours. While they are on view in Senate

hours, from twelve noon to five or six P.M., they are

imposing figures, just the same. Not one of them es

capes the flattery of the awe he excites among tourist

visitors to the Capitol when he darts as if on world-

shaking business along the corridors. Often when he

appears on the public rostrum in his own home town,

or talks to it on the radio, it is enough for his audience

to bask in the Senatorial presence or voice. So, since

what he actually has to say becomes of minor impor

tance, since his party headquarters or the Administra

tion will stuff him with the facts he s to spout and a
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willing private secretary or some other handy servitor

will string these facts together, why subject his own

precious intellect to wear and tear? In a word, he

relies on a ghost to save him the effort. Only Senator

Glass himself could have composed the remarks with

which he blistered Secretary of the Treasury Mills at

the close of the last Presidential campaign. Junius him

self need not have blushed to sign them. But generally,

when you are listening to a Senator, you hear his voice

as operated by a ghost off-stage.

It matters not whether you hear them off the scene

on a lecture platform, or in a radio address, or on the

floor of the Senate itself. They look and they talk very

Senatorial. They respect their roles and are capital

actors. But Senator Walsh of Massachusetts, for ex

ample, habitually has his formal utterances composed

for him by a nice old judge from his own home state.

Senator Smoot, ordinarily a ready offhand speaker on

the subject of his religion, now and then used to de

liver a sermon of ghostly origin probably on the

assumption that it was thereby more spiritual. What

is really remarkable in his case is that even when he

laid the cornerstone of the new national Mormon

church in Washington he relied on a ghost-written

address, for the Senator once confided to friends that
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he would rather be the head of his church than a mem
ber of the United States Senate. On that occasion, at

least, he might have spoken for himself, rudely per

haps, but with the rude eloquence of sincerity. Still,

that other sacred topic, the tariff, was the only one

upon which he was at home. And even on that he

delivered speeches in the Senate composed for him

by someone else.

The elder LaFollette was heavily indebted to his

remarkable wife for the large amount of writing she

did to save his strength; but then, as Dumas was not

a writer, neither was the elder LaFollette a Senator.

Both were industries instead. And other Senators of

eminence, on turning to literary ghosts, have turned

up ironies equal to anything achieved by their col

league, the Honorable James J. Davis.

To this generation the name of Terence V. Powderly

perhaps means nothing, but a generation or so ago it

was a terror in the land. Its owner was then the all-

mighty head of the Knights of Labor, an organization

frankly revolutionary and alarmingly powerful. Ter

ence V. Powderly lived to hold a minor office in the

Immigration Bureau of the Government he once had

terrorized, and for a two-year period after President

Theodore Roosevelt had roughly tumbled him out of
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his official berth he made a handsome living by writing

speeches
for T. R. s friends in the Senate and the House,

Great stalwarts of order and representative govern

ment such as the elder LaFollette, Lane of Oregon,

Owens of Oklahoma, Cummings of Iowa, Dillingham

of Vermont; yea,
even that eminent historian Albert

Beveridge, the silver-tongued Stanley of Kentucky, and

even Champ Clark, recited speeches
written for them

by Arthur E. Holder, another fiery Laborite for years

the blood-and-thunder man for Samuel Gompers.

The truth is that a Senator is a syndicate.
No man

on earth who spouts as much as the average Senator

can possibly
be the author of all his own remarks, or

even be sure of their source. Senators like Smoot have

cheerfully read on the floor of the Senate a speech com

posed for special
Administration purposes by the ghost

of some bureau chief, unknown and remote. There is

probably no spot in the Government where the literary

ghost is so ghostly as on the floor of the Senate, and

the shortest route to the number of Senators who have

never quoted one, consciously or not, is to take a cen

sus of the few who, for excellent reason, rarely speak

at all.

As for the House of Representatives, no one but God

knows whence comes its endless chatter. The Congres-
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siond Directory lists the names of twenty-five men

there cannot be more than fifty who by personal

effort or by the force of example and influence do all

that chamber s work. The list begins with genuine

orators, authors, scholars, like Robert Luce of Massa

chusetts and James M. Beck of Pennsylvania, who

would ornament that state as one of its Senators. The

list ended with LaGuardia of New York, while he

was still a member. To many he was a rhinestone in

the rough, and whatever he was, on the pages of the

Congressional Record he may have needed polishing,

but on the floor of the House he was a fighting force

and a diamond.

Yet it needs a knowing eye in the press gallery to

count up even these few of genuine ability and pur

pose, or more than one may be skipped. They may,

throughout their careers, remain unmeasured by news

paper men or even to their fellow Members. They

rarely get up to speak. Their work is done about the

committee-table, but their labors save your rights and

save your dollars. The rest of the Membership is a

spoonful of Davis in a barrel of mush.

You may ask how Americans in responsible office

have the face to be puppets speaking for the brains of

others. The answer is psychology. The moment a ghost
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is employed he becomes, in the eyes of the man who

hires him, simply a newfangled pair of glasses, an

extension of his own mind. How literally
this is so

was once illustrated by a certain Cabinet officer who

not merely leaned on a ghost but who, when in search

of a new idea, went through any man s mind like a

pickpocket.
One day, this ghost, himself hard-driven

in the
&quot;preparation&quot;

of a speech for his chief, quietly

&quot;lifted&quot; a slogan from the advertising campaign of

one of the humanitarian institutions. The line pleased

his boss and was duly delivered, with telling effect. Not

long thereafter the pair went together to Keith s in

Washington. In the course of the performance an ad

vertisement for this humanitarian outfit, containing this

very line, was thrown on the screen.
&quot;My God,&quot; said

this chief to his ghost. &quot;They
re stealing our stuff!&quot;

It was psychology by lightning-flash.
In that man s

mind all ideas were common pickings up to the mo

ment of their entering his head. They then became

his private property.

The real shock to the country would come, not in

discovery of how many of .the great men they elect to

run their Government are really run by others; it

would come if they listened to their great men as left

without benefit of literary ghosts. The Honorable
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e&quot; Schaefer, Representative from Wisconsin, once

gave a beautiful illustration of this, when called upon
to run over to Cumberland or Hagerstown and ad

dress a meeting certain to be packed with his personal

adherents and solid for the cause he espoused. To in

sure himself success the Honorable
&quot;Jake&quot;

neverthe

less dolled himself in what he took to be the most

impressive attire. That is, he donned a last-generation

frock coat, a soft shirt and collar, a thin string-tie,
and

a black sombrero hat. In a word, he looked like the

living embodiment of one of Mark Twain s Mississippi

River gamblers. At the meeting, when his turn came

to speak, he reached into a cavernous coat-tail pocket

and drew forth a roll of manuscript as big as a rolling-

pin, which he proceeded to read in a voice that rattled

the windows. The beginning and the close were far

apart and he read it to the bitter end. When he left,

the meeting was solidly against him. He had made

the mistake of delivering his own composition.

This sort of thing may ever have been so, who

knows? We ve a belief that in Webster s time the

Senate contained in every seat a man only slightly

lesser than Daniel, whereas the truth is that most of

his peers were stuffed shirts. Men condemned for

twenty-five years to watch the antics of the House from
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the press gallery
have noted a decided decline in its

caliber during that time. You may put it down as

settled fact that in that feature of the Congressional

Record devoted to &quot;extension of remarks,&quot; the Hon

orable Sol Bloom has plenty of company in the intro

duction of speeches not by himself. That section of the

Record glows with a ghostly light,
thrown over matter

intended to gull
the folks back home.

Former Senator Shortridge was fond of two quota

tions from Pope, the other of which was:

Vice is a monster of so frightful mien

As to be hated needs but to be seen;

But seen too oft, familiar with her face,

We first endure, then pity,
then embrace.

Ghosting can be explained on the grounds of prac

tical necessity, if you will. Presidents of the United

States are required to come before the public on every

variety of occasion, on every turn of subject. The pub

lic will not let them out and they have not the time

or the energy to prepare. Mr. Hoover s speech on open

ing the George Washington Bicentennial celebration

was an example. It was something of an occasion, and

out of honor to the office that George Washington first
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occupied he could not afford to fall down. Necessity

obliged him to fall back on a ghost. Psychology is an

other explanation of the practice. The employer of a

ghost soon comes to regard the ghost as an appanage
of himself and everything thus written ifso facto his.

But explanation is not excuse. What of a Govern

ment of the United States, alone among the Govern

ments of the world, so riddled with ghostly pronounce

ments and decisions that nobody knows who does

what? The practice turns representatives of the trust

ing people cynical toward their trusts. It turns the

public cynical toward their public servants. Even as a

social, and not a political, phenomenon, the habit is

a stinging commentary on the times in which it ap

pears to be rooted. What sort of country is this that

cannot put into responsible office men who know their

ABC s ? One conspicuous Cabinet officer of some years

ago, not merely in private conversation but in public

discourse, used to say &quot;genu-wine/ &quot;theater,&quot;
&quot;do

not isolate yourselves off but rather combine together .&quot;

Two or more years ago Dr. Nicholas Murray Butler

delivered at Southampton, L. Iv a speech which had

for its point what he called the remarkable shift of the

center of gravity in recent times, from politics to eco

nomics, from four hundred years of the pursuit of
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liberty to possibly another four hundred years of pur

suit of the dollar. Dr. Butler said more than he pos

sibly meant.

While business, the supreme interest and occupation,

has drawn to itself most of the better brains, Govern

ment, sinking in prestige,
has filled itself in the main

with those whose abilities consist of a special cleverness

in getting
themselves elected to office, what time busier

people are looking the other way. Sometimes, as now,

business falters and must lean on Government as the

only available means of collective action. We then

learn with a shock how few are its stronger cogs and

how many are the weak and backward.

A handful of men cannot do it all, and among the

many sharp hints from the times is the old one heard

time and again before that it might do no harm to

seat in office a few more of the men who do their own

thinking. Few Senators of the United States can finish

a speech without reference to the Fall of Rome. One

historical fact of that nation has so far escaped them,

When the Emperor Nero first addressed the Roman

senate he palmed off a speech so unmistakably written

for him by Seneca that every senator bowed his head

in shame, in the knowledge that something deadly had

happened to Rome.
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The American people, like the Roman Senate, have

reason to question whether
something deadly may not

be happening to their national life. It is time they did;

time they gave some thought to
replacing these prize

examples of the
ventriloquist s art with more of the

public servants who truly serve.



CHAPTER V

The Puppet in the Parlor

OVERNMENT may be the only industry in

Washington, but it is not the only amusement. The

opening salvo to this tome paid graceful acknowledg
ment to those persons of affluence and even brains who

cautiously trickle into the Federal City and may yet

illumine it with that intellectual and social brilliancy

which its Founder designed it to have.

But even this trickle is subject to tides, and this is

ebb tide in the flood of brilliancy. It may be that the

Franklin of today shall fetch them in as the Teddy of

yesterday did. But he has his work cut out for him.

Brilliancy, social and intellectual, happens. It cannot

be manufactured, and Teddy was lucky.

John Hay tossed off a noteworthy novel whilst serv

ing as his Secretary of State, and cheek by jowl with

94
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him lived such men of genius as Henry Adams and

his brother Brooks. Henry,, by the way, loosed on a

careless public an anonymous novel of his own

Democracy. It isn t in it with that other great book of

The People written by another man of genius ignored

George Gissing and his Demos. But Democracy

paints a picture of Washington s social and political

puppetry as true today as it was on the day it was

written, forty-some years ago.

In these sparse times you have, in place of Henry

Adams, Sinclair Lewis, who lived in Washington long

enough to write his Main Street, and watch with

amazement a prosperity expected for the book least

of all by himself. What it deals with everyone knows,

but Lewis has yet to get after the puppets of Wash

ington. In place of John Hay you have Mary Roberts

Rinehart, whose house in Massachusetts Avenue is

pointed out with bated breath by the drivers of sight

seeing buses. The whole comedy of Washington lies

before her, and she writes of sub-debs in is it Kala-

mazoo? In place of the author of The Law of Civiliza

tion and Decay you have well, you have Mark Sulli

van, who writes of Our Times chiefly bustles and

banting in the New York of the nineties. Before him

also lies the comedy of Washington puppetry, and
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under the Hoover Administration he was given by his

fellow newspaper men the envious title of &quot;Minister

without portfolio.&quot;

Classmates of Mark, back in his days at the Harvard

Law School, remember him enthroned in his old

Morris chair in his room in Stoughton, everlastingly

pasting magazine pictures
and newspaper clippings

into a vast scrapbook. Only Mark knows whether he

then foresaw the future uses of that enormous com

pendium; but out of that habit of clipping and pasting

has flowered his History in yearly additions, the last

one selling
well even in the hard times of his friend

Mr. Hoover.

Occasionally one sees on Washington streets a small

ish, browned, bareheaded man who ten years ago was

hailed as a new light in American letters on the

strength of a book of masterly tales. It was Stamboul

Nights, its author, H. G. Dwight. For a while Mr.

Dwight was historian of the State Department. But

where are the &quot;Washington Nights&quot; by the man who

saw his Stamboul? He basks in the Cosmos Club and

calls it a day. Evidently Washington does such things

to a man of genius.

Isa Glenn lives in Washington, and writes about the

puppets of other cities. So do one or two other authors
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of smart society novels. They about exhaust the roster

of brilliant wits in the capital. Savants of the Cosmos

Club do turn out volumes on science and exploration

known round the world. But they are not about Wash

ington and are there unknown. One of their authors

was once heard to complain of the city that he knew

of &quot;no other place where a man of brains could dwell

in greater loneliness, or starve to death with less in

terference.&quot; Yet even geologically Washington would

yield something amusing.

In the Arts Club you see exhibitions of resident

painters, honest and sincere usually of the Lincoln

Memorial or the Cherry Blossoms. But they haven t

the verve and fire that bereave you of breath. Dr. Hans

Kindler has at last assembled a National Symphony

Orchestra, recruited largely from musicians once em

ployed in Washington s motion picture houses, and

so the capital belatedly joins every other important

American city in possessing an instrument of culture

or not, as the case may be.

The Marine Band, founded in George Washington s

Presidency as a fife-and-drum corps-of-honor to the

President, still plays at White House receptions and

on all the President s ceremonious appearances. But

only Harding remembered, or lumbered into, what
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the band was originally for. In 1800 John Adams s

day it drew all the elegancy of the swampy village to

its concerts high and dry on the nob now occupied by

the Naval Hospital Harding is the only President

since then who revived the custom. He used to invite

the populace of Washington to sprawl on the lawns on

Saturday afternoons in the back lot of the White

House and listen to gorgeous music from the band

when Santelmann was its conductor.

This about rounds out the aesthetic delights of your

country s capital. The arts there are the most helpless

puppets of all. They lie around with no one to pull

their strings. Still, they always have had to gasp along

on the patronage of the moneyed and, as already re

marked, money is slow in gravitating to Washington.

And it will have to come with something besides, to

judge by one of the early and famous arrivals.

This was Mrs. Leiter, accompanied by her husband,

Levi Z., both among the most amusing and beloved

of Washington s social puppets. They came from

Chicago where Levi s thumping millions and his

method of amassing them are still a memory. In

Washington it was Mrs. Levi who left the memories.

And plenty of them. Priceless and deathless.

For one, not long after they had left one city of
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pork to adorn the other, a friend in Chicago wrote to

Mrs. Leiter to ask how she made out in this slightly

more selective society. &quot;Fine/

5

Mrs. Leiter replied. &quot;We

et out three times last week.&quot;

A little later, when her generous contributions to

charity had disposed Washington itself to be a bit more

charitable to the lady, she was asked to sit in on a

board organized to establish some new hospital or

other. Debate arose as to whether the institution should

be homeopathic or of the allopath persuasion. By the

legend, Mrs. Leiter, never ready at speech, waited for

the argument to spend itself. She then arose for the

clincher. She always employed a homeopath for the

childhood ills of her children, she said; but she always

called in an allopath when it came to adultery.

Again by the legend, the Leiters once drew bids to

the annual swanky cavalry show at Fort Meyer, across

the river. On return Mrs. Leiter was asked how she

liked it. &quot;Grand,&quot; she said. &quot;It did my soul good to

see all those splendid horses manuring around.&quot;

Legend also hath it that a certain young blood, new

to Washington society but willing to be one of its

puppets, felt ill at ease at his first reception and breezed

up for sympathetic company to another young fellow

who stood alone, apparently as bashful as himself. To
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break the ice the newcomer said, &quot;Have you heard

Mrs. Leiter s latest?&quot; and proceeded to relate it.

&quot;Yes,&quot;
the other man replied,

&quot;Mother does say a

lot of fool things. But she s a good old scout.&quot;

It was true. The good lady left behind her a whirl

wind of laughter, but a wealth of affection. And she

very soon converted other social climbers in Washing

ton into puppets and ceased to be one herself.

That anonymous novel, Democracy, of Henry

Adams, already hinted at, cracks a musical whip over

Senators willing to be puppets to those who dispense

secret emoluments, over nitwit Congressmen willing

to be puppets who find no takers, over women who

slip
into Washington to wangle Ambassadorships for

their husbands from any political bigwig willing to

fall for their wiles. The book was written of the Wash

ington of Hayes s day, but it might have been written

now, so like is the present Washington to the one it

exposed to a publicity that was unmistakably pitiless.

Only a year ago, as this is written, the poor old

sergeant-at-arms of the Senate was put on a dunce s-

stool before that body and grilled for publishing a

magazine article in which he hinted that acceptance

of little douceurs was not unknown to members of

either branch of Congress willing to dance to the
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strings of money. Some eighty Senators most of them

criminal prosecutors by original profession pounced
on the bedeviled man with all their arts having left

him without benefit of counsel.

His most vicious questioner a man decidedly not a

puppet was Senator Walsh of Montana, chosen by
the President to be his Attorney-General. Nobody

questioned the special abilities of that eminent man

nor also that he had in him a dash of what made the

Inquisition. His passing was taken as a heavy loss to

Mr. Roosevelt, to the country, to the cause of justice,

and yet one wonders. He had a character of gold,

and a mind like a saw as sharp and as narrow. Al

Smith stirred in the country a shameful pother over

the Catholic faith. Walsh would have stirred it again.

Every wrongdoer he went after with tooth and nail,

every prosecution he started would have been set down

as engined by Catholic motives.

He led the Senate in its swoop on Barry for his hints

at such a thing as bribery in Congress, and the sergeant-

at-arms was fired. And every Senator who took part in

the grilling knew two things that Barry s charges

could never be proved, and that every one of them was

true. Congressional puppets who dance jigs for money
or its equivalent will exhaust every device to cover
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their tracks. The Senate is a small enough body to

keep close tabs on its Members, and so sensitive of its

honor that more than once it has mistakenly got after

suspected Members. And has missed others who got

away with their game.

In the House, acceptance of money or other favors

for votes has occurred without question.
In a close vote

on some measure of interest only to powerful men,

the Aye or the No of some obscure Member from

Podunk Corners may decide the issue. No one in his

home district will note how he voted. In the House

itself the Member may never have attracted notice. His

vote goes unwatched and the Member from Podunk

Corners burgeons forth with $25,000 or $50,000 more

than he ever had in his life. Members of the House

itself will tell you this with sadness.

The trouble with the Member was that Washington

&quot;society&quot;
had got him. Or perhaps he had a wife. Pup-

pets both.

Every man elected to office in Washington is two

persons
one aspires

to shine in office, the other to cut

a social dash. For this he has to have money, and the

Government pays him little. So the temptation to little

cuts and extras, some of them innocent forms of graft,

others not so innocent. As this is written a certain
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officer of the Government is under indictment for over

stepping Federal statute for the revenue required to

maintain a family in the circumstances to which they

felt accustomed. Founder of an institution for the poor

and a very good one his children, if any, should

have gone where both the Roosevelt Presidents sent

theirs to Washington s public schools. They went in

stead to the most expensive private establishments, and

in the end the weary gentleman may pay heavily for

this and similar follies. A puppet to the ambition of a

socially-minded wife and Washington is full of these

also.

The comedy element enters with the fact that so

little of official Washington society is worth the heart

ache. A layer-cake it has been called, beginning at the

top with the White House, and thence on down

through the carefully graduated strata of official rank.

But the cake is a layer of grindstones. Every poor devil

is rigidly caged in his official grade. On New Year s

or other fixed days of reception, all and sundry in any

department may be received by its Cabinet chief and

his wife with a feast of stale cookies, stale talk, and

tea. On all other occasions no minor personage would

dream of breezing into the home even of his bureau

chief. And as the men of culture and brains who run
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the country are only too often buried in these humbler

layers, you have the reason for that Cosmos Club mem

ber s complaint of the loneliness of his kind in Wash

ington.

The one class in Washington outside the diplomatic

set with justifiable pretense to aristocracy inherited

breeding, brains, and the gift
of style are the &quot;cave

dwellers&quot; of Georgetown, a much older village than

Washington itself. There, in the democracy possible

only to the aristocrat, you find persons of the highest

rank dwelling side by side with Negro families, both

on the best of terms. Some of these people are not to

be found even in the Social Register. One lady of the

sort, on being solicited for inclusion in that volume, de

clined with the remark, &quot;I realize that some do have to

be registered. Everyone knows who I am.&quot;

You never read of these people in Washington s

Bingmlle Bugles. They do not view it as headline mat

ter when they throw a dinner or when one of their

daughters, as even the New York Times big-types it,

&quot;plights
her troth.&quot;

In the thick of this catastrophe politely
called a de

pression
one of these cave dwellers, owner of a man

sion in which George Washington once did some of

his industrious sleeping, went broke. Just enough funds
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were left him to purchase a taxicab which he daily

drove about the
city. His trade might have swelled to

big-business dimensions had he let it be known who
he was to the social climbers he hauled. As it was he

made little. But he made his bread. Every night he

parked his old cab at the curb in front of his mansion.

Every morning he rose refreshed by well-earned sleep

and rose to new heights in the estimation of his

friends.

The rest of Washington is at great expense to ape

the manners of these and of the foreign Ambassadors,

who also are invariably gentlemen. What the expense

really is of keeping up with this variety of Joneses the

average Congressman learns quickly enough. To the

Member from Podunk, a heavy toad in his home

puddle., the $10,000 salary paid by his Government in

normal times looks like a million. On arrival at the

Union Station he s a bit taken aback by the absence

of the Marine Band and a battery of photographers.

He s the leading citizen of Podunk Corners, isn t he?

and now a Member of Congress.

For a while, because he s a member of the majority

and has a vote, he may be asked to a reception or two

by the bigwigs of his party and is never asked again,

unless he has brains enough to attract attention or
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money enough to throw receptions the exact equiva

lent of those he attended. He very shortly learns that

political friendships, like all others, may cost a barrel

of money, and in not very long he hasn t even his

$10,000 to live on. Reelection, the nightmare of every

Congressman, has got him, and the home fences must

be kept up tight. That means a shell-out to the Inde

pendent Hose Company, the Odd Fellows, the Ladies

Aid Society; after which he is left with a bare $5,000,

and gets a black eye in the papers for hiring his wife

as his clerk. The few bids to &quot;eat out&quot; that he receives

have to be declined for lack of means to return even

these. From a first-class hotel he moves to a second-,

then a third-. In not much longer he vanishes from

sight.
Exit the Member from Podunk Corners. The

Washington grindstone has ground him down and

out. Unless his vote has become somewhere valuable,

and the gentleman falls for the bait. It is his type that

is oftenest tempted.

This thing happens, that is, in the absence of money

and brains. With either or both it is different. Only

one kind of politics a cheap kind is needed to get

elected to public office; to cut a social figure in Wash

ington calls for politics of a very different kind. And
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yet public men of the cheapest sort have learned this

difficult art.

Even the man of money comes to Washington with

the superstition that election to the House of Repre

sentatives confers distinction. He promptly learns what

his poorer brother has already discovered that he is

nothing but a Member of Congress. To make matters

worse he may have, besides money, a socially ambitious

wife and a brace of daughters whom she wishes to

breed to persons of wealth and real distinction. Such

a Congressional family will read in agony the lists at

this or that Ambassadorial dinner or reception, know

ing that with all their means their own invitations to

parties would fetch them nothing but chilly regrets.

It is bitter and baffling unless you know your way

out of this pass.

If you know, it is simple. To step right out, a Mem
ber of Congress with money, and with nothing else,

must get himself appointed to some important House

committee. For social purposes the choice committee

is the one on Foreign Affairs. A member of that com

mittee is not simply guaranteed invitations to every

diplomatic function; he may, with impunity, invite to

his own board the most important foreign representa

tives and be sure they will come. They dare not refuse.
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His invitation has the force of a subpoena. The gentle

man has become a cog in international affairs and

must not be ignored. He may be an ass and a bore, but

he is made, and what is of real importance so are

his wife and daughters. Thereafter the whole damn

family may sit down at the Sunday breakfast table and

read of their dinner to Sir Ronald Lindsay, His Bri

tannic Majesty s Ambassador to the United States, and

from that dinner may flow almost anything in the

social and matrimonial line. These young bloods, at

taches of the embassies who come here to look for

well-heeled wives, may even take notice.

Yes, you may ask, but how is the key matter of

membership to this important committee contrived?

This also is simple.

Recall, first, that the first precaution is to have ample

means and some of this special political sagacity. Next

comes pouncing on the proper occasion for the em

ployment of both. As you have read above, the prin

cipal concern of a Congressman is to get himself

reflected every two years. This applies even to the men

at the head of Congress who run the country. It applies,

in fact, especially to them. If any Congressmen have

legitimate reasons for wishing to be reflected, it is they.

They have the consciousness of doing an indispensable
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job, which should be continued since no one else is in

sight to do it. But these men at the top are too busy

running the country to make money or even to attend

to their reelection. It may happen, moreover, that since

their last reelection, some upstart, some Huey Long,

has shown up in their district. He probably has no

brains, and for that very reason intrigues the voters.

He looks to beat the incumbent in office. To lick such

a fellow may call for a volume of campaign funds

which the Member-in-being hath not.

At just this point the Member with means and social

ambitions steps forward. He will thoughtfully cast

about among these endangered bigwigs for the im

portant leader the most in danger and the most use

ful to himself. To this bigwig he will proffer, as a

patriotic sacrifice, the tender of sufficient funds to

sweep him back into office. Once the imperiled leader

is safely reflected, he finds himself under delicate ob

ligations to the man who insured his retention. As the

bigwig has power over committee assignments, what

can he do, when the issue is put to him delicately, but

appoint to the desired committee the man who made

possible his own continued usefulness to the country?

And there you are.

In this simple way the Member of Congress with a
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full purse and an empty head may cut his way through

Washington s social grindstone and remain what he

was to begin with a boob. He throws his dinners and

parties.
He gets

his name in all three of the Washing

ton papers that differ from the Bingvillc Bugle in the

one particular
that the Bingville Bugle is interesting,

And so, even socially, the great bulk of Washington

officialdom consists of these puppets along the Potomac.

One of the prized social distinctions in Washington

is a bid to one of the White House receptions. They

follow a fixed routine, beginning at the top with those

to the diplomatic corps and the Supreme Court, and

ending at the bottom with the one to Members of

Congress. They may be a bore, and during the Cool-

idge regime they were an ordeal. Other Presidents

made it worth while to stick around, with an elegant

feed. The Coolidge receptions ended in a ham sand

wich. But they are White House receptions, one and

all, bores though they be.

You meet the President and may get your name in

the right column in the papers, but you don t get it

for nothing. Three or more thousands of persons enter

the White House by the underground passage open

ing off the Treasury Department, file their hats and

cloaks, form in line, and spend three hours on their
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feet in a vermiform queue in the East Room until, at

long last, they are presented to the President and his

Lady for a handshake. Only Woodrow Wilson made

them amusing. While shaking the hand of one guest

he might spot, down the line, some official he knew

and liked, and say out of the corner of his mouth3

&quot;Hello, Sam,&quot; or
&quot;Bill,&quot;

as the case might be.

Many a person of quiet distinction has yearned for

the eclat of a White House invitation, and has won

dered why it was not forthcoming; especially as any

Presidential appointee is eligible to one, and as this

includes even private secretaries to department heads,

many of the regular guests at the nation s social citadel

are downright nobodies, scarecrows. But, again, no

one with a little means and a portion of cleverness

need go without a bid to a White House reception.



CHAPTER VI

Over the Hurdle

IHE procedure Is precisely that of getting oneself

appointed to an important Congressional committee.

It happens that at even a Congressional reception, not

all the bars are down. On Easter Monday and other

occasions anyone in the United States may loll all over

the White House grounds, but no one gets into the

House itself without a bid. Even when he presents it

secret service operatives are there to look him over and

see to it that he s the real, and not a counterfeit, recipi

ent of the invitation. One secretary to a Cabinet mem

ber, bored with White House receptions, once passed

his bid along to his brother. The brother was permitted

to enter and to last out the function, but the bored

secretary never received another invitation to the White

House.
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In spite of these precautions, Members o Congress

are asked to the Congressional reception they, their

families, and bona fide guests in their homes. The

thing to do is to make yourself one of these guests.

Carefully selecting a Congressman in difficulty with

his reelection, you see that he gets back to Congress,

and there you are. The rest is a delicate suggestion as

to becoming his guest about the time of a White House

reception. It has worked repeatedly.

In a word, you get what you want of social Wash

ington if you have the means and know how to set

about it. If you have a designing wife or daughter, and

have the requisite millions, you may even get wife or

daughter, or both, presented at the Court of St. James s.

This brings us to one of the least known but one

of the sorriest farces in all social and official Washing

ton. The unbelievably industrious and ingenious strug

gles of our soap and soup aristocracy to assault the

social citadel of the world amount to an industry in

itself. They work the racket every year, and how they

work it is something of a story.

You sit in house-gown and innocence in your home

and see in your Sunday paper the picture of Mrs.

Whittaker Brown Jones, your old schoolmate Nellie,

portrayed in her gown as presented at the Court of
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St. James s, her plumes and her smile still upon her.

You either wonder how King George could have been

attracted by such a frump or else there was some she

nanigan beneath it all. In the latter case, dear friend,

you were right. You may wonder how it was done, and

it may amuse you to learn.

To begin with, all America is also divided into three

parts. The states that form these parts are but states of

mind, it is true, and all that sets them apart is a
slightly

differing conception of what their national Govern

ment is good for. All but about a hundred thousand

of the American people consist of sheep who take their

Government to exist for nothing but what it can get

out of them in the way of taxes. What instantly lifts

the special hundred thousand above all these is the

happy discovery of what they can get out of their Gov

ernment,

Even these hundred thousand are subject to wide

gradations in quickness of wit. The smarter of them

have found their Government handy, for one thing,

as an advertising medium. A few years ago New York

tourist agencies did a thumping business by baiting

suckers with a positive guarantee of ending their bus

ride to Washington in a handshake with the President

of the United States. Still smarter members of this
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hundred thousand find the Government good for price-

Jess personal favors, provided the right official leg can

be found, together with the right way to pull it. A
man with the current design of writing a book will,

for example, be taken with the happy idea of having
the first chapter, or at least the introduction, composed

by the President. But the very smartest of the hundred

thousand have got far beyond these simple aims and

flock to Washington in pursuit of special ends indeed.

They distinctly know which are its prize political and

social plums, and by what fine arts they are plucked

showy commissionerships, special errands, even

choice diplomatic chores, with all their diplomatic

perquisites.

The late but not forgotten Lillian Russell, for in

stance, wangled a special commissionership from the

Department of Labor. The business assigned her was

to watch Immigration matters abroad. When she came

home her husband, the late Alexander Moore, Pitts

burgh newspaper man, wrote in her name a handsome

report, and no doubt the lady paid some attention to

Immigration. But the point was, she had a swell time

and enjoyed such diplomatic privileges as having her

baggage passed through the customs both ways with

out the nuisance of examination.
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But among these plums to be plucked in Washing

ton is one variety that grows so high, and whose pluck

ing calls for such finesse in method, as to place by

themselves in a separate class the four or five thousand

Americans who yearly aspire to attain it, and the

baker s dozen who do.

This is the presentation of one s determined wife or

daughter at the Court of St. James s.

If this plum goes to only the cleverest or the most

determined few among the soap and soup aristocracy,

it is only because they have applied to its plucking the

same methods that have won them their many mil

lions. The truth of it is that in this settled industry

of breaking into Buckingham Palace with a golden

jimmy, nothing but the decencies of diplomacy cloak

the fact that the King of England has been made the

butt of another American racket. And to the gathering

misery of Secretaries of State and American Ambassa

dors in London, only too many of the soap and soup

aristocracy have learned how the racket is worked.

What Cinderella in any American kitchen, what

chatelaine in her suburban parlor, seeing this same pic

ture of Mrs. Whittaker-Jones, has not wondered how

it has come about. Cinderella herself, on a bus ride to

Washington, may have passed that grim gray fortress,
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the Department of State, where these favors are sup

posed to be dispensed, and wondered what magic key
let her old school-friend Zachariah W. Jones behind

its forbidding doors.

Even the well-bred, who must sometimes wonder

the same, may console themselves in their innocence.

In the regular order a command to attend a drawing-
room at Buckingham Palace comes like a glad surprise

to those who receive it. It comes through the American

Ambassador in London, and thence through the State

Department in Washington. Those who are annoyed
at not receiving such a command, and who go out

after it, have found it no longer necessary even to storm

the gray building beside the White House in Wash

ington. The ways around that stiff obstacle are many,
the requisites to success are few: the money and the

nerve.

It takes a power of both, just the same, and those

who envy the successful have still other consolations.

Even in this matter of presentation at court there are

honors above honors. Even the fortunates are subject

to heartbreak. As when some wife or daughter, hell

bent upon presentation at the first drawing-room of

the season the one with the highest publicity value

is shoved aside to the last. Or, at a critical moment,
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after the ceaseless effort, after the slathers of money

expended on the occasion, the King may be taken with

an indisposition,
and the costly curtsy must be made

merely to the Prince of Wales, pinch-hitting. In any

case the entire court season permits the presentation

of but a handful of American aspirants,
and the hun

dreds of the disappointed are left with a stack of bills

and a blush of mortification.

At one time during the Ambassadorship of General

Dawes, there lay on his desk a deck of between five

and six hundred applications
for presentation at court,

which he was left to shuffle for the half-dozen or so

whose husbands or fathers clamored the loudest or

applied the most political pressure. Probably, at that,

the thrill of the successful dame or debutante would

not have been much subdued by knowledge that she

drew the luck of a presentation chiefly to rid the Am
bassador of his worst immediate pest.

She got what she

wanted, and nothing of that would show in the society

column. But such is the measure of luck, of whim, cir

cumstance, that determines which persons named in

that deck of cards on the Ambassador s desk shall reach

the royal presence, and which shall be the goats.

Deck? That stack of cards on the Ambassador s desk

is the card catalogue to a library of human documents,
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every name on every card the title to a new story or

drama of intrigue, bullying, begging, heartbreak, and

domestic uproar; every one of them a ready-written

masterpiece of political finesse that renders childish by

comparison the dodges of the average politician.

The ceremonious transactions between Buckingham
Palace and the American Embassy in London, in ar

ranging a presentation, are not to the point. One may
be doing international comity a service in keeping
them dark. In any event these little details need hardly

bother the harried husband of a wife determined on

presentation at court. All he need worry about is the

most difficult matter of all. Since the favor of a pres

entation rests solely with the American Ambassador,

subject only to approval or suggestion from the Sec

retary of State at home, the problem narrows down to

coming it over either or both of these key officials one

inconvenient by geographical distance, the other by

official altitude. Where the whole art of the presenta

tion racket enters, where begin all the plays and novels

hidden away in those cards of application, is in taking

these two key officials by other than direct assault and

battery.

After all this thing, too, is simple, once you have

seen it done. A presentation seeker who cannot him-
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self get sufficiently chummy with these two officials

naturally hits upon someone who can. The less astute

seeker may waste much valuable time and money on

a Senator. The
&quot;stupe&quot;

who resorts to a Congressman,

as a means of coming it over the Secretary of State,

would do better to consult a psychiatrist
on his own

account. But the Cabinet is another matter. To call

the Cabinet a family is to give it more than a fanciful

name. Its members share a common feeling, first of

all, in pride of their office. They stick to each other

personally, do each other official favors. The smart

presentation seeker will therefore employ a Cabinet

man for his purpose but even here with care in the

choice.

The hitch with a presentation
at court is that it can

not be had as a political
reward. You may have saved

the party with a last-minute $100,000. The Administra

tion may owe its return to power to just
that little chip

in the pot.
It but puts from you farther than ever this

boon of a presentation
for wife or daughter. That must

remain at the farthest remove from the slightest taint

of barter and sale. For the soap or soup magnate this

is the height of exasperation.
He can go out and buy a

yacht or a Madonna in a thoroughly businesslike man-
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ner; presentation at court comes
strictly

as a personal

favor, a social distinction.

Still, taking the
irritating thing for what it insists

upon being, it can be and is angled for. Hence the

Cabinet man employed for reaching the key officials to

the situation must be something more than their fellow

official; he must be their personal friend. Having se

lected such Cabinet man in high favor with the Am
bassador or the Secretary of State, the presentation

seeker is ready to begin.

As in politics in general, the whole idea is, of course,

to lay under delicate obligation the party from whom

these favors are wanted, and to be sure that the debt,

while not too vapory to be distinctly felt, is one of sen

timent only. Any deal with the Cabinet member to be

worked upon that had the color of a commercial or fi

nancial transaction would be fatal. Even if there were

no risk of its getting into the papers some time, the

Secretary of State might hear of it in private; in which

case the presentation seeker would find it desirable to

await a change in Administration, No, the sense of

obligation must rest upon the heart alone, for in the

heart of the Cabinet man, if he has one, is the pres

entation seeker to find what he wants.
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Next, the nature of the necessary obligation having

been determined upon, must be settled how best to af

fix it. And again the native shrewdness of the presen

tation seeker will have shown him the way. That is, he

will have taken note that his Cabinet friend is also the

husband of a wife a fact which at once cancels his

own misfortune in this respect and turns it into a piece

of good luck. This wife, thanks to her husband s offi

cial rank, has herself been safely presented at court, and

so looks with sympathy on designs similar in character

and not in conflict with her own. It happens further, as

the presentation seeker has also carefully noted, that

this lady has a young daughter or two of her own.

Thus he now has a powerful ally in melting the heart

of her husband.

He has this ally for the following simple reasons. In

due time these Cabinet lady s daughters will come of

debutante age, and to marry them off successfully she

will need a more commodious and imposing residence,

in just the proper Washington neighborhood. It goes

without saying that the thoughtful presentation seeker

will have taken the precaution to acquire, merely for

investment, such a property well in advance. The rest

is a matter of patience.

The cost of such house may be heavy running, let
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us say, to $150,000. Nevertheless the moment arrives

when the presentation seeker may tactfully offer his

handsome residence for sale to the Cabinet man, at as

nearly a gift price as the proprieties will allow. Care

must be used in exaggerating the sacrifice involved,

but even if the presentation seeker is telling the truth

and the sacrifice is a heavy one, he should bear the

disaster with meekness and set it all down as the small

est item in the cost of a presentation at court.

With the Cabinet family comfortably ensconced in

the new house, the presentation seeker is now free to

work on his man, and here, in earnest, begins the tax

on his ingenuity and on his purse. Here also may be

gin many a discouraging lapse of time, during which

he will have to answer many questions in his own

menage. This Cabinet boob may be coarse enough not

to give a damn for presentations at court, and may
think poorly of those who do. If the man has a heart

at all, it is probably pretty dern small and discoverable

only by accident. Finding his heart involves such mat

ters as endless dinners to the Cabinet family, theater

parties, flowers on the Cabinet man s desk on the anni

versary of his birth, the joining of his indifferent coun

try clubs, enduring the gentleman s talk and his golf,

or anything else that comes to mind in the way of un-
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obtrusive attention always with no thought of time,

and with no thought of let-up.

Finally, when the tedium and the wait have become

all but unendurable, perhaps at the moment of dark

est discouragement, comes revelation as by lightning-

flash that this poor plodding politician does have some

heart and sense after all. Over something as absurd, it

may be, as a round of golf that has made both men

late for their dinners, one strong man confesses to the

other what it is to have a wife who is stronger still

The thing despaired of has happened! The common

bond has been found! In this dawn of a beautiful

friendship, out comes the inward wish the presenta

tion at court. The Cabinet man, mellowed at last, se

cretly pleased that even the rich can suffer the want of

something or other^ takes pity and agrees to get after

his Cabinet colleague, the formidable Secretary of State.

Even this is but another beginning. As the original

Cabinet member had first to be selected, met, culti

vated, and worked upon, so he in turn must delicately

approach and cultivate his colleague on this difficult

matter of the presentation. And the Secretary of State

may be very high-hat, as was Charles Evans Hughes.

Or he may be absorbed in shaping great world-

embracing treaties, as was Kellogg. Any number of an-
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noying things more important even than a presentation

may engage the Secretary s attention. Or, right on the

brink of his weakening, he may resign his place to a

stranger, and the whole business may have to be begun

all over again.

It is all of a piece with the trials that a presentation

seeker must brave if he hopes to make peace with his

wife. But if he holds on, in the recollection that other

presentation seekers have triumphed over all these an

noyances, this wholly unbusinesslike pother, so he also

may have his wish and his loved one will land on the

royal carpet.

You think this a flight
of fancy? It is random selec

tion from a world of observed fact. Year after year

grown men resort to just these childish dodges. One

Washington man pursued the identical course just out-

lined embellished, of course, with infinite detail. It

cost him a pile of money, the patience of Job, the devil s

own persistence,
and a five-year wait. But he got his

wife on the carpet. The six hundred others who yearly

seek the same end have merely put six hundred slightly

different sets of screws on the luckless American Am
bassador or on his Cabinet chief at home.

One fond parent got his daughter her heart s desire

in little above five. weeks, and is ignorant still of his
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stupendous luck. Tinker-to-Evers-to-Chance could not

have been simpler. The gentleman had only to order

the thing thought out by his legal adviser. That coun

selor had only to buzz one of his official Washington

friends, who buzzed a Cabinet friend toward whom
the Ambassador in London chanced to be especially

cordial; and well within ten weeks the magic cards

had been shuffled. All it cost the happy girl s daddy

was his counsel fee, a light donation to the Cabinet

member s favorite charity, and the gown and the feath

ers.

What of the gallant six hundred who charge the Pal

ace in vain? Their names were placed on the Ambas

sador s cards and that worthy solemnly went through

the motions of engineering a presentation for the sole

purpose of pacifying some industrial bigwig, or to help

keep the peace in his household. There never was any

intention of presenting his loved ones at court; the mo
tions were enough.

And the jimmied presentation itself, when got, after

all the tears and tearing of hair, what is it worth ? Pre

cisely nothing. The soup aristocrat s wife has a fond

idea that royal approval^ stamped upon her at the rec

ognized social capital of the world, automatically places

her among the forty or
fifty persons who constitute so-
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ciety in any city,
here and broad; and nothing of the

sort ever happens. All that happens to the lady is a

marked reduction in the number of her friends wher

ever she spouts of her triumph. The rest of the great

democracy see her picture in the Sunday paper, marvel

a moment, and with that the news of her presentation

is instantly and lastingly forgotten. By all except her

husband, who footed the bills.

In England, impecunious members of the lesser no

bility may take the presented one in tow and for a

handsome consideration make her acquainted with

all but the few who count and who remain as unap

proachable as before. The nature of these bullied pres

entations is known in England, and held in contempt.

They recognize none but the kind that goes to undis

puted distinction, unsought, by Ambassadorial sugges

tion proudly and gladly offered, or best of all by royal

command.

Which brings up a trifling reminder. What, after all

the shocking imposition and bad taste of this more

porcine side of human nature, what of the butt of it

all King George?
It is some measure of the prince that he is that he,

too, knows all about it, and good-naturedly carries the

business through, in the interest of preserving good
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feeling between his people and ours including such

samples as these.

And then come these special commissionerships, like

the one that went to Lillian Russell. But perhaps you
have caught on to the system by now.



CHAPTER VII

Back-Stage Stuff

you are not yet acquainted with its scope or the

bewildering varieties of its application. Washington
seems to attract to itself the nation s entire population

of self-seekers, and there are varieties yet to be noted.

Rarities is perhaps the better word. This systematized

pretense., this seething search for any sort of impor

tance, even a fake importance, has hit them too and

lands them in wild absurdities. For sometimes the pre

tense breaks down.

These also know precisely what they are after. Only

it happens to be a little more elusive and difficult to

get. Not for them the nuisance of election to office. No

puppetry for them. They come to Washington to make

puppets. They mean to set going great, secret, control-

129
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ling forces to relieve the handful of obscurities who

run the country, and run it themselves.

As you have guessed, most of them are women.

Some are content with merely the making or breaking

of noted men. Some make no bones of taking a firm

grip on things right in the open as when the lady

president of the D. A. R., or of the Gold Star War

Mothers, speaks sharply to the Government on the

score of adequate defense. The rest try their arts in

drawing-rooms or walled-in gardens.

One lady once known over the land for her wealth

and social status owned one of these walled-in affairs

and there conducted salons where statesmen are sup

posed to make and unmake nations at the lift of a

queenly woman s hand. Or is it her eyebrow ? Which

ever it is, the lady, to enhance her authority, had her

autobiography written by a literary ghost, but what she

did to the universe only the future historian will dis

cover. She happened to be a Democrat, surrounded by

Democratic tea-consumers, at a time when Democratic

fortunes were decidedly low.

The one consolation of these puppet-makers is that

their fizzles remain as secret as their attempts. It hap

pens that the country is still too big for them. And yet,

back-stage, some of them have played the devil with
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certain public men. To make puppets of others, a lady

must be more than a doll herself, and a few have really

had wit, charm, and money enough, perhaps not to

found empires, but to make fools of men. The mis

chief these raise with their puppets is kept hidden

where it happens^ far behind the scenes. It happens,

nevertheless, and here is a typical instance. Naturally

the parties to the comedy must remain fictitious. Their

story will read like fiction and is the veriest collect of

facts.

Suppose we take you behind the scenes and intro

duce the six actors to the piece: Senator Darius Red

mond Congressman Samuel Ipswich Congressman

Caleb Hartsong Young, a young newspaper man

Shoreham, a literary ghost and Mrs. Edith Falsom,

one of those rich and charming ladies ambitious to con

duct a salon.

On an evening in spring Congressman Ipswich sat

in the hotel suite of his bosom friend, Senator Red

mond, together with the Senator s nephew, budding

Washington newspaper man. With a final glance at

himself in a mirror, Senator Redmond brought to a

close the act of dressing and his previous remarks.

&quot;So, gentlemen/ he said, in the Senatorial manner,

&quot;I think we shall be well entertained this evening. See-
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Ing the happy pair perform. The charming Widow

Falsom and the great man she s collared. The eminent

Congressman Hartsong.&quot;

From a cabinet the Senator abstracted three glasses,

a bottle of charged water, and another containing a

more interesting fluid, observing as he did so, &quot;A

quorum is now present.
We ll have time for two. And

a
cigar.&quot; Whereupon the three applied themselves to

these refreshments before proceeding to Mrs. Falsom s

dinner.

&quot;Darius,&quot; Congressman Ipswich said to the Senator,

&quot;you
re up to something this evening. What is it?&quot;

&quot;The shrewdest move o my political life, Samuel. A

little bubble I m going to burst at the dinner this eve

ning.&quot;

&quot;Why
not deflate this man Hartsong, then? Great

man he is, I suppose. But I wish he d be it somewhere

out of sight.
Im tired of hearing how he got there.

Started as a common miner. Worked like a bea-

ver-

&quot;And spouted like a whale,&quot; Senator Redmond cut

in. &quot;On the subject of heaven, home, mother, and the

protective
tariff. But look where it s got him. Spouting

all over the land. While you and I
5
and a handful of

the rest of us, don t do a thing but run the country.
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Did you know, by the way, that at Mrs. Falsom s party

tonight we sit in on a baby Presidential boom?&quot;

Congressman Ipswich started from his chair. &quot;A

Presidential boom for Hartsong? And yet why not?

Spouting s all that goes these days. One of the Hart-

song breed s bobbed up in my district. He ll ease me
out of the House if I don t look out. Here s this damned

Memorial Session of the House next month for a

starter. Im down for a speech in honor of the late and

beloved Speaker. Hell of a good fellow he was. If I

don t make that speech I m as good as sunk. I never

made a set speech in my life! And I m stacked against

Hartsong himself!&quot;

&quot;And now/ Senator Redmond observed, &quot;Hartsong

has landed the little widow. Another matter you d like

cleared up. It was simple. Mrs. Falsom and Congress

man Hartsong achieved each other s acquaintance at

the last White House
reception.&quot;

&quot;Nobody,&quot; Congressman Ipswich cut in, &quot;has to

achieve Hartsong s acquaintance. You ve got all you

can do to dodge it. But even for Hartsong to plant him

self in the way of a woman like Mrs. Falsom
&quot;

&quot;Nothing,&quot;
said Senator Redmond, &quot;could have kept

Hartsong out of her way. You know how it is at White

House receptions. If you re by yourself it s a bore. In
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the company of someone you know, it s a chance to

improve acquaintance. By the time Mrs. Falsom and

Hartsong had pumped the Presidential hand they d

landed each other. Mrs. Falsom has a notion that Hart-

song s the one thing she needs in this new business of

running the nation. She s convinced that Hartsong s

the Coming Man. The conviction has spread to Hart-

song. My own delusion&quot; Senator Redmond chuckled

&quot;is that Im divinely appointed to save an excellent

woman. Perhaps marry her myself. Well worth saving,

Samuel?&quot;

&quot;Forty
if a

day!&quot; Congressman Ipswich snorted.

&quot;Has everything in the world?&quot; the Senator rubbed

it in.

&quot;Except
what she wants! Even the Widow Falsom

has struck a few
snags!&quot;

&quot;The embittered
Ipswich,&quot;

Senator Redmond whis

pered loudly to his newspaper nephew, &quot;is happy to

say that even in her slathers of money my friend Mrs.

Falsom has been unfortunate. Her millions were made

in
pills.

Fatal in Washington. But now, since the White

House reception, Mrs. Falsom is through with loneli

ness. She s got her eye on something substantial. She s

beyond being a Congresswoman. Or the wife of a Cab-
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inet man. She s going into the business of making
Cabinet men.&quot;

&quot;Maybe
I could strike her for a job myself/ Con

gressman Ipswich reflected.

&quot;Oh,&quot;
Senator Redmond laughed, &quot;it takes our dear

democracy to turn up these specimens. And Washing
ton to garner them in. Anyway, Mrs. Falsom is through
with the waits and delays. She s in this business of be

ing the Unseen Hand. It calls for the Coming Man.

And she s nabbed him. She s putting herself on the

map. Now look who goes to her dinners. Important

committeemen. National Committeemen. Members of

the Supreme Court. Even you and I, Samuel. Never

theless, I m going to take the widow in hand.&quot;

It was time for the dinner.

Mrs. Falsom s residence need not be painted in de

tail, but no one could own such a place and be wholly

a dunce. And there, in her drawing-room, was the

lady herself beside her the guest of honor, the emi

nent Congressman Hartsong, the Coming Man.

Mrs. Falsom s story was in her eyes. The rest of her

she gave the observer little opportunity to inspect. He
was too busy meeting her own inspection. By clever

design her dress was severely plain, and so left the be-
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holder nothing to behold but her face which was

worthy of prolonged attention, especially the eyes.

Mrs. Falsom knew that in assuming this role of Lady

Macbeth, or something, she might be stretching it a

bit, and those shrewd yet amused brown eyes defen

sively studied all others to see if they knew it too.

&quot;Well, Senator Redmond,&quot; she laughed in evident

knowledge of his occasional use of the phrase, &quot;a

quorum is now
present.&quot;

Greetings over, Senator Redmond still lingered

where he could observe the happy pair. &quot;Well, young

man,&quot; he said to his newspaper nephew. &quot;Your first

view of inside Washington. What do you think of the

lady? Of Hartsong?&quot;

&quot;Good Lord,&quot; the cub burst forth, &quot;Congressman

Hartsong needn t trouble to be great. He loofa so great

that nobody d trouble to doubt it.&quot;

Senator Redmond said, &quot;Young fellow, it ll take you

ten years to learn what a mouthful you ve spoken

about Washington.&quot;

The Honorable Caleb Hartsong was one of the hand

somest pieces of human furniture ever designed. Hair

of snow-white and crow-black mingled so densely in

waves on his head that he made no effort to part it.

Evidently he d long before given up the unequal strug-
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gle. Only great orators, great singers, great bores, have

such determined lips as his. One of his forebears had

blessed him with an inherited air of command. He

bulged a bit in front, but otherwise had the tremen

dous physique of a man who had swung a miner s

pick. Even his eyes seemed to have got their black

from contact with coal. In every other respect he had

left the miner distinctly behind him. His dress was

faultless and so was his carriage.
In fact the newspaper

nephew remarked &quot;The man has more than manners;

he has manner.&quot;

&quot;So has any good actor,&quot;
Senator Redmond snorted.

&quot;You ll learn, young man, that in Washington every

man is great.
Or looks it. There s the hitch. A few of

us happen to be real. By George!&quot;
he broke off. &quot;I told

you we d run into drama this evening. There it is.

There s another of the real ones in Washington.&quot;
The

Senator nodded toward a newcomer then greeting

Mrs. Falsom. &quot;Fellow named Shoreham. Avery Shore-

ham. If you re after inside stuff, get to know him.&quot;

The new arrival seemed to please Mrs. Falsom as

much as he annoyed Congressman Hartsong perhaps

because he was equally handsome. &quot;Well, Avery,&quot;
Mrs.

Falsom beamed, &quot;we ve lured you here at last. Now be-
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fore your courage fails you, run along and let people

know
you.&quot;

Shoreham let out a shy barytone laugh and did as he

was bidden. Tall, solid, defensively proud, he had the

air of a beggared monarch returning from exile.

&quot;It s an outrage/ Senator Redmond fumed to his

newspaper nephew. &quot;If you want to learn inside Wash

ington, here s where you ll get it. If Mrs. Falsom wants

to get on the Washington map, or any other, that

Shoreham s the fellow to do it. A wonder. Harvard,

Cambridge, the Sorbonne; and nobody s fool to begin

with. If he ever got a hearing he d be writing rings

round the current celebrities. He sticks here in Wash

ington and starves on the chances of stray smiles from

Mrs. Falsom. I hear they were childhood sweethearts.

In Kalamazoo, or some
place.&quot;

The guests of the evening had been
skillfully ad

justed to this stage of Congressman Hartsong s prog
ress. No Justices of the Supreme Court were there to

belittle him, but there were others of sufficient impor
tance to provide him a good press when notice of this

important social event appeared in the Washington pa

pers. They ranked two members of the National Com
mittee of Hartsong s party; two Senators and two Con

gressmen, both members of powerful committees; the
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ladies attached to these; two mothers and their debu

tante daughters; two dandies from one of the embas

sies, always to be counted on at any prospect of solving

their matrimonial and financial worries; Senator Red

mond and his two friends. And Shoreham.

At the table Hartsong naturally drew major atten

tion and held it chiefly by looking enormously impor
tant. He kept the party forever listening for something

that he never said. He seemed always on the point of

bursting forth with something telling, and always sav

ing it for a still more telling occasion. His reputation

was certainly a great labor-saving device. It awed the

entire company, with the exception of Senator Red

mond, who wallowed in this unexpected silence. With

a devil in his eye that recalled his prediction of prick

ing a bubble that evening, the old rascal bubbled him

self.

One lady beside him happened to be down on the

Administration for ignoring some relative of hers who

had been solemnly promised the Ambassadorship to

Peru. It seemed that he belonged to that vanishing

class, gentlemen. He wore a grand old family name.

He was master of half a dozen languages. In a word,

he was the born Ambassador. For nine long years he d

been promised the post in Peru when who should get
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it but a nobody with a name like U. Z. Brimstone, or

something, a maker of overalls. The lady was furious

about it.

&quot;Brutal/ Senator Redmond agreed. &quot;But your rela

tive, madam, in preparing himself for diplomacy, may

have overlooked the one thing essential a whacking

contribution to the party chest. A couple of hundred

thousand, well say. Washington is crammed with every

apple in the political pie.
It s also crammed with peo

ple who know how to fish em out. That s one of the

ways.&quot;

The lady was horrified. &quot;Is merit no longer ?&quot;

Senator Redmond replied drily, &quot;In the main,

ma am, it s a matter of gab, grab, and
gall.&quot;

&quot;Don t mind the dear
cynic,&quot;

Mrs. Falsom put in.

&quot;Senator Redmond never got where he is through over

alls.&quot;

&quot;I might have got farther in them,&quot; the Senator

came back. &quot;You see what overalls do for merit?&quot; He

nodded to the beaming Congressman Hartsong. &quot;And

Mrs. Falsom herself speaks of merit with the authority

of one who has it. She saved a man from losing his

head a week ago. At least his official head.&quot;

Here Senator Redmond told of a fellow Senator who

stormed into one of the Government departments and
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demanded the dismissal of a valued field inspector sta

tioned in his state. The Senator mentioned had been

up for reelection and complained that the inspector

hadn t campaigned for him as required.

&quot;Of course/ said the lady disappointed of an Am
bassadorship for her relative, &quot;the Secretary of that de

partment told that Senator where he got off.&quot;

&quot;With that Senator/ said Senator Redmond, &quot;chair

man of the Appropriations Committee? He didn t

dare.&quot;

&quot;So that/ the scandalized woman gasped out, &quot;is the

way the United States is
governed!&quot;

&quot;It was about to be that/ said Senator Redmond,

&quot;until Mrs. Falsom stepped in. You know we do have

invisible government in Washington. Mrs. Falsom had

only to ask that Senator to tea. In ten minutes he saw

the light. The field inspector is still on his job. Hart-

song/ Senator Redmond turned to the Coming Man

&quot;you
make wonderful speeches. But you know they re

only the show of power. For the reality you have to

come to these strokes behind the scenes from Mrs. Fal

som.&quot;

Mrs. Falsom rewarded with a smile that bit of guile.

&quot;Still,&quot;
she said, &quot;something depends on the speeches

too. And who makes them.&quot;
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&quot;Of course!&quot; Senator Redmond agreed. &quot;Hartsong,

how on earth do you do it! Great effort in the House

last week. On this dreadful unemployment. It waked

the country. That was power. Now another one sched

uled tomorrow. I must drop in to hear it.&quot;

Again Mrs. Falsom beamed as the guileful Redmond

drove on.

&quot;No telling how far you ll go, Hartsong. If it isn t

the White House before long, something else even bet

ter. This cry for leadership! One can t pick up a maga
zine or a Sunday paper without finding something eye-

opening by the Honorable Caleb Hartsong. They re

thunderin good. Full of fire. Well reasoned. Superbly

expressed. I hope this company hasn t forgotten that

Congressman Hartsong dedicated a building at a west

ern university last week, and was made an LL.D. on

the spot. Well-merited honor, Hartsong.&quot;

The entire dinner company with a single excep

tion bent forward smiling at the happy Hartsong,

aware of sitting in on the making of American history.

The single exception nearly upset the proceedings. It

was Shoreham. Poor fellow, he turned on Mrs. Fal

som a look of piteous appeal, and appeared ready to

faint. The entire company knew his story, and felt with
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him in this triumph of his rival. Defeated and belittled,

the conventions obliged him to sit there and take it.

Senator Redmond seemed especially moved and, hav

ing talked himself into one awkward situation, knew

no other way than to talk himself out of it. For the

requisite comic relief he kidded poor old Congressman

Ipswich on the shaking of his knees when he faced the

great Hartsong at the coming Memorial Session in

honor of the late Speaker of the House. &quot;I m glad I m
not in his shoes!&quot; Senator Redmond laughed. &quot;Hart-

song, you amaze me. How do you do it ? I mean that.

What s your method? Even at my age I m glad to

learn a few tricks of speech. All our friends here will

be thrilled to learn how you prepare yourself for these

wonderful outbursts.&quot;

The entire dinner company stiffened instead. Who
was even Senator Redmond to quiz a man of Hart-

song s standing? It was asking a master magician to

spill
all his secrets. Hartsong himself appeared to be

nettled. Only Mrs. Falsom seemed to see the envy im

plied.

&quot;The Senator means,&quot; she helped her guest of honor,

&quot;do you speak from notes? Do you dictate? Do you

let it come out of you on the inspiration ?&quot;

As Hartsong sullenly stared at his plate, the others
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grew more and more uneasy. Even Mrs. Falsom sus

pected that Senator Redmond had made a bit too free

with her man.

&quot;Oh/ she said to him, &quot;you
mustn t ask an artist how

he does it. He never can tell&quot;

Here Hartsong, flushed at all these attentions, found

his tongue. &quot;Never gave it a thought. But I have a

memory. Got it from years in the mines. I used to let

of? long speeches there. For practice.
And if you want

to learn how to argue, just suggest to a bunch of miners

they ought to take a cut in their
pay!&quot;

When the laughter that greeted this had died, Mrs.

Falsom pleaded. &quot;Tell them of the episode when you

and those twenty miners were trapped in a gallery.

And you and another man fought to see which of

you
After a pretended protest Hartsong told it, and a

thriller it was of a cave-in, the one way to freedom

via a dynamite blast that meant death to the man who

swung the sledge to fire it. Quite as arresting, however,

was Hartsong s manner in the telling.
He was like an

opera singer on one of his good nights. His voice rose,

his face flushed, his neck swelled as if it would burst.

Precisely as in his public speeches, the man was in an

ecstasy. And by so feeling the thing himself he made
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the entire dinner company one with those miners in

their mortal terror. He actually wilted on coming out

of the spell The whole company did that. Hartsong

was immensely pleased with the applause he received.

Mrs. Falsom flashed upon Senator Redmond a smile

which said, &quot;Now, my dear man, you see how it s

done.&quot; And soon all were chatting again.

The young newspaper man was grieved when the

party was over, if only for its interruption to a budding

acquaintance with Shoreham. The man might be poor

in purse, but he had the wealth of the world in his

head, and the two parted on agreement to meet at the

earliest moment.

Back at the hotel Senator Redmond himself said:

&quot;I can t get that poor fellow Shoreham out of my head.

Always the way in this world. A real love gets no real

answer. The loved one receives it as a delightful com

pliment, and lets it go at that. I see you liked the fellow

yourself. Maybe I can throw something his way. Yes/

the old cynic laughed out, &quot;I m damned certain to

throw something his
way.&quot;

&quot;By
the way/ the newspaper nephew inquired,

&quot;where was that bubble you were going to burst?&quot;*

&quot;You didn t see it?&quot; the Senator laughed.



CHAPTER VIII

Further Back

BEFORE cultivating Shoreham, professional duties

sent the young newspaper man to the House press

gallery to hear Congressman Hartsong s scheduled

speech on unemployment. And this time he listened

with more than a professional interest. Precisely as

Hartsong had told the story of the miners at Mrs. Fal-

som s table, he got off his formal speech. It rocked the

House and made newspaper headlines. The cub re

porter was still full of it on meeting Shoreham. As was

like the fine fellow, Shoreham appeared only im

mensely pleased when he heard of the success of his

rival in Mrs. Falsom s graces.

&quot;I wish,&quot; he laughed, &quot;I had Congressman Hart-

song s sense of what will please the public. Maybe in

time I can steal his stuff!&quot;

146
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To the reporter it was tragic to find such a man

in a dingy little room in a back-street Washington

lodging-house, unknown,, and so shy that it was hard

to drag him even from such quarters. Nevertheless, he

did accept Senator Redmond s bid to a dinner with

Congressman Ipswich, and both gentlemen he took by

storm, so witty he was, so stuffed with pat and impor

tant lore. For one thing he brought up the Locrians, a

tribe o the ancient Greeks, with ideas of their own in

making laws. Any Locrian was free to submit a law

to his legislature, but he entered that body with a rope

round his neck. If the legislature liked his law it was

passed. If it didn t, the gentleman was hanged.

&quot;I believe/ said Shoreham, &quot;that in the course of

two hundred years the Locrians passed six new laws.&quot;

&quot;By George! that s
great!&quot; Congressman Ipswich

said. &quot;I must spring that on the floor of the House.&quot;

Did Mr. Shoreham mind?

Mr. Shoreham did not. Neither did he object to

being plied with Senator Redmond s bourbon.

&quot;Shoreham/
5

said the Senator, &quot;there s just one out

about you. You re too damned modest. And a modest

man in Washington has the chance of an egg in a car

load of cannon-balls. Im going to see that you get

over it&quot;
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&quot;If only I had that fellow s
gifts!&quot; Congressman

Ipswich groaned when Shoreham had left. He had in

mind, of course, the Memorial Session speech that he

was to deliver. &quot;See here, Darius, you wouldn t, would

you, give a poor devil a little lift with the
thing?&quot;

&quot;Samuel!&quot; Senator Redmond thundered. &quot;Are you

asking me, or any other person, to write that speech?

Dolling you up in something that isn t your own ?&quot;

It sank Congressman Ipswich to the depths in the

young newspaper man s estimation, but on dropping

in at the National Press Club for luncheon next day he

got the shock of his life.

A group of older newspaper men had the grace to

hail him to a last seat at their table, and went on with

their conversation.

&quot;What have you on tonight, Roger?&quot;
asked one.

&quot;Tonight,&quot; Roger replied, &quot;I speak in Des Moines,

Eddie. But keep a chair for me in anything you ve got

in mind.&quot;

&quot;You travel by air?&quot; the newcomer cub put in.

The chap called Eddie interposed. &quot;Roger merely

composed the eloquent lines to be spoken in Des

Moines. A certain Senatorial bozo recites them. And
takes the

applause.&quot;

The cub s jaw dropped, along with his knife and
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fork. &quot;I knew that champion prize-fighters and sword-

swallowers had help in shaping their public utterances.

But do you mean that United States Senators ?&quot;

The five other men at the table looked the innocent

over. They even summoned friends from neighboring

tables to witness the spectacle of such naivete in Wash

ington.

&quot;Sonny,&quot;
said Roger, &quot;if ever you re shy of cash in

this town, here s what you do. Slap together a couple

of thousand words about like this: My long lifetime

in the service of the peepul has convinced me that the

largest cities have the most population; that it is gen

erally warmer in summer than in winter; that honesty

is the best policy; and Mary had a little lamb. Take

the stuff to&quot; he named a personage of breath-taking

rank &quot;or to&quot; he named another &quot;and get him to

sign it. He will. Then you can sell it to any editor. The

eminent author gets a little more publicity. The editor

gets another name in his mag. His readers are duly

edified. And you get a hundred dollars. Maybe five

hundred. All parties satisfied.&quot;

&quot;You re kidding me, of course/ the cub protested.

The fellow called Eddie soothed him. &quot;Don t take

it so hard, my boy. There still are real men in the Gov

ernment. And some others with important knowledge
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who need a little technical help in shaping it up. But

there are nobodies with money and official prestige

and nothing else. Nothing but a hankering after emi

nence. I can spot you two or three gents in Congress

who have built whole political
careers on the stuff

they ve paid to have written for them.&quot;

&quot;They
can t, of course,&quot; the cub held out, &quot;skate on

such thin ice forever?&quot;

&quot;Oh, can t they! If what they have written for them

is good, it gets them a reputation so solid that the fel

low who really did it and wanted the credit might

holler his head off and get a laugh for his pains. The

eminent gas-bag would call it a lie, and that would

end it. Nobody d believe the genuine author; nobody d

doubt the fraud. Not even their wives find them out.

The only person to give the secret away is the fraud

himself and he s the last chap on earth to do it.
Still,&quot;

Eddie closed with a sigh, &quot;they
must know what they

are.&quot;

The young newspaper cub determined to refer such

matters to Shoreham before believing it himself. At

first even Shoreham appeared taken aback at the rev

elation. &quot;I really must write a monograph on the sub

ject,&quot;
he said. &quot;Andrew Jackson s state papers were

written for him. Washington was not above a lift from
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Madison and Hamilton with the famous Farewell Ad
dress. Aspasia is thought to have had a hand in the

rather remarkable remarks of Pericles over the dead

of Marathon. In
fact,&quot; Shorehain said, &quot;I often wonder

how many of the masterpieces of history were really

written by the people who signed them.&quot;

&quot;When on earth did it start?&quot; asked the newspaper

man.

&quot;Probably,&quot;
said Shoreham, &quot;when God signed the

Bible.&quot;

Senator Redmond himself seemed startled at his

nephew s state of mind at dinner. &quot;H
m,&quot; he said, &quot;I

long ago came to distrust all oratory except my own.&quot;

Congressman Ipswich, of course, the young news

paper man forgave on the spot, as one who needed but

a little help in a matter beyond his customary line. As

for Senator Redmond and Shoreham, they shot up
mountain high in the reporter s estimation. They still

could jut up in a world of shams.

Ipswich it was possible to pity. &quot;Darius,&quot; he puffed

one evening, &quot;I m
desperate.&quot;

The honest old gentle

man might have added that he was ill. He looked it

&quot;This damned Memorial Session speech. You know I

want a seat in the Senate. With that orating fool at

large in my district 111 be lucky to hang onto the
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House. It hangs on that damnable speech and Hart-

song himself has an ax to grind.
I hear hell be content

with a seat in the Senate himself. So we re both climb

ing on the coffin of the late Speaker to grab off what

we re after. Darius,&quot; the tortured Congressman fetched

out, &quot;there s one way out. If you won t help me your

self, don t you know someone who will?&quot;

The Senator, sincerely touched, pondered for a mo

ment, and then snapped out of it. &quot;I have it. This

Shoreham. Don t know how he could turn his hand

to such a thing, but I know he d be glad for the

money.&quot;

Congressman Ipswich settled back to his first com

fortable evening in weeks. A few days later he was

another man when Senator Redmond met him on the

steps of the Capitol &quot;Dri,&quot;
he chortled, &quot;they

ll all be

onto me. But for once 111 score with a speech. That

Shoreham s a wonder. He got my slant in a minute.

Charged me two hundred dollars, but he gave me a

dandy. Ill bet you another hundred I do as well as

Hartsong himself.
55

Shoreham, when sought by the young newspaper

man for congratulations
on this, was found prepared

to flit his garret on a holiday in holiday mood al-
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ready and lugging a bag clearly weighted with more

than his clothes. He declined to disclose his destination

or name the day of his return. There might, he hinted,

never be such a day. &quot;Don t worry/ he laughed as the

taxi whisked him away. &quot;I ve got the Big Tire Inflated

to road
pressure&quot;

which seemed poor grace toward

Ipswich.

Still, poor chap, starvation of heart appeared to have

floored him at last. Yet nothing, It happened, could

have served Shoreham better. Before three days had

passed Mrs. Falsom had the young newspaper man to

tea, to inquire as to Shoreham s whereabouts, and daily

thereafter she called him on the telephone. It had cost

Shoreham the loss of his lady to impress upon her what

she had lost in him. Hartsong himself became con

cerned for his rival. As the absence lengthened even

Senator Redmond seemed uneasy. Nevertheless, to cut

it all short^ at two o clock on the night before the great

Memorial Session of the House, Shoreham s landlady

called up the newspaper man to report his return

under his own steam but a bit disjointed.

The young reporter sped to his quarters to find

Congressman Hartsong in charge.
&amp;lt;

Oh, It s
you,&quot;

he

growled, on the cub s entrance. &quot;The prodigal Is back.
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Asleep. And Lord knows he needs it. It s just as well,&quot;

Hartsong snapped, &quot;that I deprive him of what he s

had too much of already!&quot;

With that he resumed a frantic search of Shoreham s

quarters
and presently, in a last drawer of the desk, he

found what he wanted and slapped a bulky parcel into

his pocket. Tossing another an empty bottle of Sen

ator Redmond s bourbon into the wastebasket, Con

gressman Hartsong snapped, &quot;We ll leave him to come

to himself.&quot; But a voice from the bed stopped them

short,

&quot;You found it?&quot; asked Shoreham. &quot;I m glad. Won t

you please come here?&quot; The newspaper man stepped

over. &quot;I knew you d come. Some time.&quot; Then Shore-

ham opened his eyes.
&quot;Excuse me,&quot; he laughed. &quot;I had

a funny idea you were Edith, Mrs. Falsom.&quot; The news

paper man felt of his hand. The man was desperately

ill

It was an awkward pass for a man in Hartsong s

haste, but Shoreham was adamant on the point of their

leaving, and the last seen of Hartsong was his flying

coat-tail as he sped away for an hour of sleep before

the great forensic performance in the House on the

morrow.

The hours passed and brought the one for the sol-
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emu session. Ordinarily these occasions are a bore.

Scarcely that, even, for no one attends them. This one

was no such perfunctory affair. The deceased to be

mourned, besides possessing large wealth, great politi

cal power, and social renown, had held the third high

est office in the land. In fact, he said it was the second.

Hence no person in Washington who hoped to figure

in the world of fashion or of politics would have

thought of omitting a display of grief in his honor.

Still other considerations gave the occasion excep

tional interest to an exceptionally knowing audience.

It knew that Congressman Hartsong was done with

mere speech-making and had in his eye a Senator-

ship. Congressman Ipswich s serious pass was equally

known, and the first showy utterance of his life was

awaited with a satisfaction heightened by shrewd sus

picions as to its possible authorship. Topping all this

was the forthcoming spectacle
of poor Ipswich in

deadly comparison with the Coming Man.

In consequence the House was packed to the doors,

with half the Senate present. Even the press gallery for

once was filled. The other galleries
were brilliant, as

it is called, with diplomats and notables of every de

gree above zero. Quite naturally, in the Members

private gallery, handsomely gowned, radiant, smiling,
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and salient for all these reasons, sat Mrs. Falsom, she

of the Unseen Hand.

The one person missing was the most conspicuous

of all the Hamlet of the piece, the Honorable Caleb

Hartsong. The moment of opening, and many mo

ments thereafter, passed and still he was missing. A
dramatic stage-entrance,

if such he had planned, was

already ruined, yet still, in deference to its standing,

every excuse was found for lengthening the wait.

Finally, when this could be stretched no longer, and

as the gathering sat back to endure an anticlimax, Con

gressman Ipswich,
second in order, was asked to be

first.

The Honorable Samuel went on wobbling legs to

the reading desk down front. &quot;Mr.
Speaker,&quot;

he began,

and lifted before him his shaking script.
His quavering

voice could scarcely be heard at first, but after a sen

tence or two he mastered himself, and it soon was

crystal
clear that whoever had composed his remarks

had done a masterly job. Indeed, as the speech un

folded many in the audience smiled to figure how

Hartsong himself would better it.

&quot;When the passing of men distinguished by eminent

services to their country demands the expression of a

public grief,&quot;
it began, and went on to remark that
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often their loss was accompanied by a secret feeling

that the void they left may soon be filled by others of

equal zeal for the public weal
&quot;Hope

then dries the

tears with which sorrow bedews the grave of the de

parted. But on the present occasion/
5

the argument ran

on, &quot;no one can promise the country another of such

abilities as adorned the illustrious man to whose mem

ory we offer solemn homage today.&quot;

The oration rose to a middle beginning, &quot;The pages

of history would be so much whitened dust on the

winds of time, but for the few unerasable names that

keep them flaming and alive.&quot; Certain of these names

received attention; then the thought turned to other

men who have earned a distinction lesser, yet finer,

still not preserved in the pages of history but treas

ured in the hearts of men. This distinction they had

earned, not in designing great fanes or statues in death

less bronze, but in such acts as touch humanity in its

intimate, homely life such acts, for example, as a

good protective tariff. There Ipswich was to get in his

telling licks with his constituents and put his Huey

Long on the run. This was for a moment only, and

for all that Ipswich might have lifted the piece with

more dramatic delivery, the speech rose to a truly

exalted close and profoundly impressed the assemblage.
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All the stir of approval that decorum permitted at

tended Congressman Ipswich to his seat, but this again

became a stir of uneasiness, for still Congressman Hart-

song had not arrived. When he did burst in at last it

was clear that as the proceedings could not go on

without him, he had paid his hearers the compliment

of perfecting himself in his lines. He was due to create

a special impression, and so was entitled to his latitude.

To a rustle of expectancy he took his seat. A breathing

space was allowed him. Then he rose and went to the

desk. For a second his eye sought that of Mrs. Falsom

for a glance of inspiration.
Then he swept the House

for quiet and lifted the truly magnificent voice.

&quot;Mr. Speaker: When the passing of men distin

guished by eminent services to their country demands

the expression of a public grief,
their loss is often ac

companied by a secret feeling that the void they leave

may soon be filled by others possessing an equal zeal

for the public good, Hope then dries
&quot;

Every person in the chamber stared at his neighbor,

then back at the orator, to be sure of having heard

aright. Meanwhile the grand voice rang on: &quot;On the

present occasion no one can promise the country an

other of such abilities as adorned the illustrious man

to whose memory we offer our solemn homage today.&quot;
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Again every eye sought Its neighbor s for something

to account for the striking similarity between the ad

dress just completed and the one just begun. But sen

tence by sentence the resemblance heightened itself

until, at the close of a few hundred words, the two

orations became unmistakably one and the same. The

single difference that Hartsong s memorized and

skilled delivery was far the better but emphasized the

fact that by some unbelievable closeness of reasoning

the two great minds had thought as one.

And for this to befall Hartsong! In this open space,

on this memorable occasion, when his performance

was freighted with such political consequence to him

self! The assemblage sat first in amazement at the

coincidence, and then in a struggle to maintain the

proprieties. Possibly the sheer music of Hartsong s

voice helped to still the titters, for, of course, he threw

into the thing all his emotional spell But at the spec

tacle of the man, supremely unaware of his position,

taking the wrigglings about him to be the effect of his

magic, and especially on his reaching such points as

&quot;The pages of history would be so much whitened

dust,&quot; an audience compelled to master its risibilities

found it physical torture to do so. In the end what

really subdued the merriment was a profound pity.
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Nevertheless, at the close, when the orator accepted

with radiant pleasure the tumult of applause thundered

upon him, every clap of it was one of the wildest irony.

The last of the scene was the pell-mell
rush from

the chamber of mourning to points where laughter was

possible. Only Senator Redmond remained, still full of

genuine pity
and watching Hartsong search the gal

leries for Mrs. Falsom, that she might relish his tri

umph with him. Mercifully for him she had fled and

so helped him to discover in privacy what had be

fallen him.

Senator Redmond then rescued Congressman Ip

swich from a mob in the corridor hilariously congratu

lating him on his effort. At a sumptuous dinner in the

Senator s hotel suite that evening Ipswich was handed

a hundred dollars, the amount of the Senator s lost bet.

Ipswich s speech had been as good as Hartsong s.

&quot;You owe me a compliment in return,&quot; the Senator

said. &quot;On my smoothest political
move so far. It

worked better than planned. You see Shoreham, after

helping you out, Samuel, was to disappear just long

enough to leave Hartsong to his own devices. Con

science brought him back. He s conscientious besides.

Keeps carbon copies
of all he does. Hartsong found
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one. You see what Shoreham is, of course,&quot; Senator

Redmond ended. &quot;He s a Cyrano de Kalamazoo. The

speeches, the magazine articles he wrote for Hartsong

were all for Mrs. Falsom. Hartsong could sing em and

sign em. All that mattered to Shoreham was that Mrs.

Falsom liked
?

em.&quot;

&quot;That was the bubble you were going to prick at

her dinner ?&quot; Ipswich asked.

&quot;Happened
when I quizzed Hartsong on his meth

ods. He faced me down. But a chap who could tremble

as Shoreham did for his rival was telling the truth.&quot;

Another guest at the Senator s table asked what now

would happen to Hartsong.

&quot;Nothing,&quot;
said the Senator, &quot;beyond being wigged

for a time. Nothing in Washington is more than a

nine days wonder. Thank God! It s all that hides our

mistakes !&quot;

&quot;And Mrs. Falsom?&quot;

Senator Redmond leaned back and laughed. &quot;She s

a dear. She saw right through me. And being a

woman she ll marry Hartsong. Just to spite me.&quot;

But on the next day the Senator showed to Congress*

man Ipswich a note he had just
received. In a quietly

distinguished handwriting it read:
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My dear Senator Redmond: Thank you from
the depths of my heart. And as you have taught
me something about men in public life, let me
teach you, in turn, something about women in

general. I am going to marry Mr. Shoreham. But
I insist that he first have the &quot;Gab, grab, and

gall&quot;

to ask me. Sincerely, Edith Falsom.

Fiction? No, a collection of facts; a faithful picture

of Washington behind its doors; back-stage stuff in

the Puppet-Show on the Potomac. And it is not all

funny.

There are women in Washington who do exert a

powerful and a beneficent influence on the lives of

tired public men. Men who answer to that sort of thing

may also be puppets but are nobly so. One woman
who holds such sway over men did one of the princely

things that a woman can do for a man.

He happened to be her husband. A man of emi

nently likable personality and of eminent abilities. He
had political power and exalted office. He had every

thingincluding a remarkable wife. But like the young

lady who was as pure as snow, he drifted. With a

single word of the truth his wife could have wrecked

his career and toppled him into the
pit. She never

spoke it. She nursed her grief in silence. The gentle-
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man died and was buried with honors. The wife lives

on with her secret still unspoken. Again the mention

of names is out of the question. But many more years

ago than it is polite to count a special color was named

for the lady. With excellent reason. She is true blue

herself.



CHAPTER IX

Puppets in the Presidency

. HE White House is two stories high but otherwise

is one long story. You might call it the title-page to

the drama of America. The only President who never

occupied it was the most important of all, the First.

But he laid its cornerstone and so his hand is upon it

like a blessing. Its rooms are his dreams of it, realized.

If there is such a thing as ghosts, his thought of it

must many a time bring him back to the place he

never lived to see. It was given him, on visits to his pet

Federal City, to stroll through its unfinished spaces,

nevertheless, and they still were unfinished when the

first President to dwell there John Adams moved

in. In the East Room, the noblest room in the country,

where guests to Presidential receptions now worm
164
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their way to the great handshake, Abigail Adams hung
out the family wash to dry.

A while ago a sailor from a
visiting British warship

looked the little building over with contempt because

of its want of a coating of gold-leaf in keeping with his

notion of America s fortunes. He thought it a shabby

affair for a country like ours, and more distinguished

persons of his country may think the same. It Isn t a

shabby affair. Designed by James Hoban, chosen by

Washington himself as winner of a prize contest in

plans for a &quot;President s House/* the Georgian White

House compares without a blush with the Grecian

Parthenon itself at least as an expression of the dig

nity of men s best aspirations.

It began to make and to contain history at once. No

body knows the original color of its stones, burned and

blackened by the British in the senseless War of 1812.

Yearly since then it has received a coat of the paint

that gives it Its name. No President who has dwelt

within it has ever owned as many coats as his residence

has upon it. Not every President has lived up to its

symbolic color. Only a few have lived up to the char

acter of its great planner. And many of them have been

puppets indeed.

One who was not a puppet was Theodore Roosevelt
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who, for all his force, goes down in history as a be

nign man. Yet the force in him made him ruthless at

times, and one of his early acts on entering the White

House was to fire an old gentleman long attached to

its staff. Let us call him Colonel Brown. Under Mc-

Kinley his job had been to read and clip the impor

tant newspapers each morning and lay the results on

the President s desk to be conned and digested. To do

this he had to be at the White House early, and for

thoroughness in his job he was provided with an as

sistant, to be called, for convenience, Major Black.

One morning Colonel Brown arrived at the White

House especially early and, seeing a newspaper held

up to obscure the man at Major Black s desk, he said,

&quot;Well, Major, you got up before breakfast for once,

didn t
you?&quot;

The paper was lowered and disclosed the face of

President McKinley.

The Colonel stammered apologies, but McKinley

stopped him*

&quot;Colonel Brown/ he said, &quot;I slept very poorly last

night, and came down to look over the papers for

something to do. And by the way. Would you mind

calling me Major from now on? I like it. You see,

I m President of the United States by political accident.
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My party needed a man from a key state to carry the

country against a dangerous man. And so I tumbled

into the office. But you know, when the Civil War
broke out, I volunteered from Ohio. And did well

enough to be made a major. It s the one title Fve really

earned. It s all my own. I prize it. If you d call me by

it I d really be much
obliged.&quot;

Whatever history s verdict on McKinley s acts and

character, he was at least a puppet of Fate. Knew it,

and said it.

For that matter Fate has foisted on the country a

number of her Presidential puppets a few times to

its benefit. Seven men so far have crept into the White

House out of that bottomless political pit, the Vice

Presidency. Every one of them owed it to what we

call Fate, and at least twice Fate was in merry mood

when she did it.

Nothing in American history is more amusing or

more dramatic than the emergence of those two men

Theodore Roosevelt and Calvin Coolidge. To be

named for the Vice Presidency is to be politically

&quot;canned.&quot; No, killed. And both were put where they

were for precisely that purpose.

As long as he lived Theodore Roosevelt split
the

country into those whose love for him amounted to
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passion and those who hated him as fiercely. Among
these latter were the leaders of his party. Something

told them the unruly one was headed for the White

House, and they meant to head him off. They tried

every dodge to keep him out of it. They played up the

rapidly rising nuisance as a dangerous man, a &quot;fire-

eater&quot; ancl more of the country only loved him for

it. They . . . but this is no place to rehearse their

maneuvers. Finally their chance came and they got

him into the Vice Presidency, buried miles deep and

for all time. The one thing they overlooked was Fate,

who employed the fantastic means of a madman s

pistol
to put into the Presidency a man who may have

been her puppet but was certainly no one else s.

Curiously and amusingly enough his son Teddy also

got out of political
burial. He too got to be a nuisance

in his dad s early office as Assistant Secretary of the

Navy and was induced to run for the Governorship

of New York. His opponent being Al Smith, he nat

urally went on the discard, it looked for good. His

eclipse did last a while, until along came Hoover with

a kindly eye, and young Teddy fell into two of the

choicest appointive pies.
It would seem to have run in

the family but for this newest Roosevelt without the

kindly eye.
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Coolldge was likewise buried for keeps, and again

Fate took a Band to put in the place of a man of

doubtful color one with no color at all, and the puppet
of Business. For Fate s other darlings in the Presidency

consult your history and the same authority will tick

off the names of easily nineteen Presidents who were

merely puppets of their party.

The six Presidents great beyond dispute and also no

body s puppets were, of course, given the country by

a Power higher than Fate the first five, and Abraham

Lincoln. Bitter battles rage over the
&quot;greatness&quot;

of

some others, but nobody doubts they were strong. It

is dipping rather deep into history to catalogue the

Presidential ninnies along the line. They appear to

have got into the White House when the country was

looking the other way and there s the point. One of

the overlooked oddities of the American people is their

willingness to open their Presidency, now the highest

office in the world, to men who, dangled by strings

before they got in, have been nothing but puppets

afterward. Harding surely was one.

In a strange way one of the great was that. Lord

Charnwood devotes warm pages to upbraiding Lin

coln for not booting out of his life the termagant Mary
Todd. Yet Lincoln was literally the creature of that
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unamiable lady on the word of one who knew him

and tells tales of him until now untold.

Abovestairs in the White House is the room that

Lincoln used as a study. There nice old Ethelbert Stew

art, the living appearance of Mark Twain and some

time Commissioner of Labor Statistics, once sat and

recalled sitting on Lincoln s knee as a boy in Spring

field. Lincoln he described as ambitious enough and

aware of his powers, but so inherently lazy that all he

cared for was to win enough lawsuits to feed his family

not very well at that and might have stuck all his

life at that but for a driving force outside him. Mrs.

Lincoln. She often drove him out of the house, but she

also drove him on in the world, and was the only

force that did. Even Lincoln was that much a puppet.

Mr. Stewart is also authority for Lincoln s uncanny

understanding of the South, perhaps still unrecorded

by Lincoln biographers. Illinois, this Lincoln acquaint

ance reminds us, was half North and half South.

Springfield
was the center of these two halves, and

Lincoln had only to hover about the cracker barrel in

the general store and listen to both. He did until he

was afraid to go home.

Before it is too late these Lincoln yarns, cheerfully

stolen from Mr. Stewart, should be set down, for prob-
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ably the first time. Lincoln had a curious preference for

standing up to his work because, perhaps^ of the diffi

culty in finding a chair to accommodate his legs.
Ac

cordingly he had built for himself an especially
tall

desk at which he did his work at home. One day, on

coming home from loafing in his office, he found the

desk gone. Gone also was a window from the room.

Gone because the desk had gone through it. It seems

the boys, romping about, had jiggled the thing and

spilled some ink on the floor. Mrs. Lincoln had pitched

it out and left it on the lawn. A neighboring family,

with understanding of the Lincoln situation, carefully

retrieved the desk and kept it ever after, with a bronze

plate upon it faithfully recording the facts above. Nev

ertheless, Mrs. Lincoln pitched her husband into the

Presidency.

In those times, Stewart reminds, the Illinois courts

during Lincoln s lawyer days were of the circuit variety,

and Lincoln, Robert G. Ingersoll, and others afterward

famous, followed the judges about the towns of Sanga-

mon County. Once the court was sitting in Peoria and,

by habit, Lincoln, Ingersoll,
and the others were loll

ing about telling stories until the opening of session.

So absorbed in these stories was the clerk of court that

he failed to notice the judge s entrance. Twice the
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judge was obliged to nudge him and then, annoyed,

shouted, &quot;I fine you fifty
dollars in contempt of court.&quot;

In those days fifty dollars was important money and

all day the clerk was so concerned over the baby s shoes

and the rent that he scarcely could pay attention to his

task. His distress became so great that at the end of

day the judge relented. &quot;See here/ he said, Til remit

that fine on one condition. What was that story Mr.

Lincoln was telling this
morning?&quot;

It was one on his

wife.

Lincoln s little speech of farewell to his fellow citi

zens of Springfield on leaving to assume the Presi

dency carries a fire of emotion that places it among his

best. Behind that speech is an episode, also perhaps

unrecorded until now, that accounts for its emotion.

A committee of Springfield citizens had been ap

pointed to see Mr. Lincoln oil at the railroad station.

They duly assembled and waited and waited for

Lincoln. He didn t appear. Finally, alarmed, the com

mittee delegated one of its members Henry Villard,

father of Oswald Garrison Villard to wait upon Mr.

Lincoln at his home and learn what was amiss. Villard

was shown to an upstairs room. At his knock Lincoln

opened the door a crack and looked through it with a
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wry smile on his face. On the floor lay Mrs. Lincoln

in one of her tantrums.

&quot;She won t come
along,&quot;

said Lincoln, &quot;unless I

agree to appoint one of her friends to the Cabinet. I

don t see how I can do it. So it looks as if I can t be

President.&quot;

Finally the lady was pacified, but therein lies a rea

son for the peculiar feeling in Lincoln s remarks at

the station.

Woodrow Wilson was puppet to an almost morbid

sensitiveness to criticism on a charge against which he

was supposed to be armor-plated the charge that he

was cold, distant, and obstinate. Two men can bear

witness to it, and never did so Joseph Tumulty and

Edward W. Bok. Early in Wilson s Administration, at

the close of a busy day, he said to his secretary, &quot;Joe,

got anything on
tonight?&quot; Tumulty said he hadn t.

&quot;Will you come over to the White House
tonight?&quot;

Tumulty went.

He found his chief in a darkened room. &quot;Good eve

ning, Governor,&quot; he said the form of address left

over from Wilson s days as Governor of New Jersey.

Without a word of answer the President led Tumulty

to the windows that look off to the Washington Monu-
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ment &quot;Joe/
he said, &quot;they say I m cold. Aloof. Distant.

Is it true?&quot;

&quot;They
wouldn t say that if they knew you as I do/

The President was strangely shaken. &quot;You know,

I m this kind of man: if I were a judge and my
own son were before me convicted of a capital crime,

Fd sentence him to death. The next day I d die my-

selfc&quot;

To Bok, a week-end guest at the White House, he

once said, &quot;Leaf over my calendar. They say I never

see anyone. Never listen to advice. Go back a week or

two. Two months. And see what you find.&quot;

Bok found it crowded with the names of visitors

from every corner of the country. &quot;Why
don t you let

this be known, Mr. President!&quot; said Bok.

&quot;Oh, you want me to be another Teddy Roosevelt?&quot;

The President laughed.

&quot;No. There s but one Teddy Roosevelt. But why
can t you step out before people, not as President Wil

son, and let them know the real Mr. Wilson?&quot;

Wilson turned away. &quot;Somehow I can
t,&quot;

he whis

pered.

Once again Bok drew a week-end bid to the White

House not long before Wilson sailed for Europe and

the Peace Conference and still was weighing the mat-
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ter. When the decision came he knew precisely what

he was stepping into in Europe and on his return.

&quot;I ve got to go, Bok. You know how those fellows

over there will run away with the works if I don t. I

mayn t be able to stop them. But I must try. And you

know what will be said when I leave. By the Repub
licans

especially!&quot;

Bok, by the way, once made puppets of Harding and

Hoover, During the Harding Administration Bok had

taken over the Sesquicentennial Celebration in Phila

delphia and had his eye on Hoover, then Secretary of

Commerce, for its president. He sold the idea to Hard

ing about thus:

&quot;Herr So-and-So from Germany is here on a certain

errand, isn t he?&quot;

&quot;How on earth did you find that out?&quot; said the

startled Harding.

Said Bok, &quot;I ve done a little business with the gentle

man myself, I want Germany represented at the Sesqui

centennial. He told me his country was beggared and

had nothing to exhibit. I told him, Oh, yes, she has.

She has in Dresden the most famous painting in the

world the Sistine Madonna. What more appropriate

exhibit for a broken country than that? Our Lady of
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Sorrows, with, a bronze plate reading. This is all that

Germany can afford to display.
&quot;

The German emissary had doubts as to whether the

picture would be spared. &quot;Go home and see your Presi

dent about
it,&quot;

said Bok. Back had come a cablegram

which he flashed on Harding: &quot;The picture will be

forthcoming.&quot;

He had assurance from the French Government that

it would lend him the Venus of Milo and the Victory

of Samothrace from the Louvre, and from Lloyd

George promise of the British crown jewels from the

Tower of London. It lifted Harding two feet out of

his chair. &quot;We don
t,&quot;

said Bok drily, &quot;want miles of

machinery and mountains of bananas at our fair.&quot;

&quot;It s certainly got the greatest publicity man in the

country,&quot; laughed Harding. &quot;What do you want of

Hoover? Have you asked him?&quot;

&quot;Not on your life/ said Bok. &quot;I saw Mrs. Hoover.&quot;

Harding laughed harder than ever. &quot;Got her con

sent?&quot;

&quot;I did. Have I
yours?&quot;

&quot;That settles it. There s no standing out against you.&quot;

But threat of a coal strike intervened and Hoover

could not be spared from the Cabinet.

Grover Cleveland was puppet to a temper that some-
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times terrified his friends, and a certain mahogany
door in the White House bears the mark of it. It hap

pened at the time he was pondering the message that

wrote into American tradition the principle that immi

grants may look upon this country as an asylum for

all the politically oppressed. Washington mistakenly

gets the credit for this. It goes to Cleveland. A stiff

Immigration Act had been passed. Its opponents be

sought his veto. At the end of ten days the Act would

automatically become law, without the Presidential

veto or signature; and the tenth day had reached its

evening; and not a word had come from the White

House. In desperation the enemies of the measure

bribed a Negro White House attendant to barge into

Cleveland s study and learn his intentions.

The timid messenger opened the door and found

Cleveland dreaming into a cheerful fire on the hearth,

in his stocking feet, his jack boots beside him. The

messenger fired his question and braced himself. He

got out with his life, but the door he closed in the nick

of time bears the stamp of the boot that the enraged

Cleveland leaped up and shot at him. The dent is sur

rounded by a bronze circle.



CHAPTER X

The Last in the White House

MLR. HOOVER also was puppet to no one but a

slave to his own ambition.

His Presidency was like nothing so much as inviting

Thomas A. Edison to pitch for the &quot;Giants.&quot; Rather,

as if Mr. Edison had used all his powers of invention

to land the job and had tried to fill it. In Mr. Hoover s

case the latter version is more nearly the truth. He used

every means to wangle the assignment and was

knocked all over the lot.

His Presidency is of gathering interest as throwing
into contrast the grand Roosevelt family-picnic style

of running the country. It begins to be of historic im

portance as throwing into contrast what it was we re

formed from. Mr. Hoover attempted to operate the

United States like a corporation president of the old
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octopus school. How the concern was making out was

the business of nobody but himself and the board of

directors. What he put out for public consumption was

good old-fashioned company reports and balances

good for the stockholders and good for business. It

worked until business suddently went sour. Stock

holders who became inquisitive became hair shirts, and

newspaper men bent upon learning the real state of

the concern were so many burglars rifling the files. To

this day a former official in the Department of Com
merce contends that he was shot from his post for

refusing to shuffle figures as desired for one of these

favorable balance-sheets during the recent campaign.

Had another President of the same kidney come into

office, Mr. Hoover would be forgotten as the twentieth

Presidential mediocrity. As it is he serves to point the

utterly revolutionary change that has come over the

country, and the immense distance it has traveled from

a day so recent and already so old.

In the very business of wangling the Presidency Mr.

Hoover exemplifies the business manners of that other

day. Those who watched his Administration from the

inside saw evidence that he had laid his plans for the

Presidency while he still was Food Administrator. Cer

tainly faithful minions in his Food organization
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showed up in more than one Government office. No

body learned what they did for the Government or

for Mr. Hoover but they sped hither and yon on

mysterious errands, even to the ends of the earth.

From the very beginnings of his drive on the Presi

dency Mr. Hoover was dare we say? inept. At first

it was hardly more than a hankering. In 1920 he came

back from Europe with a great reputation, and nobody
then noted how easily the reputation had been won.

At a time when the people were in an almost religious

hysteria to win the war he had induced them to go
without sugar and things, and in Europe he faithfully

distributed what these patriots at home had denied

themselves. With him he took a Congressional appro

priation of $100,000,000 besides. What was done with

this fund has never been formally reported, and when

a member of the Senate demanded to know, Mr.

Hoover sat silent. It was simply that one of the stock

holders had kicked.

On the other side he had grateful receivers of these

benefits. Not an obstacle stood in his way as a great

world almoner. There is no denying that he ran this

particular business in masterly manner, and this must

be added: the staff he built adored him or they

adored his success and were glad to be identified with
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it. Especially the women, touched by the humanitarian-

ism that he represented. Above everything else one

thing enhanced his stature his silence. No one knew

what tremendous powers lay behind it.

It threw out so many intimations of strength in every

direction that with or without its aid he was inevitably

thought of for the Presidency. In New York the

Greater New York Hoover Committee was promptly

organized,, fostered by R. Fulton Cutting, various Mor

gans, the Astors, Mrs. Ruth Pratt, and everyone else

who counted or hoped to count. Headquarters were

opened in the old Manhattan Hotel, an experienced

newspaper man was drafted to publicize Mr. Hoover

in the grand manner, and the works began.

An outfit with such support was never lacking in

funds until Senator Borah burst forth that year

against the outrage of buying public office. Thereafter

contributions to the Hoover Committee were piously

limited to |i,ooo a crack. Even so money was plentiful

enough, but at once the elegant publicity expert ran

into an obstacle.

Believe it or not, the obstacle was a gentleman avid

for the Presidency and yet utterly unable to lend him

self to the show* He seemed not to know whether he
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was Democrat or Republican, or which it was better

to be. He even resisted skilled political grooming.

This, for example, would happen. Charles Dana

Gibson, Neysa McMein, Mrs. Farnham the sculptress,

any number of artists were all behind him and wanted

to paint or model or sketch him. Where then was Mr.

Hoover s name unknown? But who knew much of his

looks or personality? Pictures, posters, desk busts were

wanted, and here were the eminent eager to do them.

All they asked was an hour with him, alone.

Earnestly the publicity agent sought this boon, only

to be confronted by one of his corps of secretaries. This

would be on a Monday morning. The reply was, Im

possible. Mr. Hoover was still Food Administrator and

far too busy for any such nonsense. On the following

Monday morning the same secretary might inquire if

Mr. Charles Dana Gibson and the others would sketch

Mr. Hoover while he worked at his desk. The artists

wanted him all to themselves, for one hour, at Miss

McMein s studio uptown. And again the word Im

possible.

Still a week later word would come that one week

later still Mr. Hoover might snatch from his busy day
the wanted hour. To cut it short, he did accede to the

artists requirements three weeks too late.
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Money was plentiful in the Hoover Committee, and

so were billboards about New York. It was a capital

opening for a new kind of outdoor newspaper, every

line of it a slogan signed by a popular writer, and they

all were with him Wallace and Will Irwin, Irv Cobb,

Don Marquis. And this came about too late.

Frank I. Cobb still lived and was asked by a Hoover

Committeeman whether, in case Mr. Hoover got the

Republican nomination, Mr. Cobb himself and the

Democratic New York World would support him. The

answer to this preposterous proposal was an emphatic

Yes.

Had all this been turned to account, Mr. Hoover

would have been elected President in 1920, for such

then was his bipartisan strength among the voters. As

it was, the operations of the Greater New York Hoover

Committee were a perfect example of what amateurs

can accomplish. For example, one day an upstate

clergyman blew into headquarters with a brilliant idea.

This was to divert all the funds of the Committee to

a vast postcard campaign aimed at delegates to the

Republican National Convention demanding that they

drop all other housework and vote for Hoover. The

clergyman, and the Committee, overlooked the fact

that delegates are either pledged or committed by the
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ballots that elect them to support a stipulated candi

date which in this case happened not to be Mr.

Hoover. Notwithstanding this, the whole funds and

efforts of the Committee were devoted to this fool

idea.

As matters turned out it was a brilliant idea in very

fact. For when all was over, and Warren G. Harding

had got the nomination, Mr. Roy Martin, then head

of the Associated Press, pressed the publicity expert of

the Greater New York Hoover Committee for what

had gone on behind the arras. He threw up his hands

when he heard. When told that at every conference of

the Committee Mr. Hoover had contributed nothing

but an owlish stare and appeared to expect the nomina

tion handed him on a platter,
Mr. Martin laughed out

the comment that precisely
that thing could have hap

penedto the one man he knew in our political history

who could have had the honor from either party.

In the Republican convention at Kansas City that

year,
said this skilled observer, Mr. Hoover could have

had it at the drop of the hat, had there been one man

on the floor with the nerve to utter the syllables
of his

name. For 24 hours the suspense prevailed, with

Hoover influence all the while beating in on the hall

At the Democratic convention in San Francisco the
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same situation prevailed for 72 hours. And no one men

tioned the name. After that Mr. Hoover had the bother

of working for his nomination, and choosing which

was his political party.

He had made his great name through appointment

by a Democratic President, but in 1920 Woodrow Wil

son was in eclipse. It was the band wagon for Mr.

Hoover and, the Republicans having run away with

it, he gracefully accepted the Secretaryship of Com
merce under Harding and immediately set forth to

rebuild two things: the Department of Commerce and

himself.

Today, in these lingering depression times, the Com
merce Building is known as &quot;Hoover s

Folly,&quot;
with its

forty-dollar bronze cuspidors, its Venetian blinds, and

its three-block length. With all these appurtenances it

still is incomplete lacking a trolley-car system to carry

bewildered visitors through the mazes of its width and

its length. As planned it stood for the grand old days

of
&quot;enduring prosperity&quot;

when the Government was

run with the advice and consent of the Morgans. It

certainly was Mr. Hoover s springboard into the Presi

dency. He built up the Commerce Department from a

little thing hardly more considerable than the present

Labor outfit to the present plant, with an appropriation
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running well over $100,000,000. He also built up him-

scE

Profiting by the disappointment of 1920, he talked

everywhere, created the most active publicity band of

any member of the Government, and undertook to let

Harding and Coolidge help papa drive. The recent

campaign disclosed Mr. Hoover in the firm belief that

the country, if not placed in his hands, was due for

grass in its streets. He evidently thought so then. By
then he had lost one important thing and had gained

another. The thing he had lost was his nation-wide

strength in 1920; the thing he had gained was the dis

like of the Republican powers. They didn t want him

for President and quietly set out to bag him.

He beat them to it. He got his nomination at last,

and got it by moves that throw more amusing lights

on what goes on in the puppet-show along the Poto

mac. It happens that one William S. Vare, the great

Pennsylvania contractor and political boss, dearly

wanted still wants the glory of a seat in the United

States Senate. He took elaborate precautions to see that

he was elected to the seat, only to be turned back at

the Senate door nominally for having blown too

much money on his campaign, but by hint from his

Governor for possessing uncanny skill in the counting
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of votes. But he never lost his hankering after a seat in

the Senate, and two stories are current among Wash

ington newspaper men. One is that in 1928 he threw

the Pennsylvania delegation toward Mr. Hoover s

nomination on the understanding that the recipient of

this benefaction would see that he got his seat in the

Senate. The other story is that this bargain was pro

posed, not by Vare himself, but by emissaries of Mr.

Hoover.

Whichever it is, Mr. Hoover at last got his coveted

nomination by this narrow squeak and forgot Mr.

Vare. And the newspaper editor who managed his

publicity in 1920, with knowledge of the gentleman s

habit of being forever too late, won many a bet on the

historic disappointment he was destined to be.

No one who knows his Washington will question

that until Mr. Hoover grew thoroughly frightened

about his reelection he did his utmost to minimize this

catastrophe politely called a depression. At first he took

sound measures to stop it. He bound capital and labor

to a pledge to be good. He hoped the storm would

blow over. When it didn t, he assured the country that

it was not such a hell of a storm after all. When un

employment became too painfully noticeable to be

ignored, the Labor Department was asked for figures
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decidedly on the minimum side. Ditto the Commerce

Department when business fell off. The only man in

the country unaware of the scope of the disaster ap

peared to be Mr. Hoover. Finally it hit him too as

usual too late.

In all this attempted damping down of realities there

was no essential dishonesty. It was simply that Mr.

Hoover never got it into his head that he was the Presi

dent of a living people. He remained the president of

an old-style corporation. His whole campaign was a

string of corporation reports, admitting at last that

times were bad, but warning the country of still worse

disaster unless the business was left in the old reliable,

experienced hands.

The strange case of Mr. Hoover is simple. In 1928

he thought he was leaping into the Presidency. Instead

he was leaping into a wholly new time. It took the last

election to show, as by lightning flash, how old were

the ways of thinking that he represented. History is

apt to use him for marking just that, and in the end

it may rest its criticism on his time rather than on him,

and may leave him a martyr.

He may be in good historical company, at that.

Backed by the spirit of these new times the present

occupant of the White House looks by way of making
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monkeys of all three of his predecessors. Harding he

leaves with a pleasant smile, the famed Coolidge silence

he treats as the silence of an unbeaten bass drum, and

Hoover s failure to read public opinion as a tragedy to

the country and to himself considering the pathetic

pains he took to learn it.

Toward the end of Mr. Hoover s days in the White

House the various departments began to receive a clip

ping service that amazed them with its candor. It con

sisted of editorials cut from daily papers and weekly

journals, from Protestant, Catholic, Jewish, and secular

sources. These editorials represented opinion from one

end of the land to the other, without regard to political

bias, economic creed, or party attitude. And more often

than not they damned the Administration. Some

damned capital, some labor, and some damned every

thing. Some praised a few things. But whatever the

opinion might be, whatever its source, in it came to

the proper department, to be taken straight. It was

the closest available approach to that ever-elusive thing

the opinion of the people. And this picture of the

public mind was retaken once, or oftener, every 24

hours.

Sometimes this clipping service reached out beyond

editorial opinion to include interviews with the emi-
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nent, speeches, letters to editors. Quiet investigation dis

closed the fact that President Hoover himself was the

first to be served with this deluge of candor. In fact,

it was he who instituted the thing, soon after his in

auguration at first for his own personal edification.

Gradually it was extended to include individual Cabi

net officers, and finally all the departments.

By means of this system Mr. Hoover might have,

every 24 hours, a complete cross-section of national

views on any subject. From a tabulation attached to

each clipping giving him the circulation of the paper

from which it came, its character and influence, he

could follow the day-today drift of this opinion for or

against him. It reached his desk every morning, and

any specific article he wanted he could order and get.

It emanated from quiet quarters in a Washington

office-building where 30 clerks daily pounced upon

1,200 papers. Within an hour afterward, articles espe

cially wanted at the White House were under Mr.

Hoover s eye. The director of this service, a newspaper
man with forty years of political experience, sometimes

went through 6,000 editorials in the course of a day.

At first, when this remarkable information bureau was

small, Mr. Hoover shelled out its cost. Its expenses

never ran over $1,000 a week, but with its growth a
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bunch of Hoover supporters quietly took on its bills.

Among them, by the way, was the Honorable Patrick

Hurley, sometime Secretary of War and rather cruelly

called by Senator Glass the drum-major of the Hoover

Administration.

Out of this curious business jut two or three strange

and significant features. Among the specific matters

Mr. Hoover requested of his clipping service were sev

eral strings of articles panning another Cabinet officer

whom he wished to be rid of. He read them in high

amusement. More curious still is the fact that in setting

up this service in the beginning, he asked first of all

for anything panning himself. He got a plenty. So

much for the famed hair shirts. If they irked Mr.

Hoover as much as he complained, he was a glutton

for punishment. The final curiosity about it is that a

man who strove so valiantly to follow his times could

be so unaware of their drift.

Two words sum up Mr. Hoover s Presidency &quot;Too

late.&quot; He was a puppet to sloth.



CHAPTER XI

How They Get on the Stage

IO SAVOR in full the acrid irony in this puppet-

show along the Potomac you must keep in mind the

opening point to this little book: the city and the coun

try as G. Washington meant and planned them to be.

And in his final years the country that calls him with

literal truth its Father gave him dreads for its political

future as deep as his hopes for it still were high.

He said it all, in the largest volume of state and

private papers left by any President. They are all safely

treasured in the Library of Congress, most of them in

his own handwriting. If you are a scholar you may be

permitted to leaf them over. And if you do you will

be appalled at a man who, all his life, was surveyor,

explorer, farmer, real estate dealer, traveler, soldier,

winner of the Revolution, guiding hand in shaping
193
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the Constitution, President furiously busy at all these

things and who still could find the time and energy

to pour through his own quill pen this Niagara of

thought, opinion, and observation. But you will be

further appalled at some of the things he said.

It was Shays s Rebellion, a burst of pure communism,

that hurried the writing of the Constitution and made

Washington one of the leaders in bringing it about.

He never got over his dread of that particular assault

on self-government. Yet when the Constitution was

offered to the states for adoption, he began to doubt

the efficacy of self-government itself.

We have the idea that the iron Constitution of today

had a walk-over the minute it was written. It had a

bitter battle in every one of the colonies. When it was

presented to Virginia its stiffest opponent was no less

a person than Patrick Henry. For weeks the Virginia

convention kicked the Constitution all over the lot

and finally adopted it under pressure from a gentle

man some ninety miles away, known as General Wash

ington. The kick was largely that the Constitution

gave the aristocrats everything, and the people nothing

but the little end of the horn.

Washington wrote volcanic letters to members of the

Virginia convention, and in one of them he let loose
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with the question whether the people, left to them

selves, were capable of governing themselves. He kept

the idea for his private correspondence, but it stuck in

his mind. In a later, and calmer, letter to a friend he

confessed that he sometimes wondered whether a

democratic government were equal to ruling &quot;an em

pire,&quot;
as he put it, so vast as the one he foresaw parad

ing over the continent.

The Whiskey Rebellion in western Pennsylvania

during his first Administration deepened his doubts

and shook him to the marrow. This, he was quick to

see, was no passing flare of what we now call com

munism. It was first of all a dangerous threat to the

new United States Government. In short order Wash

ington put it down, but when it was over its deeper

implications stood clear to him. It was organized fac

tion. It was group action in what had been so far a

united people. Moreover, it had its leaders, some of

them strong. No less a person than Albert Gallatin

served as attorney for the Whiskey rebels. It meant the

beginning of Tammanys and political bosses. Wash

ington saw it even then, and it set him to thinking.

The thought occurs repeatedly in letters to his friends

over a six-year period. Finally it burst forth in the
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open, in the Farewell Address in the passages never

quoted.

Take the trouble to look them up and you will find

G. Washington spotting, 137 years ago, the rise of the

political machine, the party boss, the buying of votes,

public office put on the auction block, and the election

of puppets. You also will find his solemn warning

against these things. And today we have them.

Well, Washington s hopes as well as his fears have

been realized. Albert Gallatin lived to become the sec

ond great Secretary of the Treasury, and the country

still stands, neither dazzling success nor dismal failure.

Nothing involving human beings is ever either. The

Father of the land rested his hopes on its common

sense. That also stands, and when the fizzles become

too many it laughs them off the stage.

Indeed, the puppets themselves are more to be pitied.

You can make up your mind that the man who is one

in public office has danced a stiff jig to somebody s

orders before he got there. For every clap of applause

he takes, the gas-bag has paid something more than

money. Two Senators of the United States are prac

tically office-boys: one to corporate interests, the other

to his state machine and party boss. Both strut their
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stuff, and neither likes what it costs him. Any man

who has brushed close to practical politics knows that

votes are bought in every state, that candidates are

counted in and counted out at the will of those very

sinners whom Washington foreshadowed the skilled

workmen who run the machine. No good Pennsyl-

vanian stands a chance at any important office without

the Philadelphia machine s support, and for that he

must hold his nose and play along with it. If not, no

matter what his strength^ the election goes strangely

against him. The machine, not the people, rules there.

It even bores holes in the bottom of ballot boxes, in

case of necessity, and however honest the election

judges above, the votes are sorted to suit in the cellar

beneath. Yet the same goes on in simple farming

counties about the state sometimes with the hilarious

effect that good results from the fraud. In one such

Pennsylvania county, where a flagrant nitwit has had

the edge on an able man, the honest farmers have

cheerfully counted him out and the good man in.

Not a town anywhere of less than two thousand but

has one of these organizations that Washington rum

bled against comparatively innocent in the smaller

places. Our dear people get such a kick out of bossing

or being bossed. In the upper brackets they are not so
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harmless. New York and Chicago have gone broke

paying the taxes their machines have cost them. And

note the sardonic humor in the history of Tammany.
It was originally founded to head off that frightening

band of aristocrats who threatened to rule the country

the Society of the Cincinnati. Tammany ruled after

that until lately and itself is ruled by one of New
York s greatest banking firms, run by aristocrats.

Why doesn t an aroused electorate root out these

things? Easy. These organizations gather their ma

jorities
about them not by threat or intimidation but

by a force far stronger. Take a simple illustration. A
ward leader in Philadelphia will learn that the Widow

Jones, in his bailiwick, is freezing and starving. In

stantly a ton of coal and a basket of food reaches the

Widow Jones. The organization pays the bill it con

stantly pays any number of similar bills. It gets up
summer picnics for the children. It does any God s

quantity of acts genuinely charitable. It does a lot of

good. It also lets the fact be known. And what hap

pens when the voters of that particular ward are gently

urged to step up and vote for the organization candi

date? That sort of thing goes on wherever there is

that sort of organization. Uproot it?

Well, then, how does a puppet, jockeying for some
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office, worm his way up through these organizations

or win them to him? The ways run into infinitude.

You might as well ask for a composite biography of

the 126,000,000 Americans condensed on a postage

stamp. But a few examples may throw some light on

the process.

Take the United States Senate, once dignified by the

man who is said to have amended the Constitution

with a single speech. His name was Daniel Webster,

and he gave the Senate a tone it has tried to maintain

ever since. Others before him had helped James Madi

son, Cotesworth of South Carolina, Robert Morris,

financial savior of the Revolution. It s something of a

body and knows it. Now note how seats in that body

can be juggled for and bandied about.

Here s William S. Vare, the eminent contractor of

Philadelphia, the very type of man G. Washington

would have given his soul to forestall. Mr. Vare aspired

to a seat in the Senate. As mentioned in previous

strophes, the Senate turned him out for having blown

too much money on his election. Gifford Pinchot, Gov

ernor of Pennsylvania at the time, put it differently

and bluntly. In his certificate of election he broadly

hinted at other matters than money and declared Mr.

Vare
&quot;apparently&quot;

elected.
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Opposing Mr. Vare for the Senate was the Honor

able William B. Wilson, a Democrat who served as

Secretary of Labor in the Administrations of Woodrow

Wilson. Mr. Wilson was the first to hold the Labor

portfolio and so far has been the last. In fact, the

humors of the Vare situation need a bit of recapitula

tion.

From the middle eighties periodic clamor had arisen

for the creation of a department to admit the voice of

Labor to the President s Cabinet. The daddy of that

movement is Arthur E. Holder. It took him
fifty years

to win his point, but it came to a head in the closing

days of the Taft regime. That amiable gentleman was

agin a Labor Department and deliberately staved off

signing the bill creating it until the last toot of the

whistle. Then did it under pressure and with abhor

rence. Now it is a proud boast of the Labor Depart

ment that it came into being by the last official act of

William Howard Taft.

William B. Wilson was appointed by Woodrow Wil

son, who made him, besides Secretary of Labor, one

of his closest confidants throughout the war. To this

day his personal files contain notes from his President

such as any man would prize. George himself, in all

the plenitude of his suavity and courtesy, never wrote
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anything more gorgeous than these missives from one

great gentleman to another. They invariably begin

something like this:

&quot;My
dear Mr. Secretary: I know the great volume

of work you have on your hands, but I am perplexed

by a problem of great importance. Could you spare me

a moment of your time and permit me to benefit by

your invaluable advice?&quot;

Well, the great frame of mind that exalted America

during the war came to an end along with the fighting.

That immense furor in the streets of every city on the

signing of the Armistice told the story. It was an emo

tional flop,
a snap to the strain. The country experi

enced the worst sagging of spirits in its history. In

came Harding, Daugherty, Teapot Dome, the Vare

idea, and all the rest. And William B. Wilson went

out of public life a great man and a great loss.

His Pennsylvania admirers saw an opportunity to

recapture him for the country and run him for the

Senate against the eminent contractor Vare. And by

delicate hint of Governor Pinchot, Mr. Wilson was

elected while Mr. Vare was counted in by the &quot;voters&quot;.

Only to be counted out by the Senate.

Notwithstanding, Mr. Vare refused to deny himself

the pleasure of some day sitting in the Senate, and, as
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before remarked, is said to have bargained for it with

Mr. Hoover over a little matter like the Presidential

nomination. Mr. Hoover got what he wanted, Mr.

Vare did not. But still he wants it.

Accordingly he planned to put a bench-warmer in

his place, and saw to it that the eminent Iron Puddler,

James J. Davis, should be elected to fill out his unex-

pired term. Puddler Jim had had aspirations toward

the Pennsylvania Governorship, but Mr. Vare had

these other designs in view. A man far more useful

to him was slated for the Governorship, and Puddler

Jim bowed to the inevitable and gracefully accepted

the rump seat in the Senate.

Mr. Vare s unexpired term was duly filled out, and

again Puddler Jim was put up for election. But by then

an awkward pass intervened. Gifford Pinchot had

again become Governor of Pennsylvania, an accident

inimical to the interests of Mr. Vare. The way around

it seemed to have the Puddler warm the Senate seat

again until Governor Pinchot had filled out this second

term and got out of the way. By then a Vare man

should fill the Governorship. Upon that event Puddler

Jim was to resign in order to permit a Vare-made Gov

ernor to appoint him Junior Senator from Pennsylva

nia at last.
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What lends a gentle addition to the humors of this is

the fact that Mr. Vare has been in indifferent health,

and the present Junior Senator sits on hopin .

This Junior Senator has already received attentions in

these pages, but his after-life as a Senatorial candidate

may repay further inspection. During the campaign

he had his literary ghost write him many a ringing

speech against putting public office on the auction

block, and it must be said that he adhered to his own

philosophy. In reaching the Senate he made a record

for the minimum of sinful expenditures. He was taking

no chances. He spent a few hundred dollars on long

distance telephone calls and called it a day. Whatever

further moneys were necessary he let the Vare machine

shell out.

For instance, when the campaign started, the candi

dates for Governor and the other state offices met in

Philadelphia and each gentleman agreed to open the

pot with an ante of |io 3
ooo. All except Brother Davis

did. As he appeared slow with his check, word went

round the table that he was not to be let out the door

without iti He got away with it, nevertheless. At the

next session of these insiders the Puddler showed up
with a $10,000 contribution but it was a check made

out to him by a friend. A howl went up. The meeting
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insisted the check was a general contribution. They
wanted another ten grand from Jim. He might have

saved himself by depositing the check in a bank and

drawing his own against it. But again he got away
with his contention that this was his personal ante. If

he made any others, the fact is not imprinted on the

memory of anyone present at the party.

Sparing himself the spending of tainted money let

Brother Davis in for something else to plague his con

science. While grooming himself for the Upper House

he still served as Secretary of Labor, and drafted from

his department one of its officials gifted with political

power in Pennsylvania. This gentleman, whom he used

for a year in drumming up the voters enthusiasm, was

paid a Government salary, traveled all over the state,

orated at every station, and blew his own money on ex

penses. The carrot dangled under his nose was appoint

ment as Pennsylvania Secretary of Labor. He never got

it, nor a penny of his expenses. And the Government

that paid him his year s salary never got back a minute

of his time.

If you ask how public office is wangled, this is one

of them the end in view a seat in the body that once

listened to Daniel Webster.

One last word about this particular personage.
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The orphan school promoted by him on behalf of

his fraternity is unquestionably a worthy institution.

But it costs money, and the fraternity behind it is com

posed of a large percentage of workingmen who find

it hard to remit their annual dues. In consequence of

this their high head, Brother Davis, bethought him of

larger sources of income.

These sources were the richer men of the country,

and as they might object
to the bib-and-tucker of the

order, not to speak of the weekly night at lodge meet

ing, the high chief of the order devised a special
branch

or life membership for these gentry.
With this to offer

he circularized the well-heeled of the land and solici

ted $150 from each for this appealing charity. It was

taking a hand himself at playing the puppets.

Times were then good and the response was im

mense. Every bankroll in the country was glad to re

spond. In fact the returns were so much on the land-

office order that the high chief soon saw what he had

in hand, and raised the ante to $250. Still the contribu

tions rolled in, but unfortunately came a hitch.

These solicitations were sent out on stationery of the

Labor Department, and the New Yor% World took edi

torial umbrage at this. It took an earnest long distance

call to the World s labor reporter to call off the threat-
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ened editorial. Thereafter the letters of solicitation

went forth on stationery financed by the fraternity in

exact imitation of the department s letterhead.

One of these letters went, by the way, to Oswald

Garrison Viilard, then editor of the Nation. He an

swered that he quite approved the orphan school and

would be glad to forward a check, but he first wished

to know how much of his $250 went into the Davis

pocket or he might have something to say of the mat

ter in his paper. It threw the works into panic. About

that time the big chief had something like $100,000 in

the bank his 10 percent cut from the sale of charity

and for nearly a year, or until he thought Villard had

forgotten the matter, he feared to touch it.

For all that, the orphan school is an excellent insti

tution.

In the United States Senate sits also the Senior Sena

tor from Massachusetts, who owes his membership to

another odd jugglery for it. In fact, his entire Sena

torial career turns on the losing battle fought for the

honor by two men of his state.

Some years ago Massachusetts was adorned by a pub

lic figure by the name of Samuel W. McCall. This busy

day has probably forgotten him, but then he looked to

be one of the few men fitted to run the United States.
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Already the gentleman had sat for his state in the

House of Representatives, He wrote admirable articles

on historical subjects for the Atlantic Monthly. The

mantle of Henry Cabot Lodge looked to be a perfect

fit for him, as another scholar in the seat of statesman

ship. The people of Massachusetts made Mr. McCall

their Governor first, and the country itself looked to

ward him as a coming man. No one else was in sight

to oppose him for the Senate. His election looked to

be in the bag. And then something happened. Samuel

McCall dropped out of political sight.

The reasons are curious. It happens that cold-roast

Boston is a cramped city of stores and offices. Except

for the shabby-genteel in the South and North ends,

the people who conduct the city s affairs live in what

are known as &quot;Boston s Bedrooms
5

its suburbs. In one

of these outlying towns Governor McCall had a hand

some residence, and he and his family lived something

of a life. He was eminently entitled to a spacious exist

ence, but it cost money.

It cost him money, but not anxiety; for what the

Governor needed he generally obtained from a certain

personal friend. Or one he took to be such. For one

day when the Senatorial prospect appeared never so
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rosy the Governor received a telephone call. The mes

sage said simply, &quot;Your note (for so many thousands

of dollars) due tomorrow will not be renewed.&quot; The

message came from his banker friend.

The Governor rushed down to correct an obvious

mistake. Ordinarily the Governor of the state was

ushered at once into the banker s office. This time he

had to wait and worry. When he did get into the

sanctum, something like the following conversation

took place:

Said Governor McCall: &quot;There s some mistake. You

and I had a thorough understanding. I can t see why
this note can t be renewed

again.&quot;

Said the banker: &quot;This state doesn t want a beautiful

ranter in the Senate. The times call for a business ad

ministrator.&quot;

The Governor: &quot;I see. You have in view someone

else you are going to back?&quot;

The banker leaned across his desk. &quot;1 am going to

be United States Senator from this state.&quot;

&quot;I
see,&quot;

said the Governor of Massachusetts and Sen

atorial candidate.

Not to have his note renewed meant the ruin of his

life. It meant personal as well as political death. His

house would go. His children would have to come
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home from their private schools. His future was

blanked.

Til think it over/ he said. &quot;But I thought that an

old friend
&quot;

&quot;I m still your friend, and I ll prove it,&quot;
the banker

came back. &quot;I don t want to be hard on an old pal.

Your note shall be renewed on one condition. Get

out of the way yourself. Announce that fact to the

press. And throw your whole political strength to me.&quot;

The Governor rose to leave. &quot;I ll consider the mat

ter,&quot;
he said.

The banker drew from a drawer in his desk a new

note and a sheet of blank paper. &quot;The note is due

now,&quot; he reminded the Governor. &quot;So is your decision.

Write them both out.&quot;

The Governor did as bidden. He had to, to save his

family.

Ill health is always a convenient political excuse. The

Governor alleged it to the press. He otherwise strove to

fulfill the conditions imposed. He never strove for an

other office. He never wrote another line of history. To
all intents and purposes he died. Not long afterward

he passed out physically. And his state and the coun

try went without the services of a man who might
have distinguished them both.
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But his united political strength he could not throw

to his rival. Too many of his admirers and powerful co

horts heard of his pass, and sympathized and raged at

the other man. The consequence was a divided party

at the polls and the election of a Democrat, David L

Walsh, to the Senate, a fixture there ever since.

The end of the tale is that tidy campaign contribu

tions won for the defeated banker a place in Harding s

Cabinet. And there is no questioning the fact that he

was a capable man. Generous in many respects. He

made many an oration., and he wrote them all himself.

Finally he too hopped the twig and a fellow Cabinet

member pronounced in his memory a magnificent

ghost-written speech. Among the deceased s many
benefactions was a bridge given to his alma mater, to

span the historic stream beside which it lies. In the

ghost-written speech much was made of that bridge.

Young men were to cross it for God knows how many

years and to God knows what great careers. As the

banker who had given the bridge had bridged many a

young man across deep waters, it was doubly symbolic.

To those who knew the whole story the bridge was

trebly symbolic of another bridge that its donor had

once tried to cross, only to find a hole in the middle.

The banker was John W. Weeks.
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&quot;Man,&quot;
said Pascal, &quot;is at once the glory and the

scandal of the universe.&quot; You see it exemplified here.

Doubtless you have sat in the gallery
of the Senate or

the House and looked down on the figures there seated,

some of them real, some affecting a large importance,

and wondered how they got there. These are some of

the clues.



CHAPTER XII

They Who Pull the Strings

IT MAY be entertaining for a time, but only for a

time, to discover the identity of these political puppets.

After that the excitement has worn off and interest cen

ters in those who, still deeper back-stage, pull then-

strings. Enough has been said of the stage-hands, the

managers, the Vares, of the political show. What of the

big producers, who sit apart in their private offices, out

of reach of newspaper men, and there select the play

and determine the cast?

Some of these have been the real Presidents of the

United States first in naming the man to be faith

fully voted into the Presidency, and afterward in mak

ing him their puppet all in the name of party, for

party purposes, and with the aid of party organization.

What McKinley owed to Mark Hanna is ancient his-
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tory. He knew it was the gift
of party dictation, as

fixed by its biggest boss of the time, and said so on an

occasion here recorded. Hostile historians have said

that McKinley had a spine like a chocolate eclair, and

that Hanna pulled his strings.
Hanna was nobody s

fool. On election to the Senate he learned things about

his country unknown to him as a big shot in business.

Patriotism got even Mark Hanna. Moreover a Presi

dent is sometimes able to turn on his creators. After

all, the office established by G. Washington has some

importance in the eyes of the country and is still big

ger than any party boss. More than one President has

discovered the fact. McKinley did.

So did Benjamin Harrison, but he wasn t big enough

to swing the power he had in his hand. To mention

the name of Matthew Stanley Quay is merely to re

write familiar history. But not all of that is known.

Quay was one of the unelected Presidents of the United

States, and for a time no name stood blacker before the

people.
Yet a side of Quay s career and grip on the

country has remained untold until now. Wasn t it Kip

ling himself who declared that Senator Quay pos

sessed the finest private library in the United States?

At any rate he had his cultivation and a softer side un

known to the public. He also had a son who grieved
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him sorely. And this son provided the setting for that

gem of all Presidential puppets, Benjamin Harrison.

Harrison, perhaps the palest ghost that ever occu

pied the chair of G. Washington, was almost abjectly

the creature of Quay. To Quay alone he owed the fact

that his name had been added to the list of American

Presidents. Otherwise not even Quay would have

picked him for one of the village Hampdens. And now

for Quay s son.

His powerful papa had got him into West Point, and

the son had got successfully out of it. But the boy was

the break of his father s heart. He took to the bottle

and wrapped himself round so much fiery liquid that

he stood to break his father s political prestige as well

as his heart. On the occasion of one of these President-

making conclaves at a Philadelphia hotel the son

showed up in so-and-so condition. It was politically

awkward, and personally distressing, for Quay. In des

peration he employed a trusted Philadelphia newspa

per man, grand old &quot;Uncle
Jim&quot; Campbell, to keep the

boy out of sight. Jim did so, by the simple expedient

of segregating his pants and his shoes. Thereafter, in

the same hotel, the President-making went on undis

turbed, and Benjamin Harrison was put up to be voted

into the White House and Grover Cleveland voted out.
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Several years afterward it occurred to Senator Quay

that something might be done for his boy if the way

ward were brought under the parental eye and given

some Army post in Washington. Accordingly he paid

a visit to the White House, in confidence that the thing

was as good as done. To his utter amazement Harrison

refused him any appointment whatever for his son.

Whereupon the following was spoken;

&quot;Harrison, who made you President of the United

States?&quot;

&quot;God and the American people !&quot;

&quot;Very
well. See what God and the American people

do to you at the coming election.&quot;

Which accounts for the exit of Benjamin Harrison

from the White House after a single term of office^ and

Grover Cleveland s return for his second. It is literally

true that Cleveland was elected the second time by the

efforts of Matthew Stanley Quay, Republican boss. The

Presidency had got hold of Benjamin Harrison, but he

wasn t big enough to use it. The puppet was still the

puppet.

What is the use of rehearsing the stale facts of

President-making on the eve of party conventions ? To

that extent every President, whatever his personal inde

pendence thereafter, is a political puppet. He has to
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dance to the will of the delegates and those who pull

them along by the nose. Woodrow Wilson was damned

for naming Bryan his Secretary of State, but he had to

do it. Bryan was simply the mother-in-law of the office

he had married. Even Wilson was puppet to Bryan at

the Baltimore convention. Through Bryan he snatched

the nomination away from Champ Clark, and after

ward had to pay his debt.

Then there is Penrose, successor to Quay, and an

other who pulled the strings on Presidential puppets.

Another man vastly bedeviled and underrated. He, too,

was an aesthete, a Harvard man, a person of means, a

man of cultivation. He used to ride through the streets

of Washington in his big red car especially built to ac

commodate his enormous long legs. When he rose to

speak in the Senate he never failed to get a laugh from

the galleries with his Philadelphia accent &quot;Misto

President, Oi rise to say
&quot;

and so forth. But he, too,

was an unelected President of the United States and

every important member of his party was his puppet.

In 1920 he was a sick man and pulled the wires

telephone wires from the study of his little brick

house in Philadelphia. He not merely listened in on the

convention proceedings, he knew what went on in ho

tel rooms. And this is one of the things he knew.
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Harding had already been thought of for the Presi

dential honor, but at one point a strong contender was

former Governor of Pennsylvania &quot;Billy&quot; Sproul. The

race, behind the scenes,, between Harding and Sproul

was at one time so close that the two men, in the same

hotel room, argued it out. Harding lay on the bed,

Sproul paced the floor. The two were friends.

&quot;You take it, Bill,&quot;
said one.

&quot;Do you want it, Warren?&quot;

&quot;Of course. But so do you. What are we going to

do?&quot;

Penrose, when he heard of this &quot;After you, Al-

phonse&quot; exchange, settled the matter by phone from

his bed in Philadelphia. So Warren G. Harding be

came President of the United States, all other accounts

notwithstanding. For all his background and cultiva

tion, Penrose, it will be seen, could be a practical man.

So much so that when his man Harding had been

elected and the depression of 1921 came along he salted

down some $260,000 in cash and kept it in a safety-

deposit drawer in a Washington bank. News of this

leaked, after a time, and Washington gossip was that

he always kept such a cache as one of the wires he

used in pulling his puppets. Instead, he kept it for rea

sons of personal prudence. He ever argued and voted
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for the protective tariff as an infallible means of attain

ing perpetual prosperity, and such a tariff was then in

force. But his clear eye detected the fact that economic

conditions had pulled the strings even on him, and he

had no intention of being caught short of his wonted

gastronomical comforts. No breadline for Penrose.

John Jay once wrote to Gouverneur Morris that the

history of the Revolution would never be written, be

cause of the great reputations it might upset. For

much the same reason the real history of inside party

management will never be written. For another reason,

because much of it dies with those who make it. But so

the Government itself is made a puppet to those men

tioned in the unquoted warnings of G. Washington s

Farewell Address.

It is puppetized in still other directions and by the

least expected parties. Among the strongest powers in

Washington, men or women with the power of life or

death over public affairs, are the private secretaries to

important persons. No Washington newspaper corre

spondent would think of affronting one of them.

Whatever your business, little or big, if you cultivate

the private secretary to any Congressman, Senator, Cab

inet man, it gets under his nose at once. If the secre

tary happens not to fancy the cut of your jib or the
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hue of your tie, the gentleman you aim to see is al

ways either out or in conference. You may cool your

heels till the cows come home and you will never see

him. Many a letter of importance from someone of

consequence goes into the wastebasket, never to be

heard of more, because some secretary has been thus

affronted, God only knows what a determining hand

these persons lay on the destiny of the nation. These

being the one skin you must touch in feeling about for

the center of power you are after, it may be said that

the governing of the United States goes on by whim

their whim*

These powerful parties
receive their best attentions

from personages who enjoy the highest privileges and

have the least reason to condescend the foreign Am
bassadors. Other countries have almost invariably sent

to ours representatives
who were gentlemen or aristo

crats to begin with, and have otherwise set themselves

apart by distinguished achievement. Trust these to get

by the secretaries with the ceremonious courtesy that

puts them on even terms with anyone on earth. And

trust them to smile when they do so.

One often wonders what these members of the gen

uine and elite of other lands think of the puppets

they see performing before them in Washington. And
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trust them to handle their opportunity with an elegant

guile. Discreet as they are by diplomatic training, the

contents of their minds are easily read and subtly

evidenced.

One of the amusing features of Washington life, if

you have the money, is having your portrait painted.

The painting of portraits may be an art to begin with,

but before it can be that many other elements must en

ter. Before a portrait painter can lay a brush to canvas

he must first be a business man, a go-getter^ a politi

cian, a diplomat, and a publicity genius. Whether you

are good at painting matters far less than whether you

are adept at these other activities.

In the prosperous times before the great economic

sorrow, Washington was a fat market for industrious

portrait painters provided they were not Americans.

The foreign Ambassadors had the market cornered for

their own nationals. For example, the Ambassador

from Peruvia would announce in the Washington pa

pers, and perhaps those of New York, the arrival in

America of Miguel de So-and-so, foremost painter of

his country. Dom Miguel was to be the guest of his

Ambassador, and was commissioned to paint the por

trait of said Ambassador and his lady. Rumors were

current that he was to do the President himself. And
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of course he was, if he got the chance. If he did it, you

can bet your boots it was free of charge and for the

social advertising.

It happened time and again. And immediately the

vain of Washington, and the sufficiently well-heeled,

flocked to this visiting artist and paid him fancy prices

for his work. It might be dub stuff but they didn t

know it. And it certainly profited the artist. Always

provided he was a foreigner.

Meanwhile American artists, such as that sterling

practitioner, Edwin B. Child, might park themselves

in Washington for months, and draw not a line from

the Washington papers. Child, for one, put on a show

of portraits to knock your eye out, including sitters

like Coolidge, Senator Morrow, dignitaries of every

variety, and got nowhere. He could have exhibited the

Apostles and got nowhere. His show was a frost. He
was a mere American.

In every little thing Washington is like that as if

it were born unconscious and had never come to. It is

distinctly the big-time city of the country. Nothing

goes on within it that isn t of capital importance. And

every door is wide open to the newspaper man. In New
York one can t meet an office-boy without a previous

appointment. In Washington it is nothing for a news-
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paper man to drop in on the Chief Justice of the Su

preme Court or the Gineral of the Ar-rmy or the Sec

retary of State, and be received within fifteen minutes.

At least he need offer no excuse for the intrusion, and

will get a good one if he has to be refused. The place is

thus open because it lives on publicity. The press is one

of those few filaments that necks the head of the coun

try with its body, and every official knows it, big or

little.

The enterprising Washington correspondent cannot

drift an inch from his routine round of the White

House and the departments without running into mat

ter of hair-raising importance. In the back rooms of

the Smithsonian Institution, for instance, is a curator

of prints named Tolman, who knows more about Gil

bert Stuart, chief portrait painter of G. Washington,

than any other man in America. Why bother about

Gilbert Stuart? Because he begins to be the only painter

we have in America to stack up against Reynolds,

Romney, Gainsborough, Raeburn, and the rest in Eng
land. Gilbert Stuart pictures begin to draw down $75,-

ooo at a crack now, and we ought to be proud of him.

And all that America knows of him is the George-

and-Martha pair that hangs nobody knows where as

it happens, in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. Yet
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this man Tolman, within easy reach of any newspaper

man, can tell him enough about Gilbert Stuart to make

a dozen stories, every one of them good for himself,

good for Stuart, good for America.

Midway along that pie-shaped
mile fronting the

Mall, where the Government is housing itself in a

string of costly buildings, is to be one to contain its

archives. Archives! What more deadly dull! Well, in

that building will go the bales of matter that a Park-

man or a Motley should turn into the epic of the Amer

ican Revolution, the Iliad of the Civil War. Only there

is no Parkman at present, and the unwritten epics re

main unwritten. God only knows how long those vivid

records will mold and gather dust on the metal shelves.

The riches of those archives will become known only

when some snooper with the genius of discovery gets

past red tape and digs his fevered fingers into them.

Every now and then they yield some priceless forgot

ten paper of Washington, or Jefferson, or somebody.

What the most random search will yield was evi

denced recently when an Army officer went through

the old tomes in the crypt of the Engineer Corps.

Searching for something else, he ran into the record of

the court-martial that tried one Cadet Edgar Allan Poe

of West Point, and sentenced him to be dismissed the
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service of the United States. For years biographers of

Poe hunted for that record and never found it. Finally

they gave it up as nonexistent. A big fire did destroy

all the papers at West Point up to the year 1838. But

there, dusty in Washington, is the official duplicate, in

a moldy tome entitled Orderly Boo\ No. 2. Every lover

of Poe would be delighted to have it exhumed, because

it casts a wholly different light on what is thought to

have been another of the disgraces in the much mis

taken life of one of America s literary boasts. The point

of it is that much of the Government is run by puppets

that are dead. Their strings are there to be pulled, and

the news men could pull them. But none of them does.

What the news men miss is really a caution. Behind

every official door in Washington important drama

goes on at times. But the news men themselves suc

cumb to Washington s lethargic climate and groove

themselves into the easiest possible rounds. In conse

quence their home papers pay heavy telegraph bills

for descriptions of Huey Long s early morning appear

ance. All the while the great business of the greatest

industry goes on immediately under their noses, and

goes unnoticed.

Take this, for example. The recent election saved the

Republican party from a scandal infinitely worse than
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Teapot Dome, and not a paper said a word about it.

The scandal had to do with the immense volume of

tax refunds in the Treasury Department refunds to

taling two and three hundred millions at a crack

money that would look important today to a Treasury

desperately trying to make ends meet. Congress, to

ward the end of the last Administration, was all set for

a fiery investigation.
The fact lay before every news

man s nose, and nothing was said. Nothing may ever

be said. All of a sudden the last election blew off every

one s hat and gave him something else to think of.

Yet today the files of the Treasury Department might

disclose entertaining matter touching on the private

lives of certain of its officials although a patent divin

ing rod would be needed to find it, the evidence has

been so skillfully
buried in the files. But another oppor

tunity muffed by the press
the one best bet for flog

ging the puppets and bagging the guilty.

Another thing systematically unreported in the press

is the tremendous drama of the occasional nation-wide

industrial dispute. And the word drama is advisedly

used. At the end of one of those costly struggles Ogden
Armour showed up in Washington unknown to the

press and broke down and sobbed in the Labor De
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partment, so moved was he at the joy of being beaten

by his strikers. News? What news could beat it?

Hot news goes on behind doors at every conference

called by the President to end some row in coal, or

packing, or shipping. Every such conference table di

vides great personalities, who shoot at each other re

marks that would make streamers across any front page

provided they were printable. The composing of one

of these struggles may cost every art of Presidential di

plomacy. It may be costing the country a million dol

lars a day. If that isn t news, what is? And the press

never gets it.

Still, to be
just,

it may be matter rather for the play

wright. To admit the press to these fiery disputes

might ruin the compromise sought. The names these

big fellows of industry and labor call each other is be

yond belief. To print them would scarcely be in the

interest of industrial peace. Then, once the great issue

is settled, the only news is the fact of settlement All

the drama that led up to it is regarded as old stuff.

Only it isn t Galsworthy made a play out of matter

pale by comparison with a conference between labor

and management such as often occurs in Washington.

Some of this strike stuff takes on Homeric humor, by
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the way. During the great
Homestead strike, for in

stance, Andrew Carnegie had just published his book,

Democracy, and had sold his company to United States

Steel for $350,000,000 a staggering
sum in those days.

The millions of money he walked off with without a

blush of embarrassment; the book was another matter.

In it he flatly
came out for collective bargaining and

other rights of the man in overalls. Throughout this

Homestead struggle he sojourned in Scotland and still

openly upheld these rights of labor. In secret he wrote

letters to his partner Frick, urging that the fight against

labor be fought at all costs to the finish. And neither

Carnegie nor Frick ever knew that every letter they

exchanged was abstracted by a sympadietic mail clerk,

opened and photostated by labor leaders, and then sent

on to its destination. The letters made interesting read

ing.

Harding, that smooth stage-manager, once settled a

million-dollar-a-day strike in a manner ready to Gals

worthy*s hand. The marine engineers had tied up the

country s shipping, backed up the railroads, congested

the ports,
and raised general Cain. It ran on for weeks.

Finally Harding was asked to take hold. With Machi

avellian skill he invited the strike leaders into the

White House, led them through its rooms not for-
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getting the study of Abraham Lincoln, friend of the

slaves and then escorted them into the Cabinet room

itself. It was an object lesson in American history. It

sent into every man a sense that he was an American

first and a striker second. Finally he put it to them

as Americans.

It happens that the president of a labor union cannot

act for his crowd without a vote from its membership.

This take-it-or4eave-it situation allowed no time for

that. The president of the key organization in this dis

pute knew that if he decided as asked on the spot, even

by the President of the United States, he might lose

his official position and a salary of $20,000 a year. It

meant retirement on his savings. He stood on his feet,

just the same, brought down his fist on the Cabinet

table, and said to Harding, &quot;By God, sir, I ll do it.&quot;

He also retired to obscurity. He chose to be an Ameri

can and the costly strike was settled on the spot. He

saved the country money, and lost all he had.

During the war the railroads turned the Government

itself into a puppet when, for the sake of speed and

unity of operation, it was driven to take them over.

The railroads management did everything possible to

discredit Government control, in the fear that it might

become permanent. Even after the war, before the
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roads were returned to private management, they ran

their trains short of cars, for example, and informed

irate passengers obliged to stand from New York to

Philadelphia that this was &quot;Government management.&quot;

During the war the sabotage they perpetrated on their

own roads will make something of a story if the press

ever acquires the courage or the enterprise to gather it.

At one critical moment thousands of tons of rails,

seriously needed for safety s sake, were secreted under

a dump-heap near a western city. And once they

brought about a situation perilous to the Allied cause

and to the lives of American soldiers.

The whole issue of the war then hinged on Amer

ica s effort, yet a key freight-yard in the Middle West

was allowed to become hopelessly congested with ma
terials desperately needed. The Government railroad

supervisers had, of course, to rely on the railroads tech

nicians, and the one in charge of this yard had done

what he did on orders from above. He nevertheless

ran into something. When the state of affairs was made

known to the Government official in charge of the

sector, that worthy seized a telephone, called the of

fending technician, and sent at him something like

this. &quot;You will clear that yard by sunrise tomorrow or
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face a firing-squad at that hour. This is a military or

der.&quot; The yard was cleared.

After return of the roads to private management,
the railroad executives achieved the idea of soaking the

Government something like $600,000,000 for
&quot;damages

under Government control.&quot;

A responsible head of one of the Railroad Brother

hoods, on hearing of this, wrote about as follows to

the responsible head of the railroad executives asso

ciation: &quot;Present that bill and we open our private

files.&quot; The bill was never presented.

Yes, there are those who would play even Uncle

Sam for a sucker. But you see how the wires are pulled

in, and out of, Washington.



CHAPTER XIII

Spangles

1 THE country at large the Cabinet is, next to the

President himself, the most impressive element in the

Government when, seen in historic perspective, it is

the most amusing. It takes a mighty small community
to look with awe upon a visiting Congressman. In New
York or Chicago even a Senator may pass unnoticed

by the press, unless, like Huey Long, he is news for

some picturesque reason. But no city is big enough to

hide a Cabinet officer.

He may be away from Washington on errands

purely personal and of the slightest consequence. It

matters not. Wherever he goes the press will try to

discover his private business and his public views, if

on nothing more important than the weather. Wash

ington correspondents, knowing his circus value, have

230
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tipped off the home paper as to his movements. The

gentleman will be met at his train by a reception com

mittee and a police escort, and will have a hard time

getting out of town without at least an address to the

Chamber of Commerce or the Rotary Club. For men

who like that sort of thing, Cabinet office is this end

less incense to self-esteem.

And the funny thing about the Cabinet is that this

institution, taken with such solemnity, has under it no

Constitutional foundation whatever. The charter of

our liberties established no such thing. Not simply

that; not a single Government department is author

ized by that great instrument. Not one is so much as

mentioned. Not the State or the Treasury Department
itself has a Constitutional right to exist. All ten of the

present departments live by a tacit assumption on the

part of the Fathers. Government agencies of the sort

had functioned in the colonies, and the great person

ages who wrote the Constitution apparently took for

granted their continuance,, as they accepted rain or

drought.

Former Senator &quot;Jm
1

&quot;

Reed of Missouri once made

this clear in one of the most hilarious and biting

speeches the Senate ever heard. Some Cabineteer had

got up and laid down the law to the Senate on some-
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thing or other, and so had made the headlines, as de

sired. Whereupon the human cyclone from the Middle

West got up on his own feet and cut the other s from

under. It rocked the Senate with glee
and avenged

many an affront to that body and was never noticed

outside its chamber. Not the Constitution, but the

country has made the Cabinet. Now it s as fixed as

Congress itself, and for just
what it is the one Star

Chamber in our democracy.

How does a Cabineteer snuggle into his job? The

only answer is a separate book of political drama too

long for the close of this one. It all depends on the

President. Washington had his method, Harding had

quite another. The Harding principle
was to find in

a single man an appointment that would go down

with the country and at the same time pay off a stiff

party obligation. Washington, hating faction, deliber

ately put into his Cabinet the heads of the two prevail

ing schools of thought in his time Jefferson as Sec

retary of State, Hamilton in the Treasury. He wanted

them under his eye and thumb. Hamilton he kept.

Jefferson got out. He and his big chief exchanged glo

rious letters of regret over the matter. In letters to

friends Jefferson privately alleged, as one reason for

his retirement, that he d wearied of Washington s un-
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governable rages at Cabinet meetings. It is historically

true that Washington gave way to fits of temper when,

by Jefferson s description, he was a truly terrifying fig

ure. But then he was under a fire of criticism such as

no President since then has had to endure. And Jef

ferson was a man of ironic leanings.

So freely did Jefferson write to his friends as to mat

ters discussed in Cabinet that the star chamber idea

must have overtaken it later. Certainly that unauthor

ized body arrogated to itself no undue importance in

Washington s day. It does now, although God alone

knows why. In time of war, when the fate of the na

tion may hang on decisions of the President, as ad

vised by his department heads, some measure of secrecy

is understandable. Apparently etiquette and nothing

else now prescribes that the secrecy shall apply to any

thing discussed at any time. To no one, not even his

wife, is a Cabinet officer supposed to disclose what

went on at that day s session. He may blurb it all in his

diary or his memoirs, to be published after his death

and by the dullness of these you get a line on how lit

tle of moment transpires at a Cabinet meeting except

during war or a tight political campaign.

During times of stress,, like those of the Civil War,

Cabinet debates may take on dramatic and historic im-
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portance. Hence the vivid history in diaries such as

that of Gideon Welles, Secretary of the Navy under

Lincoln. And long after these diaries have been pub
lished come random stories from Cabinet members,, as

disclosed or leaked to intimate friends. Washington
still grins over some of the similes and yarns that Lin

coln sprang on his Cabinet to drive home a point, and

one that happens to be printable has probably not been

recorded before. Lincoln once posed a tough prob

lem before his Cabinet and asked for a vote. Every one

of them voted No. Lincoln alone voted Aye. &quot;The

Ayes have
it,&quot;

he said.

Their dullness may be one reason why Cabinet pro

ceedings are not disclosed. David H. Houston has pic

tured the first meeting of Wilson s Cabinet. The World

War was not in existence and nothing of moment was

on the calendar but a row with Mexico. Even this ap

peared to be exciting enough to one member who

grasped the hand of another and said, &quot;Isn t this
great!&quot;

He was stepping into world affairs for the first time

and they gave him a kick. After a little familiarity

even world affairs become as tame as tiddledywinks and

running a Government as simple as running a Ford.

Except when something is doing Cabinet meetings, to

Cabinet members, are a bore and worse a serious in-
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terruption to the more interesting and important oper

ations of their own departments.

All the same, in spite of etiquette, Cabinet members

do spill
to their intimates what goes on in Cabinet

meetings. And if only by inference they let it out to

any official intimate. Some department policy may
have been formulated in concert by the Secretary of a

department and his chief subordinates, to be laid before

the President. When the Secretary comes snorting

back from Cabinet meeting, ready to write his resig

nation, nothing need be said. Any board of corpora

tion directors talks as important stuff, and in quiet

times the chief topic of discussion has been fishing or

baseball. In a word, when nothing is going on, depart

ment chiefs by custom look upon Cabinet meetings on

Tuesdays and Fridays as a bore and an interruption to

their work.

When something of moment comes along it may
be on foreign affairs every member is sounded for his

best sense of the situation. At any hour of the day or

night William B. Wilson was asked by the President

of the same name for his views on the conduct of the

war. But that was war time, when the aloof and ob

stinate Wilson reached out for advice in the quarters

where he thought he stood the best chance of finding
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it. In peace time the advisability of a big refunding

loan may come up. But fancy the value of opinion

from former Secretary of Labor William N. Doak on

calling in the Liberty 4% *s.

Yet fancy also the willingness
of that dignitary to

leave the Cabinet because it was in the main a bore!

How do they get into the Cabinet in the first place?

That also rests with the President. Strong Presidents

generally pick weak Cabinets with the exception of

Lincoln, for one, who picked the best he could get.

For Secretary of State he picked his chief political op

ponent, a man who might, by a hair, have had the

Presidency himself. Theodore Roosevelt chose a fairly

strong one, in the confidence of dominating any selec

tion of men. But look at Harding s! Wilson made

office-boys of his with the exception of Lindley M.

Garrison, who wouldn t stand it and got out after one

of the smartest cracks that President Theodore Roose

velt ever had to take. It is well-remembered and needn t

be retailed here.

The main problem of a President, in choosing a Cab

inet, is that he has to pay political or campaign debts

first, and hope for the luck of brains in those he ap

points. Just as Wilson was obliged to name Bryan Sec

retary of State, the present Roosevelt was, by all sport-
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ing principles, obliged to appoint the present Secretary

of the Treasury who puts himself to sleep every night

with a guitar, or a harp, or something, and doesn t

know what it is all about. As a gesture to the millions

of women who elected him, he named Miss Frances

Perkins to be Secretary of Labor and the first woman to

sit in the Cabinet. As this is written, both are slated to

slide out at the end of their Cabinet year; the first for

reasons already named; the second because, as Secre

tary of Labor, she remains a welfare worker when hell

in industry is about to break loose.

Orate to a sufficient extent, carry key states with the

same, or contribute large sums to the party chest, or

be prominent for something or other and of the same

party complexion, and you stand a chance of Presiden

tial whim in picking you for Cabinet honors. It may

be, as in the two modern instances just cited, that the

honor is understood to stand for a stipulated period;

otherwise Cabineteers hold their posts on good behavior

and may be replaced at will. It does nicely while the

honor lasts. Cabinet members rate high in Washington

itself, and well above the Senate over the country. But

who was Secretary of the Treasury under Garfield, for

example, do you happen to remember?

Do Cabinet puppeteers go after the job? They dol
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Some of them. Provided the President is an easy mark

as Harding was. It is doubtful if he picked his Cab

inet at all. The party leaders did it for him and one of

them picked for himself the best job of all for purposes

of personal profit. One other member of Harding s

Cabinet laid his plans months before for the post. A
real man opposed him for the job.

But the gent had

some sort of hold on one of the chief contributors to

Harding s campaign fund,, and when that man spoke

to Harding the country was gifted with one of the

smallest men that ever held a Cabinet post a pump
kin ego in a peanut brain.

It goes the same with Ambassadors to foreign coun

tries. Time was when this country sent to other coun

tries, as other countries still send to ours, gentlemen of

attainment and distinction. Look at the list of men

we have sent to London Benjamin Franklin, John

Adams, Charles Francis Adams, James Russell Lowell,

John Hay to skip all the rest. Possibly the last truly

distinguished man we had to represent us there in

world affairs was Walter Hines Page.

To Spain we sent Washington Irving. Until lately

the best we had was none too good for any post. And
now what? The repayment of purely political debts,

regardless of personal fitness. Or at least in the main.
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Claude Bowers at Madrid is the one rememberable ex

ception.

How does one get to be an Ambassador? Follow

these simple rules. Live, first, in a state that contains in

the Senate a commanding figure in the successful

party. Hand him anywhere from
fifty to two hundred

thousand dollars for the purpose of electing a Presi

dent, on the strict understanding that said Senator and

party Goliath will use every power he has to get you

named to this or that post abroad. If the President you

paid for is elected, you have the shadow of a hope. But

only a shadow. Much must yet be hoped for, striven

for. Your Senator may forget, or lose interest, or get

in bad with the Administration; and so your money
has gone for nothing. Almost any contretemps may

happen. This sort of thing, for instance.

The wife of a certain deceased rich manufacturer de

cided to have her son appointed to the Ambassadorship

he coveted and was jolly well fitted for. She duly got

next to her Senator, a powerful figure in the party.

The appointment was duly promised by President

Harding. But something occurred. A certain western

Senator had the misfortune to be licked in his drive

for reelection and so became a lame duck. Yet he had

done a power of work for the party and had to be
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cared for. He was handed the Ambassadorship already

promised and paid for cited above and the hopeful

who had duly paid and had been promised had to wait

for the next best thing.

He waited and waited and Harding died. It looked

as if the Ambassadorial jig were up. Persistence won

in the end as in the presentation at court. Coolidge

came in. Another whacking contribution had been

made to his campaign. Coolidge not only remembered

his promises, but he had no lame ducks on his hands,

and he lived throughout his tenure of office. The issue

of it all was, not an Ambassadorship, but at least ap

pointment as Minister to a decent foreign country.

And now for the sequel.

Mr. Hoover came in and retained this gentleman

where he was, installed in his Ministry. Safely so, to

all appearances. But to appearances only. On a last oc

casion when the Minister to So-and-so came back to

America on leave, for a little relaxation, he was one day

surprised to read in his morning paper that Mr. Hoover

had named a political favorite, or campaign contribu

tor of his own, to the post. All without the formality

of notice to the man replaced. G. Washington would

have done it a little differently.

If you care to be an Ambassadorial puppet on terms
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such as these provided you have the money and the

patience in the first place you are welcome to it. Still,

apart from a few questions, the present Mr. Roosevelt

seems to have had little
difficulty in finding those who

are willing to risk it.

The next best thing is prominence and power in

Congress. And how are these attained? In the first

place, if you are a Member of the House, you must get

yourself reflected every two years. It costs a lot of

bother and money, but you may think the game worth

the candle. If you keep it up, the party whips pick you
for membership on an important committee. You ll get

a committeeship anyhow, on something or other, but

the major thing is to jut up so that you draw appoint

ment to something worth while. The simple rules for

advancement, then, call for successive rejections. The

seniority rule then begins to be operative, and at the

end of six or eight reflections you may, by sheer age

in the House, become chairman of the Committee on

Agriculture or the Irrigation of Arid Lands. It s not

very much but at least it is something. Your stationery

supplied by the Government looks pretty well. It

has, moreover, some social effect about Washington,

with advantages to your family.

In the smaller body of the Senate a man of some
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brains and industry has, of course, a more easy and

rapid opportunity to distinguish himself. A Senator,

even without pronounced ability,
is always somebody.

He may know Labor from top to bottom, and be ap

pointed to the Committee on Banking. He needn t

mind. After a certain number of years, the operations

of the Grim Reaper among those who have been in the

Senate longer than he, together with the rule of sen

iority, in a word the mere passing of time, may place

the Laborite in the chairmanship of the Committee on

Banking. Which is not to be sneezed at. In the mean

time the Laborite may have learned something about

Banking. On the same committee may be three or four

of the men who do all the work and thinking, but with

the passing of sufficient time thus does the beardless

puppet grow into the whiskered big one. . . .

But this won t do. It really won t do. Enough has

been said of the puppets in this show along the Po

tomac. The real book to be written is of the men of

brains and culture and devotion who make the ma

chinery of Government go.

You are safe and the Republic still stands because of

this handful of the faithful who do the work and run

the country. No one questions that Speaker Cannon,

for one, was a worker; but his work was chiefly for the
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dominance of his party another development, by the

way, that George Washington foresaw and that gave

him the horrors. Speaker Cannon and party leaders

agreed on what legislation was good for the party first,

for the country second, and for the sake of the party

he put it through. Yet neither he nor any other party

leader may have originated that legislation. That was

all done by the handful of the obscure who do the

thinking. You rarely see their names in print. Only
now and then do they rise as members of House or

Senate, or come from outside before House or Senate

hearings, and contribute a clearing or guiding word in

the passage of necessary legislation. If you live and

move long enough in Washington you learn who they

are, but you learn it by yourself. The gentlemen of the

press, like all others in Washington, are soon taken

with the Washington languor that numbs the legs and

limbers the tongue. Getting about and learning who

runs the works and how it is done calls for effort and

energy, when it is far pleasanter to loll in the condi

tioned air of the White House offices, or gab with a

talkative Congressman or other picturesque political

figure. This is why the 126,000,000 Americans get little

from Washington but news of the puppet-show, when

a step away, behind the door of any Cabinet official s
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office, there may be shaping matters of decided interest

to every payer of taxes.

Not that all the personages you hear of are puppets.

Some of the actors are real And do they work! The

editor of a great paper sits in his easy chair and dictates

a leader damning the do-nothing tactics of Congress.

It takes him perhaps half an hour. Whereupon he

closes his desk and refreshes himself with a round of

golf.
If the same editor wrote to date himself up on a

matter of grave public interest with, say, Senator Couz-

ens of Michigan, he would get a reply like this:

&quot;My
dear Mr. Blank,

&quot;Will you be good enough to lay before me in

writing the matter you have in mind ? I then may
be able to take it home and give it some thought

in the evening, the only part of the day when I

have time to do so.&quot;

It is nothing to see Senator &quot;Dave&quot; Reed of Penn

sylvania, pronounced by his opponents as an office-boy

to &quot;the interests,&quot; playing the real errand boy about the

Government Departments in quest of an office-boy s

job for one of his constituents. They all do this. Sena

tor Copeland maintains a correspondence so huge that
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to handle it he needs a private staff in New York as

well as his official force in Washington, yet ask him

any reasonable favor and he does it though it costs him

more leg-work than any newspaper correspondent

would think of performing.

The others who run the country away from the spot

light pop into your ken by accident. They may have

lived,, unknown, for two or three years as your next-

door neighbors. Suddenly, one evening, your bell is

rung. The card announces Congressman So-and-So,

and fetches a groan. The Congressman is probably

scheduled for a showy speech on the morrow and in

tends to try it out on the dog. The gentleman fools

you. He may turn out to be a man like former Con

gressman Voigt of Wisconsin, member of the House

committee on Agriculture, who in five minutes could

make you wiser on the farm situation than five years

of reading or travel would do and make every min

ute of it thrilling. This may be the first time his merits

have been hauled into public notice, but he did a

plenty for the American farmer and while he lasted he

was a typical specimen of those who quietly keep the

country on the move. Where is he now? The elder

Lafollette de-railed him for some political difference.
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Fortunately he is somewhere in a Federal judgeship

and the country still profits by the judgment of one of

the most disinterested patriot servants it ever had.

Song-birds save the farmers of the country a billion

dollars a year by putting in a little time, between songs,

in devouring bugs and worms; yet song-birds them

selves used to be shot and eaten in pies.
A man named

Palmer in the Department of Agriculture is responsible

for the treaty with Canada that permits these creatures

to
fly

as they will, singing as if their hearts would

break, and all the while keeping the farmer from going

more broke than he is. This, at last, is singing the

praises of Mr. Palmer.

The Department of Labor has had one Secretary, its

first one, William B. Wilson. Behind the scenes it has

since then had one just the same in Hugh L. Kerwin.

Besides being the Secretary in everything but name,

Mr. Kerwin was and still is the head of a bureau that

settles strikes, also away from the spotlight. You never

hear of this gentleman s labors, but in ending or pre

venting labor disputes, with their lost wages and lost

profits, he must have saved the country hundreds of

millions of dollars, and the country may rejoice that

he s still on the job, still saving it millions more.

Another who has spared the tax-payer losses in tall
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figures is Ralph E. Smith, counsel for the Government

in suits to recover income tax in the Treasury Depart
ment. Among this gentleman s proud possessions are

letters from men like Newton Baker, whom he has

licked in legal battles, warmly commending his patriot

work, yet off he is in the background. The Govern

ment machine is so vast and a President of the United

States is so eternally busy that probably neither may
ever get acquainted with the other. But what a pity

that public servants like these cannot be sifted out and

lifted to posts which they richly merit and the country

would be glad to give them.

As for the eminent scientists who give the best of

their lives and their knowledge in that saints
5

rest

known as the Bureau of Standards, on salaries ranging

from $1,800 upward, and not far up But this cannot

be a census of all the obscure. It is all but an insult to

the rest to single out these few as examples of them all.

And all they make is history.

Preceding pages have taken the pains to show that

the others who make the Washington scene except

for the truly able and good among them are a little

less than disinterested. As a matter of fact nearly all

they do partakes of the deal, the hoss-trade. One day

Senator Watson of Indiana called up a Government
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Department to ask if it hadn t a job for a certain Negro

preacher of his State. At that particular
time the De

partment had plenty of jobs
to be filled, but none of

them open without the pass-key.
The Department

needed a certain additional appropriation whose fate

lay in Senator Watson s hands, and what was the out

come? Said the Secretary of that Department to Sena

tor Watson, &quot;Get me that little appropriation and I ll

get you a job for every nigger preacher in Indiana.&quot;

When an eminent Senator heaves to in a Cabinet

member s office, a
strange light

will appear in the eyes

of both. Those of the visitor will
say,

&quot;Am I going to

get it?&quot; Those of the Cabinet member ask, &quot;What has

this man ever done for me? What am I apt to
get out

of him later?&quot; The conversation opens with the usual

flatteries, and inches toward the topic to be broached.

When each man is convinced that the deal
satisfactorily

repays a past political
debt or assures a future favor the

deal
goes through, and not before. George Washing

ton meant his Federal City to be a great trading post

along the Potomac. It is.



CHAPTER XIV

Back to Washington

iND yet by now, in this year of grace 1933, two

things that would gladden his heart have come to pass

in his Federal City one of them a gradual change, the

other sudden. Washington boasts at least some of the

physical attractions that its wishful progenitor meant

it to have at last, after 140 some years. Patient visitors

to the place are rejoiced that it has this much. The im

patient fret because great buildings and works of art

are not more rapidly put in place of the acres of things

that merit immediate, and not too decent burial for

one, the
&quot;Rocking

Horse&quot; statue of General Jackson in

front of the White House itself. Countless patriots

have pleaded and labored for its removal. It rocks there

yet because no less a person than Saint-Gaudens him

self pleaded its cause as sanctified by time and associa-

249
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tion. One statue of Washington fortunately suffered a

rougher fate. Mercifully buried away in an unknown

cellar, it presents Washington in the posture of a Ro

man god, naked to the waist, in one uplifted hand an

orb representing
the world. No doubt the sculptor

meant it to be enormously impressive,
and it resembles

nothing so much as the First President tossing out the

first ball at a World s Series.

The
&quot;canning&quot;

of this atrocity is an earnest of what s

to befall some other remains of a day when America

admittedly had no art. But their effacement would go

at a faster pace if the President of the United States

utilized to the full his prestige as a patron of the arts.

And who shall say but the day may come when a Presi

dent must have such additional qualifications
to be

elected ?

Twice already intimations of such a President have

come. Edward Arlington Robinson, acclaimed by many

as the foremost American poet since Walt Whitman,

for ten years papered his attic room with rejection slips,

and was fished out of what might easily have been a

permanent obscurity by President Theodore Roosevelt s

article concerning him in The Outloo\* &quot;Teddy&quot;
had

taken the pains to seek him out. Many a star of the

stage treasures letters from Woodrow Wilson that must
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have served as a stimulus, but these encouragements
were all in private, when the great authority of the

President, expressed in the open, might lift the soul of

every artist and of every one made acquainted with

him.

The other great change to come over Washington

happened last March, and almost over night, when the

present Mr. Roosevelt did something at present more

pressing than uplifting artistic souls. He made the
city,

for perhaps the first time since George Washington be

gan it, the Capital of the United States.

Historians will need much time and many volumes

to assess the completeness of the social and economic

overturn ushered in by the election of 1932. This is

neither the time nor the place for the first attempt at

such an assessment. During the campaign of 1932 Mr.

Hoover warned the people that unless he were re-

elected, grass would soon be growing in the streets of

American cities. On the subject of grass Mr. Hoover

was an authority, having let so much of it grow under

his feet. Perhaps he was not to blame. He was not

alone in being unaware of the strange new stir wrought

in the American people by their sufferings during the

past four years. They themselves are not yet wholly

aware of what they have brought about^ and yet are
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the only ones who even sense it. Sit at a pie-counter in

any small town in the country and the occupant of

the neighboring stool may remark on the revolution

that has come about. He will use that very word, too

revolution.

Not long after the election Mr. Arthur Krock, Wash

ington correspondent of the New York Times, wrote

an article for his paper recording his impressions of

the national state of mind as he found it, in a tour of

the states. He referred to those little attentions which

Iowa farmers had paid to the representatives of New

York insurance companies who came out to foreclose

on farms such attentions as stringing a rope round

the agents necks, ushering them to the telegraph office,

dictating the message to be sent, and ordering the

agent either to send it or dangle from the rope. That

same sort of thing had spread as far eastward as Con

necticut and Vermont. By word of Mr. Krock it would

have spread all over the country but for the election of

1932. That opportunity to vent their feelings gave them

either one of two alternatives. It was the exchange of a

desperate despair for a great new hope. They chose the

new hope. And the present Rooseveltian occupant of

the White House is the spearhead of that new national

impulse.
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Mr. Franklin D. Roosevelt has been described by one

of his intimates as &quot;a man of indescribable
courage.&quot;

He has proved it so far. The spearhead appears to be

keen and firm. Let it be remembered, nevertheless,

that its driving power is supplied by this enormous na

tional yearning behind it. Perhaps that is why Mr.

Roosevelt appears to be understood and upheld every

where except in the city of Washington. Go there to

day and you will find the city exactly the same. &quot;Mr.

Roosevelt? Ah, yes, Mr. Roosevelt.&quot; That is Washing
ton s own understanding of the man. Washington was

the last place to be hit by the depression, the last place

to understand that a depression was under way. And

it will be the last place to recover. The city hasn t

changed one jot or tittle. The head is still unnecked

from the body.

Yet something has happened to Washington itself.

In New York this is more vividly understood than in

Washington. Drama has happened at last, not merely

in Washington, but to it. For the first time since the

city was founded it has become the real capital of the

United States. New York is the best authority on the

subject, by being so acutely aware of ceasing to be its

capital.

Something dramatic has happened to the United
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States, for that matter. Thomas JefJerson once re

marked that what this country needs is a thorough

going revolution every thirty years or so. Had he

stretched the interval to sixty or eighty years he would

have been even more the political diagnostician. At

about these intervals we have had at least three of his

prescribed revolutions.

The first one has been made familiar in the history

books. The second came the famous &quot;four score and

seven
years&quot;

afterward. Unless all signs fail the yokels

are right and we are living through the third the

bloodless kind that Jefferson meant.

Certainly something has happened. Mr. Roosevelt s

recovery program contains two things more important

than itself. One is the almost religious popular fervor

behind it. The other is the awe of a business that never

before quailed before such a force. A new and sobered

philosophy has come over it. At last it has agreed to

cower before a storm of popular rebuff.

As New York still remains the capital of business,

nothing in recent days is so dramatic as the self-

reformation of New York. Once the capital of Govern

ment and of everything else, it never gave up the pos

session of both until 1932. While Harding, Coolidge,

and Hoover were President, it never had to give up
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this possession. All three of those gentlemen were in

instinctive accord with New York s idea of running
the country. It mattered little where the Fathers had

posited the Government plant; New York was the

Government.

It must be admitted that Nature herself agreed. The

big business of running the country and the other big

business of running big business belong together. Plac

ing the two apart, wisely or not, interrupted this natu

ral function. Nature overruled the Fathers decision

and for nearly a century and a half the two capitals

have hated each other, feared each other, fought each

other. What this has cost the country, as said, no one

will ever know.

Now it no longer matters. A much more important

thing has happened to the country. The year 1933 will

be historic for again bringing together Washington

and New York, each the capital of what it should be;

one the capital of Government, the other still the capi

tal of business. And at last it has made them one.

We have had democracy in Government; in business,

anarchy. From now on it looks as if business were to

be where it belongs, with Government not as the po

liceman, but as the partner.

Someone, in answer to this new spirit
as evidenced
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by the Iowa farmers, has done this thing. Mr. Hoover

had a chance to see the writing on the wall The read

ing fell to Mr. Roosevelt.

It is not always that a national impulse and its natu

ral spearhead find each other. Long before Martin

Luther there were protestants against the Church.

Long before Columbus, adventurous Portuguese

visited the American coast. When Luther appeared, the

hierarchs of the Church felt themselves secure in their

canon law. They were unaware that a wind was blow

ing. Luther rode that wind. Columbus rode his. A
wind seems to be blowing now. Mr. Hoover had a

chance to ride it. Mr. Roosevelt hopped aboard.

It was not he but the American people who slapped

through Congress the reconstruction program now on

foot. It still is looked upon, even by himself, as an ex

periment. So is the United States, after a hundred and

forty-four years, still an experiment. It happens to be

a going concern because behind it is a certain party

named in the first three words of the Constitution

&quot;We the
people.&quot;

&quot;We the
people&quot; appear to have come into power

again. Perhaps that is why this revolution, if such it is,

is felt everywhere in the country but in Washington
itself. Everywhere but in Washington Americans are
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aware that something momentous is going on. Every
where but in Washington Mr. Roosevelt is discussed.

At last some portion of the United States begins to

pour into its capital, and only Washington s hotels are

aware of the fact. Aware of it at the till. Go anywhere
in the country and you hear little but Mr. Roosevelt

discussed. Go to Washington, and he is barely men

tioned.

This book is one ostensibly about the city of Wash

ington, and is not about Mr. Roosevelt. He comes into

it just the same because, unknown to Washington, he

has done something to Washington. It looks very much

as if, at last, he had converted it into the Federal City

that the First President meant it to be. And there are,

adventurous as it may seem, other points of compari

son.

This country is the United States of America for the

simple reason that again a wind was blowing, and G.

Washington happened to ride it. Without men, with

out money, without anything that makes an army, he

came out the victor in the first Revolution on his will

and his character. Later, as head of the infant political

experiment, he did it again again on his will and his

character. As Washington was the Revolution, so he

was the United States Government.
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The self-important of his time thought poorly of his

intellect. Washington himself thought about the same

of it. But the 3,000,000 Americans of his day are the

126,000,000 of ours because G. Washington &quot;had some

thing.&quot;

When the French counts and other nobility came

here with their men, their money, and their fleet, to

help win the decisive battle of Yorktown, they all were

agog to meet this remarkable man G. Washington.

They counted on meeting a rustic Jove, and they backed

away from a Jove. They met the same magic of person

ality
that kept with General Washington the 12,000

starving men he had with him during the rigors of

Valley Forge. Nothing on earth but his personality

kept them there. He &quot;had something.&quot;

Lincoln was roasted only a little less savagely than

was Washington, but the States remain United because

the gawky rail-splitter
from Illinois also was born with

a will and a character and because he &quot;had some

thing.&quot;

Neither Washington nor Lincoln was fully meas

ured in his time, and it matters little at present that no

measure is taken of their current successor in the White

House. But the fact remains that something is happen

ing, and that somebody or other &quot;has something.&quot;
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Every newspaper of the day proclaims the fact, often

in complaining terms^ that old ways, old habits, old

philosophies, are going by the board. Even old busi

ness. For years the house of Morgan, and a few other

houses, have had employees in the United States Treas

ury Department. Not a minor bank anywhere could

become a depository for United States funds without

the consent or &quot;advice&quot; of the Morgans. Now Wall

Street, for years the invisible government of the United

States, ceases to be a Monte Carlo, reforms itself, and

becomes a stock market again.

Banks by the thousand fall in with the idea or face

Government cancellation of their charters. Corpora

tions by the thousand fall in with this new
&quot;recovery&quot;

plan and buy costly space in the papers to proclaim

the fact. Small-town merchants are mobbed when they

work their employees too many hours by the code.

The Iowa idea is catching.

Some of the bigger business figures may be doing

all this with their tongue in their cheek, in the idea

that this religious fervor for decency in business con

duct will die like Prohibition. They may do it merely

to be in fashion. Many of the original Crusaders may
have joined the jaunt to Jerusalem merely for the out

ing. Bewildered historians have dealt condescendingly
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with the frail little man who started the march on the

Holy City. But he started the business. He &quot;had some

thing.&quot;
He started a bloodless revolution, and changed

the thought of a world.

Nobody knows how a great human movement finds

its leader, except as some profound instinct in a people

and the same instinct in some bold man discover each

other. It is as good an explanation as any. Whatever

the explanation, the thing appears to have happened

again today.

Thirty years hence certain facts now known only to

the few will be known to many. It then will be com

mon knowledge that Mr. Roosevelt, as Governor of

New York, got away with one of the tactical feats of

American politics.
The Hoover party spotted him as

the foe to be met and certain to lick them if nominated.

They counted on Al Smith for internal dissension, and

also discounted Smith s religious handicap. From

Smith they turned to Governor Ritchie of Maryland.

It is one of the ironies of American politics that Demo
cratic Governor Ritchie had strong Republican finan

cial backing in his bid for the Presidential nomination.

Because the Republicans thought they could beat him.

They set out to bag Mr. Roosevelt. They got after

him through their own party and through his own.
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Tammany itself is
office-boy to a certain important

banking house, and Tammany was ordered to send

out against Roosevelt its then most popular pet to snipe

him. All the while the Governor had on his hands the

usual hostile Republican legislature. And what re

sulted?

Jimmie Walker, the pet, is through. Weakened as

he was, he was hauled on the carpet before the New
York Governor and given no quarter at a time when

Tammany still was strong. Governor Roosevelt pushed

through his hostile legislature about what laws he

wanted. He got the Presidential nomination and the

Presidency. He lost no time in putting on the carpet

the Republican banking house behind Tammany. The

head of that house will never live long enough to re

cover his vanished prestige. And all was done fairly

enough. But the fact remains that it was done. No

blow was delivered below the belt, but not a punch

was pulled.

Thousands of people dislike Mr. Roosevelt personally

but, as the politicians say, &quot;y
ou can t go behind the

returns.&quot; This is what he has accomplished more in

a few months than Mr. Hoover failed to accomplish

in four years.

Not to uphold Mr. Roosevelt, but merely to record
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what he has done, let this be added: before and after

he was named for the Presidency his opponents had

one set counter-sock against him. They said he was

&quot;weak.&quot; Even physically weak. It is true that the crank

fate of infantile paralysis hit the man in his forties

and relieved him of his legs.
He put them back under

him by his will and his character. He has his legs today

because he always has had his chin.

While gunning for the Presidency he roamed the

country delivering what were whiffed away as college

orations. Presently John W. Citizen discovered that he

was getting free an elegant college course on the

simple subject of running the United States. The

Roosevelt Presidential campaign was nothing but a

string of lectures for the benefit of millions of Ameri

cans whose horrible depression worries had given them

no time or peace to read or think while Mr. Hoover

warned them of the grass due to grow in their streets,

One delivered a corporation report; the other, by

radio, walked into every home in America and had a

friendly talk with the folks. When the voting came

they put into the Presidency the patient, cheerful, hope
ful explainer of things.

Still it was said, &quot;A good man, but not a big one.&quot;
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He took the oath of office at twelve noon on March

fourth. At 12.30 he had handled one of the major

problems of recent history the banking crisis.

A panic-stricken Congress, perpetual crisis to any

President, was set for printing-press money, the rubber

dollar as happens in every depression. Nobody knew

what Congress would do with inflation least of all

Congress itself. The President honey-fugled inflation

out of its hands and locked it up in the White House

cupboard. Business blinked its eyes, felt of its legs, took

the first step forward in four years, and agreed that

Washington was really the capital of the United States.

Then the Recovery Program. State Socialism, said

many. State Capitalism, said Norman Thomas and

others. Beautiful if it worked, said everyone. If it didn t,

said political opponents, nice little joke on Mr. Roose

velt. Now the discovery that Roosevelt is the only car

on the road certainly the only one to reach the des

tination before the Iowa idea breaks loose again. The

joke then would be on the country. And not much of

a joke.

Next spreading Recovery to the world. The London

Conference, soon buried by the American press.
It still

is believed that Mr* Roosevelt buried his own baby
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with, his now historic explosive message telling the

London Conference where it got off. What he really

accomplished only now becomes clear as a piece of

statesmanship. World-planning, said he in effect, is

still a colossal affair. The time is not yet. The home

folks must first set their homes in order. Then the

neighbors can gather and talk.

Europe beat us in getting the drift of this. Said the

London Times: &quot;It is no longer the President who is

on trial ... He has given of his best. . . . From now

on it is upon the American people that the eyes of the

world will be turned.&quot;

Said David Lloyd George, seasoned judge of his

time: &quot;If President Roosevelt s experiment succeeds

not in every particular, but as a whole then it will

spread to every civilized country and then there will

be in reality a new earth. If it fails, then not only

America but the world will have to begin all over

again/

Coming back home. Before the last election the

country had become alarmingly sectional. Not states

but regions sent delegations to Congress to fight each

other and fight the country. The last three Presidents

were powerless to prevent this. Mr. Roosevelt perhaps

aided by the depression has won &quot;an adjournment of
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politics.&quot;
And for the first time in a hundred years we

have a Government with some pretension of being

national.

Europe was once scared out of its wits by a skinny

little Corsican whom it neglected to size up in time.

Artemus Ward said of him that &quot;He tried to do too

much. And he did it.&quot; Europe now is the first to have

hope of America s President. It may be time to size

him up.

Many still dislike him personally. Even as Assistant

Secretary of the Navy under Wilson he left many
haters. For one thing, he knew what went on behind

every locked door in Washington nobody knew how.

Many of his political opponents lie in wait for his slips.

His powers of intellect still are minimized. But every

issue of every daily paper proclaims the fact that he s

getting away with a whale of a lot. Isn t it possible

that, however hated and belittled he is, thirty years

from now it may be said that he also &quot;had something&quot;
?

If it is, it will not be Franklin D. Roosevelt who had

suddenly opened up. It would be the eyes of a people.

One fact remains, indisputable. This man whom

Washington doesn t know has brought the capital of

the United States back to Washington. The puppet-

show goes on there still. It is only that the three or four
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men who run the country are brought to the fore at

last. Even Johnson, Ickes, Wallace, and Roper, the four

who appear to run it, must lean on countless obscure

assistants. And even they are the puppets of the

President.






















